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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA  

OAKLAND DIVISION 
 
____________________________________     
      § 
RIANA BUFFIN and CRYSTAL        § 
PATTERSON, on behalf of themselves and  §  Case No. 4:15-cv-04959-YGR 
Other similarly situated,    §  (Consolidated Class Action) 
      §  Hon. Yvonne Gonzalez Rogers 

Plaintiffs   §  U.S. District Judge 
            § 
                                v.     § 
      § 
CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN  §  
FRANCISCO, et al.    § 
      § 
  Defendants.   § 

§ 
____________________________________§ 

 
EXPERT REPORT OF ROBERT MORRIS, Ph.D. 

 
Background 
 
I have been retained by Dhillon Law Group Inc. on behalf of its client, California Bail Agents 
Association (“CBAA”) to review materials and provide my opinions in connection with the 
above referenced matter. 
 
I have a Ph.D. in Criminal Justice from Sam Houston State University (2007), MA and BA 
degrees in Criminology from the University of Texas at Arlington. 
 
From 2012-2016, I was an Associate Professor of Criminology (with tenure) at the University of 
Texas at Dallas (UTD), starting as a tenure-track assistant professor in 2007. At UTD, I also 
served as the Director of the Center for Crime and Justice Studies as well as Associate Program 
Head and graduate director of the Criminology Program. I have developed and taught statistics, 
operations research, and advanced data analysis/machine learning courses at the master’s and 
doctoral levels for 9 years for both the School of Economic, Political & Policy Sciences and the 
Jindal School of Management (both at UTD). I also served as the Research Committee Chair of 
the Dallas County Criminal Justice Advisory Board in Dallas County, Texas. 
 
I have received awards for excellence in both research and teaching (e.g., The University of 
Texas System Regents’ Outstanding Teaching Award (ROTA); Academy of Criminal Justice 
Sciences Best Paper Award, etc.), and was ranked 15th globally for scholarly publications among 
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criminologists (Cohn & Farrington, 2014). From 2008 to the present, I have published 57 peer-
reviewed scholarly/analytical manuscripts on justice related topics in leading journals from 
multiple disciplines, but primarily from within Criminology and Criminal Justice. Nearly all of 
my research involves advanced quantitative methods of analysis and several papers have focused 
explicitly on the effectiveness of various methods of pretrial release on failure to appear and 
bond forfeiture. My complete curriculum vitae is attached as Exhibit A of this document. 
 
My present role is Senior Director for Solution Enablement at Hitachi (August 2017 to present) 
where I provide expertise on advanced industrial analytics (data science, machine learning, and 
artificial intelligence) applications (essentially risk-assessment for industrial equipment). Prior to 
that, I was co-founder and Chief Science Officer at Predikto, Inc., a machine learning automation 
software company that deploys artificial intelligence solutions for predicting risk in industrial 
equipment (e.g., aircraft, locomotives, cranes, etc.), serving Fortune 100 global companies. I 
designed the artificial intelligence (machine learning) risk assessment automation engine that we 
use to predict equipment failure and other risk factors. I am an expert in complex large scale data 
analysis and advanced quantitative methods as well as in validating the performance of 
classification algorithms. 
 
Materials Reviewed 
 
I have analyzed the data provided by Defendant in the form of multiple data tables (both raw and 
summary data tables). Some of the data account for individuals (adults) released pre-trial via a 
surety bond in California as reported by a several of surety companies and generally cover the 
years 2013 through 2016. Other data were similar but apply to other types of release.  
 
Exhibit B includes a listing of materials that was made available to me for review in preparing 
this report. While not all of the material was germane to the formation of my opinions, all of the 
material was available to me and at no time was I instructed by counsel not to consider any of it. 
It is my understanding that the Plaintiffs in this matter will be providing expert opinions in an 
effort to support their claim that the existing pre-arraignment release system in San Francisco is 
unconstitutional, and I look forward to reviewing those opinions and any supporting information 
and, if appropriate, responding to them.  
 
Exhibit C shows the “in/out” processes (i.e., computer code and resulting output) that I used for 
all data modification and statistical analyses. Exhibits D and E include the Stata code that I 
created (separately for ease interpretation/auditing/replication) to assess the surety bond data and 
the SHF001179 data. 
 
Assignment 
 
Though I am not an attorney, I understand from counsel that this case involves a constitutional 
challenge to certain aspects of the pre-arraignment release and detention system used in San 
Francisco.  More specifically, I understand that the Plaintiffs challenge the constitutionality of 
the Defendant Sheriff’s use of a bail schedule in San Francisco (the “Bail Schedule”) to set bail 
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at a presumptive amount prior to arraignment. I understand that the Plaintiffs represent a class of 
persons defined by the Court in an Order at ECF No. 214, as:  
 

all pre-arraignment arrestees:  
 
(i) who are, or will be, in the custody of the San Francisco Sheriff; 
(ii) whose bail amount is determined by the Felony and Misdemeanor Bail Schedule 

as established by the Superior Court of California, County of San Francisco;  
(iii) whose terms of pretrial release have not received an individualized determination 

by a judicial officer; and  
(iv) who remain in custody for any amount of time because they cannot afford to pay 

their set bail.   
 
In this report, I may refer to this defined group as “the Class.” 
 
I further understand that the Court has applied what in legal terms is referred to as a “strict 
scrutiny” test to the Sheriff’s use of the Bail Schedule.  
 
I am further informed that Plaintiffs have proposed several alternatives to the use of the Bail 
Schedule that the Sheriff might employ, and those alternatives are set forth in a document filed 
with the Court at ECF No. 221 (the “Proposed Alternatives”).   
 
I further understand that, as reflected in a Court Order at ECF No. 191, the issues to be tried are 
as follows: (i) whether the Sheriff, through use of the Bail Schedule, has significantly deprived 
plaintiffs of their fundamental right to liberty, and, if so, (ii) whether, under the strict scrutiny 
standard of review, the Sheriff’s use of the Bail Schedule is the least restrictive alternative for 
achieving the government’s compelling interests. 
 
It is my understanding that the answer to item (i), whether the Sheriff’s use of the Bail Schedule 
constitutes a “significant deprivation,” is a legal question. I have not been asked to provide an 
opinion in that regard, other than to consider whether the elimination of the Bail Schedule would 
result in a greater or lesser number of people being released prior to arraignment.   
 
With respect to item (ii), it is my understanding from the Court’s direction (ECF No. 191) that 
the Plaintiffs must set forth proposed alternatives that are plausible, which the Court further 
explained as meaning “the proffered alternative systems could be administered feasibly in the 
specific context of the County.”  I further understand that the Plaintiffs’ proposed alternatives 
“need not be ‘more effective,’” than the existing system, but that “plaintiffs must show only that 
it would be ‘at least as effective.’”   
 
I have been asked by counsel to evaluate and analyze the data made available to me, regarding 
each of the Proposed Alternatives to determine whether they are (1) plausible, and (2) as 
effective as the current system at ensuring that persons appear in court and protecting public 
safety, and (3) less restrictive than the use of the Bail Schedule.   
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Analysis  
 
Elimination of the Bail Schedule would eliminate at least one avenue of pre-arraignment release 
for both non-class members and class members (e.g., cash or surety bonds). Further, while I 
support consideration of alternative options for release for the indigent, the elimination of the 
Bail Schedule does not create those options. While the definition of the Class excludes those who 
can afford the “set bail,” many class members can (and I understand that most willing and able to 
pay do) obtain release through the posting of “sufficient sureties” via a bail bondsman, who post 
bail for the defendant for a negotiated fee that is typically paid for by an indemnitor, or co-signer 
(e.g., a family member), and generally not the defendant her/himself. While we don’t know the 
precise number of class members who would lose their ability to secure pre-arraignment release 
if the opportunity to post bail pursuant to the Bail Schedule was eliminated, we can be 
reasonably certain that it is greater than zero. Further, we can assume that if the Bail Schedule 
were eliminated, third parties to the defendants (i.e., co-signers to a bond or bond agents) willing 
to formally assume, and perhaps mitigate, some of the risk for failure to appear in court and bond 
forfeiture, via a surety bond, such would be prevented from producing any effect toward 
ensuring successful completion of the justice process, a prospect that has been partially 
supported by recent scholarly and peer-reviewed analyses. In this case, data from multiple 
sources that reveal that San Francisco defendants (as a group and as individuals) released via 
surety bonds tend to be significantly and substantively less likely to fail to appear (FTA) in court 
and have their bonds forfeited (BF), similar to defendants in other large US counties and that this 
option for pre-arraignment release could have unintended downstream consequences for the 
justice system. 
 
Analysis of San Francisco-specific Data 
 
I analyzed the data provided in SHF00235 regarding the duration of pretrial detainees booked 
into the San Francisco jail in 2016. I calculated descriptive statistics for duration (hours) of jail 
time pretrial for each type of release including a more nuanced breakdown of release on bail. 
Specifically, bail release was broken down by Cash, Cashier’s check/Money Order, Surety, and 
Property. The tables have been sorted descending based on the average hours of jail time. 
 
Note that these statistics should be considered in context as we would expect the details of the 
charge/s, criminal history, jail capacity, etc. to play a role in the duration of pretrial detention.  
Further, note that the above calculations include those held over weekends and holidays.  

 
Assessing pretrial detention duration based on the mean (average) alone is not advised as these 
statistics can be biased by outliers. The percentiles are arguably better measures of central 
tendency in this circumstance. Since the focus is on ensuring defendants spend less time in jail, 
the 50th (median) and 90th percentiles are noteworthy. That said, release on bail appears to be 
one of the quickest methods of release (noting that local citation release are the quickest) 
whether assessed via the mean, median, and/or the 90th percentile statistics. 
 
Specific to bail release, defendants released via surety bond, which accounted nearly all bail 
releases in 2016, spent an average of 12.6 hours in jail with half being released within 9 hours 
(the median) and 90 percent being released within 25 hours. As a relevant comparison, 
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defendants released via “Project O.R.” bonds spent an average of 25.4 hours in jail with half 
being released within 23 hours and 90 percent being released within 40 hours. In sum, based on 
these data, defendants utilizing bail tend to spend less time in jail than the vast majority of 
defendants released via other mechanisms in San Francisco.1    

 
Pre-arraignment Jail Duration (hours): San Francisco 2016 

Type of Release n Mean 
Std. 

Dev. Min. Max. Median 
90th 

Percentile 

Local Citation 2,736 8.9 7.1 0 48 7 15 
Release on Bail 1,928 12.5 9.2 1 48 9 25 
Out of County Cite 332 13.2 11.7 2 48 8 35 
SFSD 849 (B) PC 47 17.8 10.8 4 48 14 37 
PD - 849(b) PC 106 19.4 10 3 48 16 35 
Crim. Matters Adjudicated 1,680 22.1 13.8 0 48 22 42 
Project O.R. 471 25.4 9.7 4 48 23 40 
Released on Probation 28 27 8.3 12 48 27 36 
Charges Discharged or Dism. 411 27.5 11.2 1 48 27 43 
Assertive Case Mgmt. 108 27.9 10.4 10 48 28 42 
Delivered to other Jurisdiction 305 29.2 12.3 0 48 31 45 
Court OR 748 29.9 9.5 7 48 31 44 
Sentence Served 27 32.6 11.2 5 48 30 48 

        
Breakdown of Release on Bail n Mean 

Std. 
Dev. Min. Max. Median 

90th 
Percentile 

Cash 9 9.7 5.4 1 18 9 18 
Cashier’s Check or MO 11 12.2 5.5 5 24 11 48 
Surety 1,954 12.6 9.2 1 48 9 25 
Property 5 20.4 17.1 8 48 10 48 

        Note: Data are from 
SHF00235 

               
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
1 Note that the total number of release on bail for type of release is less than the total for the 
breakdown of release on bail defendants. This was due to surety bail being used in tandem with 
other forms of release, on limited occasion. 
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The Impact of Surety Bail on Failure to Appear and Bond Forfeiture Relative to Release on 
Recognizance in San Francisco 

 
FTA Rates among 918 active SFPDP Cases 

 
File “SHF000830-SHP000859.pdf” reports on page SHF000852, that the overall FTA rate 
among active pretrial cases in San Francisco was 28.1% (ranging between 23.1% and 35.5% 
depending on the judicial decision).  

 
FTA Rates by Release Type based on Data from SHP001179 (Received 6/30/2018)  
 
Data Source: Release Reason (SHP001179; 01JAN2014 - 28FEB2018) 
 

Type of Release # Bookings % Bookings FTA Rate (Raw %) 

Supervised Pretrial Release 612 0.8 62.9 
Court OR 9,862 12.4 61.9 
Assertive Case Management 1,232 1.6 58.7 
Project O.R. 1,622 2.1 27.3 
Release on Bail 10,553 13.3 20.6 

Note: Release on bail is overwhelmingly represented by Surety bail releases. 
 

 
Note: FTA defined by “any” failure to appear associated with an individual booking. 
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Shown above are raw failure to appear rates based on SHP001179 data, which were based on 
actual booking/defendant data provided by the S.F. County Sheriff. Release on bail demonstrated 
the lowest FTA rate compared to the other release types. 
 
FTA Rates for PSA FTA Scale Value 
FTA Scale 

Value # No FTA # FTA # Bookings FTA Rate % Bookings Cum. % 
1 2,211 452 2,663 17.0% 21.8% 21.8% 
2 2,550 1,001 3,551 28.2% 29.1% 50.9% 
3 1,734 1,063 2,797 38.0% 22.9% 73.7% 
4 502 854 1,356 63.0% 11.1% 84.8% 
5 331 1,226 1,557 78.7% 12.7% 97.6% 
6 50 246 296 83.1% 2.4% 100.0% 

Overall 7,378 4,842 12,220 39.6% 100.0% 
  

For illustrative purposes, the above table shows FTA statistics across the 6 levels of the PSA 
FTA Scale for 12,220 unique bookings represented in SHP001179. 
 
FTA Rates by PSA Recommendation 

Type of 
Recommendation # Bookings  FTA Rate (%) 

For Defendants 
Released on Bail: 

FTA Rate (%) 
OR Minimum 2121 30.0 19.7 
OR NAS 2730 29.1 24.0 
Not Recommended 4751 44.5 28.8 
SFPDP - ACM 1731 55.3 52.5 
Total 11333 39.8 28.5 

 
The above table shows observed FTA rates across the 4 levels of DMF (PSA) recommendation 
(based on SHP001179 data). Also shown are FTA rates across the 4 levels, but for those 
defendants actually released via bail (note that bail is represented by more than 99% surety 
bonds). This table casts an image of what San Francisco would have experienced in terms of 
FTA had it relied on the PSA exclusively during this period and how those same 
recommendations performed, but where defendants were released via bail (i.e., bail agent and co-
signers). In each case, FTA rates for bail was lower, however, the difference stood out most for 
OR Minimum recommendations and where release was not recommended (in each of these 
cases, the Surety FTA rate was 35% lower compared to the DMF recommendation). Bookings 
recommended for SFPDP-ACM had comparable FTA rates whether released on bail or 
otherwise. 
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A Counterfactual Assessment of the Surety Bail Effect among Comparable San Francisco 
Defendants 
 
Note that the above statistics represent historical FTA rates and do not address questions specific 
to whether an individual defendant would be more or less likely to FTA if he/she were released 
via one method over another (e.g., O.R. versus Surety). To address the “which works better” 
question at the individual level, a more sophisticated analysis would be required, such as an 
experiment or quasi-experiment. One such method (non-experimental, but approximates an 
experiment) is known as Propensity Score Matching. This is widely used and appropriate 
technique when randomized trials are not feasible or ethical. Using many temporally appropriate 
variables specific to a defendant, and his or her context, this technique estimates the probability 
of a defendant being released via one mechanism over another.2 Using these predicted 
probabilities, each defendant released via OR, for example, is matched to a statistically 
indifferent defendant released via another mechanism (e.g., a surety bond). This process is 
repeated for those defendants who are nearly identical, statistically speaking (i.e., apples-to-
apples). These matched pairs of defendants are then combined into a single database and 
effectively represent a treatment and a control group, where the treatment is exposure to OR, the 
control group is exposure to surety bond, and the outcome is FTA or new criminality, etc. 
Finally, simple tests for group mean differences (e.g., t-tests) are calculated and compared, 
providing an indication of whether any difference in the average rate of FTA, for example is 
significantly different between OR versus Surety defendants, and how substantive the difference 
actually is. Note that there is a litany of statistical tests through this process to indicate whether 
the approach appropriately fits the data, whether key variables have been excluded from the 
analysis, whether including an unknown key variable would throw off the results, etc. Also note 
that this is the approach that I have used many times to test for multi-treatment effects from 
different justice system pathways on key outcomes such as FTA and recidivism; such have been 
published in main-stream criminology/criminal justice peer-reviewed journals.  
 
Relying on the SHP001179 data for unique bookings that included PSA assessments (n= 3,634), 
I was able to execute a preliminary propensity score matching analysis, which can be replicated 
(and reviewed) with the attached computer syntax. Here, the “treatment” group consists of 
defendants released via surety while the “control” group consists of defendants released via OR, 
and the outcome (i.e., response variable or dependent variable) was FTA, defined by “any” FTA. 
 
When relying on matched-pairs3 of defendants (as a collective (1,092 pairs), for males (814 
pairs), and for females (180 pairs), respectively) based on timing of arrest (calendar year 

                                                
2 PSM is, and has been for many years, a valid technique for estimating causal effects in 
nonexperimental situations. For example, Apel, R.J, Sweeten, G. Propensity Score Matching in 
Criminology and Criminal Justice, in A.R. Piquero and D. Weisburd, Handbook of Quantitative 
Criminology, Springer Science (2010). Like all analyses of secondary data, PSM is not a silver-
bullet to estimating causal effects under all conditions, however, it is a very powerful tool in 
estimating treatment effects in situations such as this. 
3 PSM Caliper set to 0.001 for the “all defendants” and “male” models; 0.01 for females due to 
smaller population; both considered conservative settings. In other words, in order for defendants 
to be paired, their probability of release via surety had to have been within 0.001 (or 0.01) of 
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quarter), age, ethnicity, the PSA FTA risk score, and the PSA new crime risk score, these results 
suggest that similarly situated defendants tend to have markedly lower risk for FTA when 
released via surety bond over OR. Specifically, among all defendants, surety FTA rates were 
14.0 percentage points lower than OR. For males, surety FTA rates were 15.1 percentage points 
lower than for OR. For females, surety FTA rates were 10.0 percentage points lower. Each of 
these results was found to be statistically significant.4 
 
Propensity Score Matching Results (SHF001179) 
All Defendants 

        Surety O.R. Difference S.E. T  p 
Unmatched 29.6% 39.8% -10.1% 0.169 -6.02 < .001 
Matched 27.8% 41.8% -14.0% 0.020 -6.94 < .001 
Bootstrapped 
Results       S.E. z p 
1000 Replications 

   
0.021 -6.54 < .001 

Note: Results based on 1092 matched pairs of defendant bookings 

       Male Defendants 
        Surety O.R. Difference S.E. T  p 

Unmatched 29.9% 40.8% -10.9% 0.019 -5.9 < .001 
Matched 28.9% 44.1% -15.1% 0.026 -6.41 < .001 
Bootstrapped 
Results       S.E. z p 
1000 Replications 

   
0.025 -6.09 < .001 

Note: Results based on 814 matched pairs of defendant bookings 

       Female Defendants 
        Surety O.R. Difference S.E. T  p 

Unmatched 0.3% 35.1% -6.8% 0.041 -1.67  < 0.10 
Matched 27.7% 37.8% -10.0% 0.049 -2.03  < 0.05 
Bootstrapped 
Results       S.E. z p 
1000 Replications 

   
0.047 -2.12  < 0.05 

Note: Results based on 180 matched pairs of defendant bookings 

                                                                                                                                                              
one-another, net of the above noted independent variables. Note that even with more lenient 
caliper settings (up to 0.05), the findings remained the same. 
4 As part of the matching process, a defendant may have multiple possible matches. By default, 
the model assigns the match based on the nearest neighbor, however, this alone may bias results. 
To prevent biased estimates as a results, the models were each reiterated 1,000 times (via 
bootstrap estimation of standard errors); a process that randomly assigns matches and generates 
an averaged result that is more robust to error from any particular matched pairing.  
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These findings can be considered reasonably robust to selection bias (i.e., unequal probabilities 
of being released via surety) and were found to be statistically significant (see below table). Note 
the following caveats of this analysis: data were limited to what was provided in SHF001179; 
geography was not accounted for; socioeconomic and employment status was not accounted for; 
criminal history and charge type (i.e., misdemeanor vs. felony) was measured via proxy through 
the PSA risk assessment scores. Overall, and while not without limitations, these findings 
correspond to what has been found in other large jurisdictions regarding FTA rates among surety 
defendants compared to similarly situated defendants released via OR, or other personal bond 
(Dallas County, Texas and Harris County, Texas)—Surety bond release (pretrial) seems to 
reduce the risk of FTA and BF for many defendants.  
 
The Potential Impact of Surety Bail on Failure to Appear and Bond Forfeiture Relative to 
Release on Recognizance in Other Large U.S. Counties 

 
I am aware of 4 empirical assessments that have comparatively addressed the impact of pretrial 
release mechanisms on Failure to Appear (FTA) and bond forfeiture (BF) at the defendant level 
and directly accounted for selection bias in terms of the method of release. Collectively, these 
studies were based on over 100,000 defendants booked into jails over a span of many years 
(1990, 1992, 1994, 1996, 2008, 2011, and 2016/17) in various large US jurisdictions. I authored, 
co-authored, or executed three of these studies. 

 
The initial study stemmed from a national dataset of defendants, but was limited to one month of 
time. Two of the studies took place in Dallas County, Texas and analyzed data from all 
defendants entering the county jail during 2008 and 2011, respectively. The most recent analysis 
was generated as part of an expert opinion I testified to in the matter of ODonnell v. Harris 
County, 251 F. Supp. 3d 1052, 1066 (S.D. Tex. 2017) aff’d as modified, 882 F.3d 528 (5th Cir. 
2018), and aff’d as modified sub nom. ODonnell v. Harris Cty., No. 17-20333, 2018 WL 
2465481 (5th Cir. June 1, 2018), and focused solely on misdemeanor defendants booked into the 
Harris County, Texas jail over the course of approximately 12 months. 

 
The first peer-reviewed study collected data based on a random sample of felony defendants 
processed over a 30-day period from 40 large US jurisdictions.5 The authors found that 
defendants released on surety bond were 28 percent less likely to FTA compared to own-
recognizance releases. Their findings were based on a very robust statistical method that 
accounted for apples-to-apples comparisons; however, the findings must be tempered by the fact 
that the authors were unable to account for inter-jurisdictional variation in justice processing and 
that the data relied upon account for only one month of time. Overall, the study has merit and the 
findings are suggestive of the notion that surety bail may reduce the odds of FTA and BF. 
 
The remaining 3 analyses were carried out by me. The findings from the Dallas studies were 
recently published in a very prominent peer-reviewed journal (PLoS ONE)—see note 4. The 
most recent study was carried out by me in my role as expert witness in ODonnell v. Harris 
County (Texas) and was specific only to misdemeanant defendants. In each case, I employed 

                                                
5 See Helland and Tabarrok (2004). The Fugitive: Evidence on Public versus Private Law 
Enforcement from Bail Jumping. Journal of Law and Economics. 
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statistical methods that are highly established and account for selection bias into one release 
method over another (this is a requirement for appropriate internal and external validity of the 
results) and compare similarly situated defendants together to ensure that those with an 
equivalent probability to be released via one method are compared to those similar released via 
another. This provides an “apples to apples” assessment of the impact on the mechanism itself on 
FTA and BF. It is critical that raw (or unconditioned) BF and FTA rates should NOT be 
compared to other release types or broadly generalized, as doing so does not account for 
selection bias (i.e., some defendants are ineligible for certain release mechanisms and therefore 
should not be compared to defendants who are eligible, etc.). 

 
Generally, the findings from the peer-reviewed literature suggest that surety bail has the most 
substantive impact on reducing the odds of FTA, leading to BF, compared to a) other financial 
methods of pretrial release and b) non-financial methods of release. Specific to surety bail versus 
own recognizance (measured by personal bond release in Dallas County)6, FTA and BF rates 
tend to be higher for misdemeanor defendants, and the effect of surety bail may vary between 
males and females. Specific findings from the three empirical analyses that I carried out are 
presented below. With the exception of misdemeanant females in Harris County, the findings 
support the notion that defendants released via surety bond tend to be less likely to experience 
failure to appear leading to bond forfeiture.7 
 

FTA Analysis Overall Felony Misdemeanor 
Dallas County 2008 39% higher 42% higher 32% higher 
Dallas County 2011 27% higher 41% higher 19% higher 
Harris County 2017 NA NA 14% higher (males only)  

 
In sum, it is my opinion that the practice of surety bail tends to have a positive impact on the 
odds of court appearance, reducing bond forfeiture risk, compared to alternatives. Though further 
study is needed, this is potentially driven in large part due to the indemnitor effect (i.e., the 
mitigating roles of co-signers in tandem with the bond agent). I say this noting that one should 
consider a distinction between a single missed court appearance and legal bond forfeiture. At a 
minimum, a bond forfeiture (i.e., the nature of the outcome variable used in each of the above 
studies) can be primarily considered an amplified measure of physical absence in court without 
having personal appearance data. Indeed, while judges have great discretion in forfeiting a bond, 
a reasonable assumption is that bond forfeitures are most likely the result of many failures to 
appear before the court (i.e., between court variation exists). I would also note that we should 
also consider the distinction between a forfeiture notice and a summary judgement as the 
difference between the two reflects the impact from surety bail agents locating defendants; this is 
something that diversion programs are ill equipped to handle. It is also important to distinguish 
between “true flight risk” and general non-appearance risk.8 

                                                
6 In Dallas County, at the time of the studies, pretrial services release more resembled own 
recognizance release as compared to contemporary pretrial services agency release. 
7 While continued study of this topic is needed, and though these studies were not without 
limitations (like any empirical study), the consistency of these findings should not be ignored. 
8 See Gouldin, LP. “Defining flight risk”. 2018. University of Chicago Law Review, Vol. 85, pp 
677-742. 
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Bond Forfeiture Rates Among Surety Bail Releases as Reported by the Bail Industry 
 

I was provided a series of mixed data files provided by various surety companies (underwriters). 
I then selected the files that contained individual defendant data for those bonded out via surety 
from San Francisco County, and simultaneously provided information on whether the bond was 
forfeited, or not (n = 11 surety companies). Some of the files did not contain information on 
successful defendants in San Francisco. The programming syntax I used for this analysis is 
provided as an Exhibit and was carried out using Stata version 14. The findings include 
descriptive statistics and trends specific to bond forfeiture, and are presented below numerically 
and visually. Immediately below, I provide basic bond forfeiture statistics for the above 
represented surety companies for San Francisco defendants, and all other California counties. 
Further below, I provide more detailed information on the individual surety companies data.  
 
The corresponding visualization illustrates trends in the surety company’s bond forfeiture rate 
over time (the white bars) for San Francisco defendants, along with a line (the black dashed line) 
for all other California counties combined. Note that the data provided by the surety companies 
sometimes varied; for example, some companies only had data for 2015 though 2016, some did 
not have data for the 2nd half of 2016. Others appear to not write bonds (or very few) in San 
Francisco County. It is important to note that I calculated the below statistics based in an 
individual’s release from jail, not based on the number of bonds for a given release (recall that it 
is common for one surety release to be comprised of multiple bond and this depends on the 
number of charges within a given book in). 
 
The general take away is that according to this particular data source, when appearing reliable (as 
noted below), the average San Francisco bond forfeiture rate covering 2013 – 2016 years was 
15.0% (15.9% for all other CA counties) and represent 1,439,892 unique pre-trial releases via 
surety. In the below sections, I visualize the BF trend across varying surety companies. 
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San Francisco Releases All Other CA Releases   

Surety 
Company ID 

# of 
Defendants 

Bond 
Forfeiture 

Rate 

# of 
Defendants 

Bond 
Forfeiture 

Rate 

Data Appear 
Reliable? 

CBAA004071 1,509 16.8% 171,187 24.0% YES 
CBAA003912 817 15.5% 43,887 17.6% YES 
CBAA004075 5,888 12.9% 576,322 19.3% YES 
CBAA003908 70 58.4% 40,811 14.3% Only for CA 
CBAA003910 NA NA 54,051 10.1% YES 
CBAA003911 810 17.7% 43,898 17.6% YES 
CBAA004067 80 62.5% 31,384 12.9% Only for CA 
CBAA004076 4,173 12.0% 434,973 19.2% YES 
CBAA003915 396 60.7% NA NA NO 
CBAA004073 126 28.2% 27,953 12.3% Only for CA 
CBAA004074 26 NA 15,426 11.7% Only for CA 

Totals 13,895 15.0% 1,439,892 15.9% Generally Yes 
  

 
Surety Use Case: CBAA004071—This file contained data representing 1,903 unique defendant 
book-ins (not cases) to San Francisco County released on surety bond between 2013 and 2016 
(out of 172,187 CA surety releases). During this period, the surety company had an average BF 
rate of 16.8% (the 0 months excluded). Other statistics are: Standard Deviation = 4.97%, high = 
30.00%, low = 6.25%, Note that very little data was present for 2013 and the first month of 
2014; likely due to inactivity in the county.   
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Surety Use Case: CBAA03912 – This file contained data representing 815 San Francisco County 
unique defendant book-ins (not cases) released via surety bond between 2013 through 2016. 
Based on the data provide, the surety company had an (average) overall bond San Francisco 
forfeiture rate of 15.5%. Other statistics are: Standard Deviation = 8.1%%, high = 33.3%, low = 
4.2%. 
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Surety Use Case: CBAA004075— This file contained data representing 5,888 San Francisco 
County unique defendant book-ins (not cases) released via surety bond between 2013 through 
2016. There were 582,210 defendants represented in the database (for CA). Based on the data 
provide, the surety company had an (average) overall bond forfeiture rate of 12.9%. Other 
statistics are: Standard Deviation = 4.5%%, high = 23.8%, low = 4.2%. 
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Surety Use Case 4: CBAA003908— This file contained data representing 40,881 California 
unique defendant book-ins (not cases) released via surety bond between 2013 through 2016 (note 
that this particular company only had 71 San Francisco bonds reported). Based on the data 
provide, the surety company had an (average) overall bond forfeiture rate of 58.9%. Other 
statistics are: Standard Deviation = 36.6%%, high = 100%, low = 14.3%. Note that the summary 
statistics for this agency are not reliable due to low sample size. The company appears to rarely 
write bonds in San Francisco. 
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Surety Use Case 5: CBAA003910— This file contained data representing 54,051 California 
unique defendant book-ins (not cases) released via surety bond between 2013 through 2016 (note 
that this particular company reported only 12 San Francisco County bonds, but with no person 
identifier). Based on the data provide, the surety company had an (average) overall bond 
forfeiture rate of 10.1%. Other statistics are: Standard Deviation = 1.2%%, high = 12.8%, low = 
7.4%. 
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Surety Use Case 6: CBAA003911— This file contained data representing 806 San Francisco 
County unique defendant book-ins (not cases) released via surety bond between 2013 through 
2016 (out of 44,708 CA released surety defendants). Based on the data provide, the surety 
company had an (average) overall bond forfeiture rate of 6.8%. Other statistics are: Standard 
Deviation = 9.4%%, high = 33.3%, low = 0.0%. The same surety company reported data for 
44,708 unique book-ins for the entirety of California during the same period (Average = 17.5%; 
SD = 3.8%; Min = 12.6%; Max = 25.1%).  
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Surety Use Case: CBAA004076— This file contained data representing 4,173 San Francisco 
County unique defendant releases (not cases) released via surety bond between 2013 through 
2016 (out of 439,146 CA releases). Based on the data provide, the surety company had an 
(average) overall bond forfeiture rate of 12.0%. Other statistics are: Standard Deviation = 
1.4%%, high = 23.5; %, low = 3.2%.  
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Surety Use Case: CBAA003915— This file contained data representing 396 San Francisco 
County unique defendant releases (not cases) released via surety bond between 2013 through 
2016 (statewide data were not provided). Based on the data provided, the surety company had an 
(average) overall bond forfeiture rate of 60.7%. Other statistics are: Standard Deviation = 
19.7%%, high = 100.0; %, low = 22.0%. Note that these particular data appear incomplete. The 
surety company may have provided data only on those defendants “ever” having had a bond 
forfeiture in San Francisco County. It seems reasonable that the surety company would not be in 
business if this trend were accurate. In short, these data seem unreliable. 
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Surety Use Case: CBAA004067— This file contained data representing 79 San Francisco 
County unique defendant book-ins (not cases) released via surety bond between 2013 through 
2016. There were 34,464 defendants represented in the database (for CA). The average forfeiture 
rate for the company was 28.1% if considering 0 forfeiture years as invalid. I believe that there 
were not enough San Francisco bonds to calculate reliable statistics for San Francisco for this 
surety. The average BF rate for all other counties, which appear to be reliable, was 12.3%. Other 
statistics are: Standard Deviation = 1.7%%, high = 15.9%, low = 8.1%. 
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Surety Use Case: CBAA004073— This file contained data representing 128 San Francisco 
County unique defendant book-ins (not cases) released via surety bond between 2013 through 
2016. There were 28,079 defendants represented in the database (for CAI believe that there were 
not enough San Francisco bonds to calculate reliable statistics for San Francisco for this surety. 
The average BF rate for all other counties was 12.3%. Other statistics are: Standard Deviation = 
1.7%%, high = 15.9%, low = 8.1%. 
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Surety Use Case: CBAA004074— This file contained data representing 26 San Francisco 
County unique defendant book-ins (not cases) released via surety bond between 2013 through 
2016. There were 15,426 defendants represented in the database (for CA). There were not 
enough San Francisco bonds to calculate reliable statistics for San Francisco for this surety. The 
average BF rate for all other counties was 11.7%. Other statistics are: Standard Deviation = 
2.0%%, high = 16.7%, low = 8.2%. 
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Assessing Surety Forfeitures between OCT 2015 through APR 2016 and between MAY 
2016 and DEC 2016 
 
Relying on the surety provided data that appeared reasonably valid, I calculated the overall 
monthly average bond forfeiture rates, for San Francisco County releases, between OCT 2015 
through APR 2016 and between MAY 2016 and DEC 2016. 
 
The Average bond forfeiture rate for Surety Companies between OCT 2015 through APR 2016 
was 15.9%.  
 
The Average bond forfeiture rate for Surety Companies between MAY 2016 through DEC 2016 
was 17.4%.  
 
The Average bond forfeiture rate for Surety Companies during both periods together was 16.7%, 
ranging between 9.6% and 24.9% (SD = 5.5%). 
 
The monthly averages are presented in the below graphic. The dashed lines are the lines of best 
fit (the linear trend) for each window of time.  
 
Overall, it appears that surety bond forfeiture rates were modestly higher in the latter time period 
(1.5 percentage points higher, which is about a 10% relative increase), but each can be argued as 
similar. However, these numbers should be interpreted with caution as each time range only 
includes 6 (or 7) months of data and we know that we should expect some seasonal variation that 
is not captured here. An analysis of more time, both before and after the PSA implementation 
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would be advisable to assess changes pre and post PSA in surety BF rates, but those data were 
not available to me. For example, it would be ill advised to compare the overlapping calendar 
months show here as such could be due to chance alone. 
 

 
 
 
Other Relevant Peer-reviewed Literature on Correlates of FTA as of June 2018  
 
I have not identified any published peer-reviewed empirical evidence specific to bond 
forfeitures/FTA since my last published peer-reviewed manuscript on the topic (Summer 2017). 
 
 
The Washington D.C. Pretrial Release Program  
 
Under the Washington D.C. non-financial pretrial release system, nearly 20,000 defendants are 
interviewed annually with approximately 15,000 individuals supervised by their Pretrial Services 
agency (for 2016)—see Note 1. Of those, about 5,000 people are under supervision at any given 
moment. Misdemeanants remain “under pretrial supervision for four months and felony cases are 
under pretrial release for five months.”9 The goal of this system is to provide close supervision 
that maintains public safety while providing the least amount of supervision on an individual as 
possible to ensure court appearance, or otherwise divert the defendant from further contact with 
the justice system. According to a report published on their website by the Pretrial Services 
                                                
9 https://psa.gov/?q=programs/defendent_supervision , see also 
https://www.psa.gov/sites/default/files/PJI-DCPSACaseStudy.pdf  
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Agency for D.C.10, for 2016 (the most recent data presented on the website), 88% of defendants 
remain arrest free during supervision and about 88% complete supervision pretrial without 
revocation (i.e., in compliance), and 87% are said to make all of their scheduled court 
appearances. 

 
The risk assessment instrument used in D.C. is different than the Arnold PSA tool.11 It accounts 
for a much broader array of social and demographic features (e.g., employment, age at arrest, 
emotional problems, etc.), detailed charge information, criminal history attributes and also may 
include pre-initial appearance drug testing. However, the D.C. is not without limitations. There is 
a lack of transparency in regard to the tools underlying method, validation, and like the PSA, it 
contains the inherent tautological issue that is a strong reliance of criminal history, which is 
potentially biased toward minorities (due to racial disparities in the administration of justice). 
 
It is important to note that many jurisdictions rely on financially backed bonds to ensure that a 
defendant makes an appearance in court. Further, many large jurisdictions rely on financially 
backed bonds to prevent an overwhelming volume of detainees to manage. 
 
One important caveat with the non-financial system is that it represents an enormous effort with 
respect to the proper identification and supervision of defendants. This often requires a formal 
risk assessment and the appropriate classification of an individual to the right category of risk. 
Creating a risk identification system that is accurate, consistent, and valid requires ingenuity and 
persistence in order to properly address the infinite number of defendant contexts, which may not 
be realistic in practice and at scale. Further, no risk assessment should be used without oversite 
from a human expert. Adequate supervision of defendants will require sufficient funding, the 
amount of which will depend on the size of a given jurisdiction and the attributes of supervision 
that are utilized. 

 
Empirical Evidence from the Washington D.C. Model 

 
I have been unable to locate any peer-reviewed empirical evidence supporting or opposing the 
success of the methods utilized by the Washington D.C. Pretrial Services agency. Further, it 
appears that there is no released data provided by the Washington D.C. Pretrial Services Agency 
to validate their reports on however success might be defined.12 It is unclear whether the D.C. 
model defines appearance as individual physical presence, or something akin to a set of failures 
to appear leading to bond-forfeiture. Indeed, calculations of “appearance” vary considerably and 
can be subjective. 

 
 

                                                
10 https://www.psa.gov/?q=data/performance_measures  
11 See http://www.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/77_1_5_0.pdf  
12 Note that “success”, or lack thereof, is defined subjectively. Regarding failure to appear, it has 
been defined loosely by a single missed appearance (which tends to be excusable by a court) or 
more specifically by a set of failures to appear leading to the forfeiture of a release bond—see 
Gouldin, LP. “Defining flight risk”. 2018. University of Chicago Law Review, Vol. 85, pp 677-
742 
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Budget Comparison between San Francisco County and Washington D.C. 
 

The D.C. Pretrial Services Agency reports that an assessment of risk among offenders involves 
the allocation and dispersion of resources based on individual needs. This includes, but is not 
limited to, phone call supervision, check-in dates with a satellite institution, Global Positioning 
System (GPS) data, placement in a halfway house, exposure to group therapy, and many other 
service interventions. Managing and maintaining a system of service at this level requires 
millions of tax dollars annually to maintain. In a recent budget proposal from the Washington 
D.C. Pretrial Services Agency, the budget for 2016 totaled approximately $62,357,000, 
reflecting an estimated increase of $1,512,000 over the previous fiscal year.  Any widespread 
effort to produce and maintain a system, such as that the D.C. pretrial service agency, produces a 
sizable amount of pretrial services that are subject to new advances in risk assessment tools, drug 
testing, housing, and other components. At no point in the budget proposal does the D.C. pretrial 
service agency state that an individual must provide any financial recompense to the system. All 
of the money is spent on supervising an individual, with no coverage of the costs incurred to the 
system.  

 
Another aspect of using this supervisory system is the increasing reliance on technology to keep 
track of defendants. For example, in the budget report proposed by the D.C. Pretrial Services 
Agency (page 17), the need for additional funding includes the startup, maintenance, and 
development of a mobile app that allows for face-to-face interviews with Pretrial staff.  Instead 
of requiring anyone to show up in person, the agency appears to be moving toward a technology-
based approach and does not require physical check-ins with a person in many, or most, cases. 
Conceivably, an individual can be anywhere in the world and accept a mobile invitation for any 
interview provided they possess the necessary technology. Such technology adds to operational 
costs considerably, is subject to network availability, and is not fully immune to tampering. 
Further, GPS tracking alone limits the ability of the Pretrial Services Agency to provide adequate 
supervision of a defendant. For example, much of the context around defendant success is the 
surrounding environment. In person meetings may provide tips to the interviewer regarding 
secondary issues (e.g., substance use, family issues, lifestyle health, etc.). If the job of an 
interviewer is to qualitatively assess whether the defendant is becoming at risk, the ability to 
“read” a person’s behavior would be better done in person, rather than via a two dimensional 
screen. 
 
Opinion on the Declaration of Mr. Ed Wells 

 
In a document submitted on 06/04/2018, Mr. Ed Wells, the Court Manager for the Harris County 
Criminal Courts at Law, reported on statistics in regard to FTA leading to BF, based on data 
extracted from the Harris County JIMS system representing misdemeanor defendants booked 
into the jail between June 06, 2017 and April 30, 2018 and between January 01, 2018 through 
April 30, 2018. He presents a summary of the findings, definitions of how key attributes (e.g., 
bond forfeiture) were measured for his analysis, and statistics reported in 34 separate tables. 
 
Mr. Wells reports these numbers in a series of straight forward tables. Specifically, he reports 
“extreme disparity between failure to appear rates for arrestees released pursuant to the District 
Court’s preliminary injunction and those released on a secured bond exist regardless of whether 
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the comparison is done for failure rates ‘by person’ or by ‘bond’,” (see paragraph 8) and that 
such disparities were present across the 16 courts in question. 
 
In Decl. ¶ 4, Mr. Wells explicitly, and correctly, defines how bond forfeiture is measured, or 
represented, within the data and also notes that bond forfeiture may result from one or more 
failure to appears in court, depending on a judge’s discretion. Mr. Wells stated that bond 
forfeiture is “…a reliable proxy for failure-to-appear rates.” To this statement, I completely 
agree. A formal bond forfeiture, as recorded in the county data (Harris and also elsewhere) 
represents one or more FTAs by an individual defendant and is absolutely a proxy for FTA; I 
believe this to be the best measure of FTA that many counties will have available for analysis.13 
However, I will note that individual personal non-appearances in court is an important outcome 
and should be addressed and analyzed in tandem with bond-forfeiture. Unfortunately, in Texas, 
and in other US States, individual court appearances tend to not be formally documented and 
logged into a database.   

 
In Decl. ¶ 9 of the document, Mr. Wells states that “unsecured Sherriff’s Bonds are substantially 
similar across all 16 Courts” and that he was not aware of the reason/s why Dr. Demuth had 
suggested that the forfeiture rates varied substantively between judges. With this statement, I 
agree (see analysis below in response to Dr. Demuth). Mr. Wells reported the bond forfeiture 
rates for the above noted time period were: 

  

# of 
Defendants 

# of Bond 
Forfeitures 

Bond 
Forfeiture 

Rate (# BFs / 
# Defendants) 

June 6, 2017 - 
April 30, 2018 Secured Bonds 15,399 1,517 9.85% 

 

Sheriff's Unsecured 
Bonds 8,643 3,859 44.65% 

     January 1, 2018 
- April 30, 2018 Secured Bonds 6,415 430 6.70% 

  
Sheriff's Unsecured 
Bonds 2,847 1,148 40.32% 

 
The numbers he reports (above) are not surprising to me, based on my experience working 
directly with equivalent data from Harris County, and that of Dallas County. Also, the arithmetic 
was reported correctly. However, we would be wise to not broad generalizations from assessing 
raw BF rates as they contain within them defendants who are not comparable (i.e., may or may 
not have an equivalent probability of being released on one type of bond over another). 

 

                                                
13 Note that that when calculating statistics for FTA or BF there should be a distinction between 
FTA/BF following the initial arrest versus FTA/BF following post-initial technical violations 
(which are common); these are qualitatively different contexts. 
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In Decl. ¶ 15 of the document, Mr. Wells discusses some minor discrepancies with the data due 
to factors such as an arrestee having another charge, or set of charges, pending. This is a 
common issue with court data and is more than likely ignorable due to the rarity of the event. 
 
Opinion on the 14 Harris County (TX) Judges in re ODonnell v. Harris County 

 
In the Harris County case (ODonnell v. Harris Co.), the plaintiffs (and two other judges) suggest 
or accuse 14 of the misdemeanor criminal court judges involved in the case of efforts to inflate 
bond forfeiture rates in order to sabotage the preliminary injunction and other reform efforts 
centric to the current system of pretrial release (i.e., the bail system). In response to these claims, 
and based on data presented in the declaration of Mr. Ed Wells, I calculated the differences in 
average forfeiture rates for each of the 16 judges for an 11-month period (roughly) prior to the 
injunction (06/06/2017-04/30/2018) and a time period that includes data for 90 days following 
the injunction 01/01/2018 – 04/30/2018). These differences are presented below and color coded 
so that darker yellow indicates a greater decrease in BF rates and darker blue indicates greater 
increase in BF rates for before and after the preliminary injunction. 
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Differences in Harris Co. BF Rates for Periods Pre- and Post- Preliminary Injunction 
Court 
Num. Judge Cash Personal Surety Unsecured Combined 

1 Goodhart -3.5% -0.1% -4.2% -7.3% -3.8% 
2 Harmon -2.2% -1.1% -1.6% -2.1% -1.7% 
3 Fleming -6.8% -7.2% -3.2% -5.3% -5.6% 
4 Clinton -11.3% -9.4% -4.3% -5.2% -7.5% 
5 Harris -1.3% -5.0% 0.6% -1.0% -1.7% 
6 Standley -8.6% -6.7% -2.0% -8.1% -6.4% 
7 Derbyshire 0.4% -0.5% -4.8% -9.6% -3.6% 
8 Karahan -8.5% -3.9% -3.8% 2.2% -3.5% 
9 Wilkerson -3.5% -5.7% -4.7% -5.9% -4.9% 

10 Spjut 0.1% -1.2% -3.8% -6.5% -2.8% 
11 Bull -2.4% -4.1% -5.3% -0.2% -3.0% 
12 Brown -0.3% -2.7% -3.7% -7.6% -3.6% 
13 Smyth -4.5% -4.6% -3.4% -3.6% -4.0% 
14 Fields -2.1% -3.1% -4.0% 1.7% -1.9% 
15 Spradling -0.8% -2.0% 0.3% -5.2% -1.9% 
16 Jordan -4.6% -3.4% -2.1% -1.0% -2.8% 

 
Combined -3.7% -3.8% -3.1% -4.0% -3.7% 

Note: Darker blue = greater increase; Darker yellow = greater decrease 
 

Based on the data provided, the collective difference in overall BF rates for the period following 
the preliminary injunction was 3.7% lower. For cash bonds, 14 judges were found to have 
reduced BF rates with 2 judges showing very modest increases (< 1%). For Personal bonds, all 
16 judges demonstrated decreases in BF rates, averaging -3.8% and ranging between -0.1% and -
9.4%. For Surety bonds, 14 judges were found to have reduced BF rates on average by -3.1% 
with 2 judges showing very modest increases (< 1%). Surety bonds were found to have the 
lowest collective difference in BF rates from judges. For Unsecured bonds, 14 judges were found 
to have decreased BF rates with 2 judges increasing by no more than 2.2%. 

 
Overall, the differences in BF rates of judges for the periods before and after the injunction 
appear generally consistent, with some subtle changes likely to random variation. This finding 
holds when looking at collective and individual differences whether within and between judges, 
or within and between release types. Granted, these findings are based on summary data, rather 
than raw data, and do not absolutely distinguish between the pre- versus post- preliminary 
injection periods, I believe that this is reasonable evidence to confidently show that Harris 
County judges were not manipulating forfeiture rates and if they were, there was no substantive 
impact to BF rates. For this to be otherwise, the data immediately following and preceding the 
preliminary injunction would need to be analyzed thoroughly and show major swings in BF rates 
by individual judges that initially show the attempt to sabotage, and then show the reverse in 
order to correct the effect (i.e., to be able to result in the data presented above). It is my opinion 
that it is very unlikely that the Harris County judges deliberately modified their bond forfeiture 
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behaviors. If they did, the effect was non-substantive and apparently in the wrong direction if the 
goal were to empower the previous system of pretrial release (i.e., the reductions in surety bond 
BF were reduced the least amount).  

 
General Applicability and Utility of a “one size fits all” PSA Risk Assessment Tool 
 
Can a generalized risk-assessment such as the PSA tool work? 

 
It would be inadvisable to rely solely on a generalized risk assessment tool, such as the Arnold 
Foundation’s PSA to predict FTA across the United States. In fact, it is my opinion that the PSA 
tool, as executed, is fundamentally flawed in its attempt to predict risk. At a minimum, any 
classification algorithm targeting risk for FTA or recidivism will be mis-specified without 
directly accounting for geography as there is considerable heterogeneity not only in offending 
patterns, but also in justice processing standards/practices, between physical locations. 
Geography plays a considerable role in both the risk for offending and for the odds of showing 
up to court. For example, if there is no public transportation in a jurisdiction (or even 
neighborhood), more defendants will have difficulty to show up on time, if at all. Other research 
shows clearly that over 60% of the variation in some types of offending can be attributed to 
street segments, or neighborhood effects.14 You would have to account for unmeasured spatial 
attributes by proxy at a bare minimum as jurisdictions vary widely throughout the nation. The 
PSA does not account for geography at all (from what I have read), which is a significant 
limitation that dramatically reduces its potential for external validity. Not only would a tool need 
to be adjusted for each location, but it would need to be validated with data from that location. 
Further, there would need to be an on-going assessment of validity that accounted for both 
spatial and temporal dynamics concurrently. This requires both training and testing data from 
specific geographic locations. Additionally, there should be no expectation that the same tool 
would be as effective in coming years as both technology and the justice systems change. For 
example, a tool that was built using data from a place and time where recreational marijuana 
defendants were used would not apply to a time and location where such behaviors were legal. 
Alternatively, a risk assessment tool may not have the same predictive validity for first time 
offenders versus the serial recidivist (aka lifecourse persistent offender), etc. 
 
Limited Input Data of the PSA: A modern predictive classification instrument (i.e., a risk 
assessment algorithm) would be better considering all available and appropriate input data. In 
other words, a tool should take into consideration any and all input data that could potentially 
infer causation (directly or via proxy). The PSA tool is extremely limited in what data are used as 
inputs to predict each of the three outputs it attempts to address. More importantly, the PSA 
arbitrarily amplifies risk due to simplistic and naive scoring of risk attributes. For example, the 
PSA assigns 1 point for “1 or more” misdemeanor convictions and also 1 point for “1 or more” 
felony convictions. Thus, an defendant with a many felony convictions could be predicted to 
have the same risk as an defendant with only 1 misdemeanor conviction.15 Further, the over 

                                                
14 See Schnell et al. 2017. “The Influence of Community Areas, Neighborhood Clusters, and 
Street Segments on the Spatial Variability of Violent Crime in Chicago". Journal of Quantitative 
Criminology, vol. 33, pp. 469-496.  
15 See http://www.arnoldfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/PSA-Risk-Factors-and-Formula.pdf  
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reliance on criminal convictions/history may represent an unfair criminal justice system over true 
risk for some racial and ethnic groups.  
 
More generally, and discussed in some detail elsewhere16, the lack of localized validation is a 
major criticism of any pretrial risk assessment instrument. Geography is clearly a very important 
aspect to account for due to social and cultural norms, differences in opportunities to both offend 
and be arrested, etc.17 Another major criticism that applies to empirical classification in general, 
is that we should not assume that the same pretrial risk assessment should be applied to all 
defendants equally. Risk for BF, FTA, and new crimes is much more complex and the current 
pool of literature on this topic has simply not advanced that far to date. 

 
Validation of the PSA tool for San Francisco and Correctness/Completeness of the Data 
Points Considered by the PSA Tool Generally 
 
Risk assessment is an empirical method whereby input variables (aka features, independent 
variables, covariates, etc.) are put into an algorithm (or equation) to produce an estimated 
probability on some output (i.e., a dependent variable, a response variable or outcome, etc.), for 
example FTA. In its simplest form, the algorithm can be calculated by hand, which has some 
practical appeal. However, more contemporary methods (machine learning) can capitalize on an 
infinite number of inputs that manifest unobvious patterns that do quite well in improving 
prediction performance. In either case, the goal of the algorithm is to estimate a probability of a 
future state, such as court appearance. In risk assessment, how validation is paramount. (note that 
modern approaches can be referred to as machine learning for classification and fall under the 
umbrella of weak artificial intelligence if fully automated and used to make decisions without a 
human-in-the-loop). There are many methods that can be used to validate results, however, two 
caveats that can be fatal to the method include model “misspecification” and model “overfitting”.  
 
Simply put, misspecification occurs when the incorrect set of input variables (aka features) are 
used and/or when appropriate inputs are ignored. For example, a risk assessment tool that 
attempts to predict court appearance but ignores key theoretical drivers of appearance (e.g., 
employment status, marital status, geography, etc.) would perform better had it not ignored key 
features (this is also known as model under-fitting). Furthermore, a risk assessment tool that 
subjectively re-scales metrics may limit explanatory influence on the prediction (e.g., changing 
the nature of a variable from a count of prior arrests to 1 or a 0, where 1 is any arrest, and 0 is 
none or weighting the impact from 10 felony convictions the same as 1 misdemeanor conviction 
(which the PSA does)). In fact, assuming that risk FTA or new crime is linearly associated with 
input variables and that such apply equally to all defendants in all times and places can be 
considered major limitations, perhaps fatal flaws, of the PSA tool.   
 
Regardless of misspecification, or not, model “overfitting” will likely lead to fatal flaws in model 
performance. Model overfitting occurs when production results of the tool too closely resemble 

                                                
16 https://www.bja.gov/publications/pji_pretrialriskassessment.pdf  
17 See also Lowenkamp, C., R. Lemke, and E. Latessa (December, 2008) The Development and 
Validation of a Pretrial Screening Tool. Federal Probation, Vol. 72 (3): 2-9 
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the data from which they were trained and do not hold up post-deployment. For example, if data 
from Kentucky defendants were used to train a risk assessment tool, then the tool has been 
tailored to that geographical, procedural, and cultural context. We would not want to assume that 
the results would apply equally to San Francisco defendants (e.g., major differences in what 
behaviors are deemed illegal). Indeed, there are validation techniques that are freely available to 
confirm whether overfitting exists at a single point in time.  
 
The simplest form of model validation is to split the data into training and testing datasets for the 
purpose of cross validation (e.g., take a random sample of 70% of the data to use for training and 
then test the results on the 30% that was not used to train the model). However, there are much 
more effective methods that are as easy to perform (e.g., k-folds cross validation, Monte Carlo 
cross-validation, bootstrapping, etc.). A good tool would not only use appropriate validation 
techniques, but training data would be geographically specific and validation would re-occur 
multiple times across a year, perhaps leading to modifications to how a model was specified. 
Above all, the data and methods used to validate the tool would be make publically available for 
scrutiny from a broader impartial audience. 
 
It is unclear whether the PSA (Arnold) tool has ever been appropriately validated via any 
contemporary method of validation and also unclear in terms of how the scaling of the algorithm 
was generated and the risk levels were quantified. Specifically, as stated by Brauneis and 
Goodman18: 

 
“The PSA algorithms, unlike many others, are fully disclosed. However, the 
Arnold Foundation has not revealed how it generated the algorithms, or whether it 
performed pre- or post-implementation validation tests and, if so, what the 
outcomes were. Nor has it disclosed, in quantitative or percentage terms, what 
“low risk” and “high risk” mean: is the chance that a “low risk” defendant will 
fail to appear one in ten or one in five hundred? Is the chance that a “high risk” 
defendant will fail to appear twice that of a low risk defendant or fifty times?   
 
“... we have no way of knowing, for example, what percentage of the defendants 
in each risk category were detained rather than released before trial…”  
 
“…we approached the Arnold Foundation directly and, through a series of emails 
and telephone conversations, asked specifically for technical reports, validation 
studies, and other documents the Foundation might have that would provide more 
detail about the creation and testing of the PSA algorithms. The Foundation 
responded with a short, three-page statement that consisted mostly of text that was 
already available on the Foundation’s website.”  
 

Further, the PSA tool model is unquestionably mis-specified and could potentially be expected to 
lead to an adverse effect over current methods of release that have been inadequately scrutinized 
empirically. For example, there is the risk for a tautological issue central to race and ethnicity. It 

                                                
18 Brauneis, Robert and Goodman, Ellen P. “Algorithmic Transparency for the Smart City”, 20 
YALE J. L. & TECH. 103 (2018) 
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is possible that the tool may impact certain members of certain ethnic groups unfairly by relying 
so heavily on criminal history and an indicator of risk. This key component of tool is driven from 
and by a system that has historically treated minorities unfairly (e.g., African American and 
Latino individual being more likely to be stopped in some jurisdictions), and thus, represents a 
tautology (i.e., the inputs may be the same as the outputs). This specific issue was brought up by 
the Public Defender in SFPD00026. 

 
Further, I am not aware of any validation of the Arnold Foundation’s Public Safety Assessment 
PSA (“PSA”)19 specific to San Francisco. The PSA claims to be based on a considerable volume 
of defendant data (although I am not aware of this data being made available to the public); 
however, it does not account for key features such as geographic variation (e.g., neighborhood 
effects), behavioral development, peer network quality, employment, and more. The PSA over 
relies on criminal conviction history which is known to have been historically unfair to minority 
groups, and is prone to arbitrarily and recklessly assigns the same amount of weight (i.e., for 
risk) to extremely different defendants (e.g., a one-time conviction misdemeanant and a serial 
felon), is generally mis-specified, has not been appropriately validated, and more. These 
limitations should be considered fatal to the tool’s predictive validity, particularly in production 
and at scale. A valid risk assessment tool should not be assumed to work without being correctly 
specified (i.e., using the inputs that matter for a given jurisdiction) and tested via data from the 
same local area.  

 
Transparency in the Data Points Considered by the Public Safety Assessment (PSA) 

 
The PSA purports to assess defendant risk for Failure to Appear, New Criminal Activity, and 
New Violent Criminal Activity, respectively. The PSA considers three defendant attributes: age 
at arrest, criminal history, and previous failure-to-appear. These attributes are measured through 
4 to 7 indictors (depending on the output) and are recorded discretely. The instrument assigns 
weights to each indicator (ranging from 0 to 4 depending on the item) which are ultimately 
summed together to produce a set of risk scores. There is little evidence to suggest how these 
weights were determined; they appear to be highly subjective. Further, I have been unable to 
locate any data in order to appropriately validate the tool’s utility; the Arnold Foundation does 
not release the data as far as I am aware, and if true, the validity of the tool is quite questionable. 

 
Non-peer-reviewed literature published via the Arnold Foundation regarding the validation of the 
PSA generally is weak and I am unaware of any peer-reviewed works that have been published. 
Non-peer-reviewed papers published on the Arnold Foundation website, however, claim that the 
validity is consistent with “…measures in line with what are generally accepted within the 
criminal justice field.”20 Frankly, the general model validation metric relied upon by such studies 
(i.e., solely relying on general area-under-the-curve, or AUC) are extremely limited and do not 
                                                
19 The PSA tool as discussed can be found at: http://www.arnoldfoundation.org/wp-
content/uploads/PSA-Risk-Factors-and-Formula.pdf  
20 DeMichele et al. The Public Safety Assessment: A Re-Validation and Assessment of 
Predictive Utility and Differential Prediction by Race and Gender in Kentucky. Available at: 
http://www.arnoldfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/3-Predictive-Utility-Study.pdf 
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provide concrete/transparent metrics on model precision (i.e., the proportion of estimates 
produced by the model that are actually accurate) or model recall (i.e., the proportion of events 
that would be predicted in a trial a given probability threshold/s).  For example, the accuracy of 
the results in validation may vary across different general levels of risk (e.g., work well for the 
top 10% of risk defendants, but not others). It is possible that the tool performs well for those of 
the lowest true risk and terribly for those that are truly high risk; measures like the AUC 
represent overall performance, which can ultimately misrepresent specific portions of the data 
(i.e., the poorly performing risk profiles are masked by those that the tool performs well with). 
Failing to account for such detail is a serious limitation and puts into question the value of the 
tool and its accuracy. 

 
It is also unclear and, as far as I am aware, undisclosed whether these studies appropriately use 
external test data to validate the instrument (i.e., you would never want to test a model using the 
same data that was used to train the model), as doing so would invalidate all of the results. 

 
Other limitations of the PSA tool include: an absence of contemporary classification algorithms 
(e.g., deep learning, random forests, etc.), an absence of accountability for temporal dynamics, 
an absence of accountability of spatial dynamics, an obscure and subjective weighting metric, 
and an absence of transparency in the data used to develop the tool. 

 
In sum, the validity of the PSA is questionable as the methods deployed in the validation studies 
that I am aware of are unclear concerning how the tool was validated, and/or use what could be 
considered amateurish methods given the state of machine learning/risk assessment available 
today. 
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Are San Francisco judges following the DMF recommendations? 
  

 
DMF Recommendation 

Program Ordered by 
Court 

OR - 
Min. 

OR - 
NAS 

Release 
Not Rec. 

SFPDP - 
ACM Total 

% 
Following 

Rec. 
ACM 169 124 193 296 782 

56.5% 
ACM - Int 34 22 61 52 169 

ACM - Low 13 12 5 12 42 
ACM - Transport Only 0 1 1 1 3 

ACM ΓÇô Int 2 3 4 6 15 
MBHC 0 1 1 0 2 NA 

OR 1 1 1 0 3 NA 
OR - Minimum 383 464 153 94 1,094 60.7% 

OR - NAS 152 968 149 63 1,332 50.8% 
Total 754 1,596 568 524 3,442 50.0% 

Note: The total "% Following Rec." rate was calculated by adding all followed 
recommendations and dividing the sum by total recommendation (minus unknowns; n=5): 
1718/3437=.4999 
 
Overall, Judges in San Francisco County appear to have followed DMF Recommendations 50% 
of the time. OR (Minimum) recommendations were followed 60.7% of the time. Note that these 
statistics are based on all judges and could be subject to inter-judge variation. In other words, 
some Judges may follow the recommendations much more or less than others; these findings 
should be considered with caution. 
 
Issues in Defining Indigence among Defendants 
 
It is very challenging to define defendant indigence when considering its role in pretrial release. 
First, one has to decide whether indigence applies solely to the defendant’s actual income or 
assets, or whether the definition applies to “access” to funding via the self or external parties for 
the procurement of some form of financially-based release. Those truly indigent would be those 
who have neither personal funds to support a financial release, whether in full or in part, and 
have no support from the community at large to raise such funds to secure release prior to 
arraignment. 
 
I am aware that some jurisdictions simply ask the defendant to indicate whether s/he is indigent 
during intake, and nothing more (e.g., “Can you afford bail?”). This is considerably problematic 
for a number of reasons. For example, some defendants will be untruthful, many are under the 
influence of drugs or alcohol, some may have a perception of an outcome from how they answer 
this question from past experience, etc., and again, whether individual resources or access to 
resources may or may not be a factor considered by the defendant. In short, measuring indigence 
is challenging to execute, highly subjective, and is conditional on how it is contextualized.  
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Can Court Appearance Be Predicted Absolutely and Definitively? 
 
Not absolutely, but very high accuracy is possible. This would require statistical models that 
dynamically account for temporal and spatial attributes. Such a method could produce highly 
accurate estimates of risk for defendant court appearance. Court appearance, or a lack thereof, is 
incredibly contextual and is driven in large part to situational features that cannot be measured at 
scale. There are too many potentially influential contexts that manifest over space and time that 
are unpredictable that could impact this risk. We would not know what could make a difference 
tomorrow and how such events impact defendants differently. Happenstance and significant life 
events (i.e., life turning points) could all impact the odds of appearance. For such a model to 
work, we would need to continually observe the defendant to measure abstract contexts and build 
their influence into the equation. Interestingly, the one thing about surety bail that may make a 
difference in dynamically accounting for risk is the contact points between the agent, the 
defendant, and most importantly, the indemnitors. Surety bail provides for routine check-ins. The 
bail agent’s mission is to tap the defendant’s social network on the risk of flight. This is not a 
one-time process, rather it is longitudinal (or develops over time). The academic community has 
only scratched the surface of the general relationship here.  

 
Do the data indicate that money bail has an impact on the likelihood of court appearance?  

 
To a notable degree, Yes. There is considerable peer-reviewed evidence to support the idea that 
certain types of money bail (e.g., surety bail) can have a mitigating impact on court appearance 
leading to bond forfeiture. Unfortunately, only a handful of studies have assessed this issue 
directly (i.e., whether one release mechanism over another impacts the risk of appearance among 
comparable defendants). I am currently aware of 4 studies, 3 of which were authored or co-
authored by me, that support the idea that surety bail reduces the risk for court appearance 
among many defendants).21 As with any study, there are limits to the generalizability to the 
findings; however, the methods deployed and findings presented strongly suggest that surety bail 

                                                
21 Helland E., Tabarrok A. The fugitive: Evidence on public versus private law enforcement from 
bail jumping. Journal of Law and Economics. 2004 (47):93–122. 
 
Morris, RG (2014). Pretrial release mechanisms in Dallas County, TX: Differences in Failure to 
Appear (FTA) and Associated Costs of FTA—2012 Update. Available at: 
https://utdallas.edu/epps/ccjs/dl/Dallas%20Report%20-
%202012%20FINAL%2012%2014%202014.pdf  
 
Morris, RG (2013). Pretrial release mechanisms in Dallas County, TX: Differences In Failure To 
Appear (FTA), Recidivism/Pretrial Misconduct, and Associated Costs of FTA. Available at: 
https://utdallas.edu/epps/ccjs/dl/Dallas%20Pretrial%20Release%20Report%20-
FINAL%20Jan%202013c.pdf  
  
Clipper SJ, Morris RG, Russell-Kaplan A (2017) The link between bond forfeiture and pretrial 
release mechanism: The case of Dallas County, Texas. PLOS ONE 12(8): 
e0182772. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0182772 
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certainly has at least some significant impact on the odds of court appearance. A primary reason 
that explains these findings is suggested to be that of the co-signer, or indemnitor, effect as such 
increases involvement from the community at large in terms of encouraging court appearance. 
As presented above, the same finding was discovered when analyzing San Francisco data (i.e., 
surety releases tend to be at a lower risk for FTA both generally and between comparable 
defendants). 
 

DATA: BF Rates by Harris Co. Court (June 06, 2017 - April 30, 2018) 

Court Cash Personal Surety Unsecured 
1 0.1102 0.2895 0.0833 0.4283 
2 0.0503 0.0537 0.0618 0.3151 
3 0.2083 0.3167 0.1107 0.4696 
4 0.1852 0.2850 0.0952 0.4532 
5 0.1379 0.3051 0.1137 0.4917 
6 0.1032 0.2939 0.0893 0.4531 
7 0.1393 0.2852 0.104 0.4443 
8 0.1393 0.2632 0.1214 0.4602 
9 0.1959 0.3441 0.1297 0.4786 
10 0.1655 0.048 0.0834 0.4585 
11 0.1667 0.3158 0.1094 0.4679 
12 0.1752 0.2936 0.1012 0.4215 
13 0.1818 0.2977 0.1062 0.4800 
14 0.1734 0.2927 0.0913 0.4864 
15 0.1667 0.2724 0.0956 0.4566 
16 0.1589 0.2646 0.0687 0.3617 

 
DATA: BF Rates by Harris Co. Court (January 1, 2018 - April 30, 2018) 

Court Cash Personal Surety Unsecured 
1 0.0755 0.2886 0.0416 0.3553 
2 0.0282 0.0431 0.0461 0.2938 
3 0.1406 0.2443 0.0788 0.4162 
4 0.0725 0.1915 0.0522 0.4013 
5 0.1250 0.2553 0.1197 0.4813 
6 0.0169 0.2269 0.0691 0.3718 
7 0.1429 0.2799 0.0558 0.3486 
8 0.0545 0.2245 0.0835 0.4817 
9 0.1613 0.2876 0.0825 0.4199 
10 0.1667 0.0364 0.0459 0.3931 
11 0.1429 0.2753 0.0567 0.4663 
12 0.1724 0.2662 0.0639 0.3459 
13 0.1373 0.2518 0.0727 0.4444 
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14 0.1525 0.2617 0.0514 0.5034 
15 0.1587 0.2520 0.0988 0.4046 
16 0.1129 0.2306 0.0482 0.3515 
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06/06/2018-04/30/2018  
Summary Statistics from Summary Data for Bond Forfeiture: Courts 1-16 
  Variance Std. Dev. Mean Median 

 Unsecured 0.0021 0.0466 0.4454 0.4555 
 Personal  0.0073 0.0855 0.2638 0.2911 
 Cash 0.0016 0.0397 0.1536 0.1661 
 Surety 0.0003 0.0180 0.0978 0.0984 
 

      01/01/2018-04/30/2018 
 Summary Statistics from Summary Data for Bond Forfeiture: Courts 1-16 

  Variance Std. Dev. Mean Median 
 Unsecured 0.0035 0.0592 0.4049 0.4023 
 Personal  0.0059 0.0771 0.2259 0.2519 
 Cash 0.0025 0.0505 0.1163 0.1390 
 Surety 0.0005 0.0216 0.0667 0.0603 
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Peer-reviewed evidence on the Effectiveness of a bail schedule regarding risk of FTA 
 
I am not aware of any peer-reviewed studies that have empirically addressed questions 
specifically in regard to the effectiveness of bail schedules. Clearly, bail schedules are used for 
operational efficiency where individualized methods are subjective and arguably too time 
consuming given the volume of pre-trial defendants in a given court. However, some forms of 
bail such as surety bail, as discussed herein, has been shown to have a risk mitigating impact for 
some defendants. This may be due to the fact that community immediately surrounding the 
defendant (e.g., co-signers of the defendant (indemnitors) and bail agents) are incentivized to 
ensure appearance and locate the defendant if FTA/BF occurs. For non-financial bonds, there is 
no incentive from pretrial services agencies to be incentivized for the recovery of an absconding 
defendant. This is likely to at least partially explain the differences in FTA/BF rates versus 
summary judgement rates.  
 
Plausibility and Efficacy 
 
As noted above, I have been asked by counsel to evaluate each of the Proposed Alternatives to 
determine whether they are (1) plausible, and (2) as effective as the current regime at ensuring 
that persons appear in court and protecting public safety.   
 
Alternative 1: Reliance solely on the PSA (or a computerized risk assessment) 
 
Would Alternative 1 be as effective as the current system at ensuring plausibly that a person 
appears in court and/or protecting public safety? 
 
No. There is no evidence that I have been presented with that suggests court appearance can be 
ensured using the PSA.  In the document (BUFFIN_LJAF_00142; see also LJAF000071) even 
the lowest risk scores had substantial raw FTA rates (16%; see table 16 of that report). In fact, 
based on the data presented in 00142, the remaining 56% of defendants had an FTA rate of 27% 
or higher (reaching as high as 44%, and were at 28% overall). To come closer to a plausible 
solution, a risk assessment tool would need to be extremely different than the PSA, be validated 
appropriately, and be deployed in a way that empowers continual validation, and simultaneously 
acknowledges human-in-the-loop feedback. The current PSA tool is mis-specified in terms of 
appropriately predicting FTA/BF and Future Crime, and has not been appropriately validated in 
my opinion (at least from the documentation that I have been able to find). The PSA validation 
results stemming from San Francisco are incomplete and suggestive of poor performance in 
practice (e.g., FTA Failure rates shown in Buffin_LJAF_00260 reveal that 66% of defendants 
had FTA rates of greater than 27%, with the best performing subset at 16%). Further, eliminating 
a human expert form such decisions would create a high chance for errors causing undue harm to 
defendants. An opportunity for defendants, and those in society wishing to invest in securing 
court appearance, to utilize surety bonds has been shown to increase the odds of court 
appearance compared to other types of pre-trial release when appropriately comparing like 
defendants. I believe that 3rd party involvement external to the justice system provides the best 
chance for appearance, particularly for those who would score relatively high on the PSA and not 
be eligible for release. In fact, the data from SFH001179 (analyses above), suggest that relying 
on the PSA alone could result in higher FTA rates than that of the current system. 
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Additionally, there is no concrete evidence that I have seen that would suggest that implementing 
text messages, pre-trial supervision, etc. would have a general impact for the defendant 
population of San Francisco (i.e., to ensure appearance and public safety), though it could for 
some defendants who have requisite technology. In any case, I believe it’s safe to say that such 
an effect would be highly contextualized across the defendant population. 
 
Would Alternative 1 be as effective as the current system in ensuring that a person appears 
in court and protects public safety? 
 
No. As discussed above, the PSA tool as defined is error prone. Reliance solely on it would 
likely lead to substantive increases in failure to appear rates, bond forfeiture rates, and would 
lead to a larger pool of defendants with active warrants for arrest, which could potentially impact 
public safety. Therefore, one might also expect to experience increases in the volume of jail bed-
days in the longer term.  

 
Additionally, at scale, corresponding practices noted by Plaintiff (text messages, drug treatment 
pretrial, etc.) are costly and would not apply to most defendants. 
 
Based on the San Francisco data that I have been provided, it generally appears that BF rates 
were likely lower for surety bond defendants (note that surety defendants are likely higher risk 
than the low-risk category of the PSA). This finding corresponds with well-defined empirical 
studies on defendants from other large US counties. This finding also corresponds with 
information from a Santa Clara, California (see SantaClara000669, SantaClara000674) report 
stating that FTA rates during the same time period (2013-2016) for surety defendants ranged 
between 14.0% and 17.5%, when defined by not making all court appearances.  
 
Alternative 2: Reinstitute the Interview Process 
 
Does Alternative 2 plausibly ensure that a person appears in court and protects public 
safety 
 
No, this cannot be generally ensured by interviews alone, but plausibly for a limited subset of 
defendants who are truly indigent. This practice could potentially help mitigate risk for some 
defendants, but is not feasible simply due to costs associated with scale (e.g., infrastructure 
demands, increased jail time due to wait, etc.). The current Bail Schedule, while imperfect, does 
operate at scale. Clearly establishing what it means to be indigent in the context of pre-
arraignment release is critical. Further, the definition of indigence in this context should not 
exclude from consideration financially abled 3rd parties willing and able to assume some risk for 
court appearance and risk to public safety (e.g., surety agents, defendant family members, other 
indemnitors).  
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Would Alternative 2 be as effective as the current regime in ensuring that a person appears 
in court and protects public safety 
 
No. As noted, the interview process alone does not scale. However, this would perhaps be 
effective for a limited and manageable subset of defendants who are truly indigent and have no 
unwilling 3rd parties to assume some risk for successful completion of the justice process. 
 
Alternative 3: A combination of Risk Assessment and Interview 
 
Does Alternative 3 plausibly ensure that a person appears in court and protects public 
safety? 
 
No. Use of the risk assessment tool in question could result in substantive increases in failure to 
appear, bond forfeiture, and potentially impact public safety as it fails to account for key context 
information that has been shown to be highly correlated with FTA and new crime. The PSA is 
inherently flawed. However, an appropriate risk assessment and interview processes, for the right 
defendants, could potentially work well particularly for the subset of defendants that are truly 
indigent and have no support from society. Efforts should be made to expedite the pre-
arraignment release of low risk defendants who remain in jail solely for an inability to pay, 
though we should be cautious in measuring this inability. Further, without the supervision 
infrastructure that is provided by the surety bond industry, such a framework would not scale and 
result in unforeseen difficulties in operation. Surety bonds have an advantage in mitigating risk 
via the co-signer (indemnitor) effect. In other words, surety bonds naturally instigate 
involvement from the community outside of the justice system. Further, it is important to keep in 
mind how much of the justice process is handled by the bond industry; could a jurisdiction really 
afford to replace this with tax dollars? Also the bond industry draws on the defendant social 
network to mitigate risk of FTA. As discussed above, implementation of the proposed system 
revision would be both challenging and expensive to implement, as shown by the case of 
Washington D.C.’s system of pretrial release. Also mentioned above, it is likely that the key 
component that is driving empirical results lending favor to surety bonds in terms of FTA is due 
to increased involvement from third parties who assume some part of the defendant’s risk for 
successful completion of the justice process (i.e., the bondsman and the co-signers). This aspect 
of justice, which is unique to the U.S., has been relatively neglected by criminologists and should 
not be ignored given the current peer-reviewed literature.   
 
Would Alternative 3 be as effective as the current regime in ensuring that a person appears in 
court and protects public safety? 
 
Based on the data and evidence I have reviewed; this determination cannot be made. However, 
my analyses at least partially suggest that it would be unlikely that the PSA/Interview 
combination would be as effective as the current regime. Analyses using data from SFH001179 
suggest that FTA rates may be (or are likely to) mitigated via use of the current system over the 
proposed. The risk assessment tool in question (Arnold PSA) is prone to error and has 
demonstrated results consistent with higher rates of failure to appear, bond forfeiture, which 
collectively may impact public safety in San Francisco. For example, during the time period that 
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the PSA was implemented (based on SHF00858), 28% of San Francisco defendants failed to 
appear compared to ~17% of those released via surety bond method. 
 
While LJAF_00149-51 are all interesting, in the slide from BUFFIN_LJAF_00150 (shown 
below), the witness agreed that under the Plaintiff’s proposal (i.e., eliminate financial methods of 
release, only use the Decision Making Framework/PSA), 52% of defendants would be denied 
release as shown in the red slice of the pie chart to the left.  However, under the existing scheme, 
100% of the group would be eligible for release (with the red slice on the right eligible to post 
sufficient sureties under the California Constitution). Though some defendants within this subset 
would be eligible and not necessarily able to post bond having the option to do so still seems less 
restrictive.  
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Surety Releases Across DMF Recommendations 
 

DMF Rec. Not Surety Surety Total 
% of Total 

(Surety) 
OR - Minimum 1,857 264 2,121 22.0% 
OR - NAS 2,455 275 2,730 22.9% 
Release Not Rec. 4,234 517 4,751 43.1% 
SFPDP - ACM 1,588 143 1,731 11.9% 
Total 10,134 1,199 11,333 100.0% 

 
Under the proposed system, many defendants who would have bonded out via surety would not 
be eligible for release as a result of DMF recommendations. Of the defendants represented in the 
data (SHP001179) who received a DMF recommendation, but bonded out via surety, 43.1% (n = 
517) would have been ineligible for release under the proposed system. Extrapolated to the 
defendant population, this finding suggests that 4.9% of defendants (517 of 11,333) who would 
otherwise bond out via surety would be ineligible for pre-arraignment release. In other words, the 
DMF would result in a 4.9% increase in the jail population, net of other effects. 
 
 
 
__________________________     JULY 06, 2018 
Robert G. Morris, Ph.D.      Date 
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Russell-Kaplan, A., Morris, R.G., Johansson, P. Intervening on Girls at Risk of Sexual Exploitation:
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Morris, R.G., Russell-Kaplan, A. The Impact of Pretrial Release Mechanisms on Failure to Appear in
Court. Presented at the annual meeting of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences in Dallas, TX (Mar.
2013)

Morris, R.G., Piquero, N.L. Pathways of Delinquency and Subsequent White Collar Offending. Presented
at the annual meeting of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences in Dallas, TX (Mar. 2013)

Stewart, D.M., Morris, R.M. Factors influencing juveniles attitudes toward the police. Presented at the
annual meeting of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences in Dallas, TX (Mar. 2013)

Weir, Henriikka, Amanda L. Russell, and Robert G. Morris. Child Maltreatment, Exposure to Violence,
and Victimization: Life Course Predictors and Consequences. Presented at the American Society of Cri-
minology, November 14th, 2012 in Chicago, IL.

Carriaga, Michael L., Robert Morris, Brie Diamond, JC Barnes, and Alex Piquero. Examining the Effect
of Prison Strains on Inmate Behavior. Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Academy of Criminal
Justice Sciences: New York, NY, March, 2012

El Sayed, Sarah, Daniel Pacheco, Robert Morris, and Alex Piquero. A Multilevel Analysis of Onset Age
and Patterns of Future Criminality. Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Academy of Criminal Justice
Sciences: New York, NY, March, 2012

Diamond*, Brie and Robert G. Morris. The Influence of IQ on Group-based Trajectories of Prison Mis-
conduct. Annual Meeting of the American Society of Criminology: Washington, D. C., November 17,
2011

Johnson, Matthew C., Robert G. Morris, and Scott Menard. Strain and Violent Behavior Across Ge-
nerations. Annual Meeting of the American Society of Criminology: Washington, D. C., November 18,
2011

Morris, Robert G. and Alex R. Piquero. First-time Arrest and Subsequent Criminality. Annual Meeting
of the American Society of Criminology: Washington, D. C., November 17, 2011.

Carriaga*, Michael L. and Robert G. Morris. Examining the Relationship between Seasonality and Prison
Misconduct. Annual Meeting of the American Society of Criminology: Washington, D. C., November 19,
2011.

Orrick*, E. A., Robert G. Morris, J.C. Barnes, John L Worrall. Estimating Unobserved Heterogeneity in
Recidivism. Presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Society of Criminology: Washington, D.
C., November 18, 2011.

Morris, Robert G., Kovandzic, Tomislav, Vieraitis, Lynne and Brooke Miller*. Did Firearm Availability
Drive the Crack Cocaine/Black Homicide Trends? A National Panel Study of Black Male Homicide.
Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences: Toronto, Canada, March
5, 2011.

Morris, Robert G., Kovandzic, Tomislav, Vieraitis, Lynne and Brooke Miller*. Did Firearm Availability
Drive the Crack Cocaine/Black Homicide Trends? A National Panel Study of Black Male Homicide.
(paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences: Toronto, Canada,
March 5, 2011).
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Canada, March 3, 2011).

Orrick*, E. A. and Robert G. Morris. ?Do Parole Violators Pose a Public Safety Threat? An Analysis of
Prison Misconduct? (paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences:
Toronto, Canada, March 3, 2011).

White*, Marquis and Morris, Robert G. ?Exploring the Effects of Good-time Loss on Trajectories of
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Johnson, Matthew and Morris, Robert G. Generational Differences in the School-Delinquency Relation-
ship (paper presented at the Annual Meeting of American Society of Criminology: San Francisco, CA,
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Morris, Robert G. Criminological and Criminal Justice Applications for CeNSE and Related Technology
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7, 2010).

Morris, Robert G., and Chad Trulson. Do Coercive Punishments Deter Future Acts of Misconduct? (paper
presented at the annual meeting of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences: San Diego, CA, February
23-27, 2010).

Stewart, Daniel and Robert G. Morris. Emergency preparedness among Texas law enforcement agen-
cies: An examination of factors influencing homeland security initiatives (paper presented at the annual
meeting of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences: San Diego, CA, February 23-27, 2010).

Orrick*, Erin O., Worrall, J. L, Morris, R. G, Bales, W. D., and Want, X. Is it Better to Give or Receive?
Assessing the Impact of Socials Support on Recidivism (paper presented at the annual meeting of the
Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences: San Diego, CA, February 23-27, 2010).

Johnson, Matthew C., Robert G. Morris, and Scott Menard. A Test of General Strain Theory across Two
Generations (paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Society of Criminology: Philadelphia,
PA, November 12-15, 2009).

Kovandzic, Tomislav V., Robert G. Morris, Erin Orrick*, and James W. Marquart. Are Unauthorized
Mexican Immigrants Really More Likely to Commit Violent Crime (paper presented at the annual meeting
of the American Society of Criminology: Philadelphia, PA, November 12-15, 2009).

Morris, Robert G., Kovandzic, Tomislav V., Marquart, Jim W., and Erin Orrick*. Prison Misconduct
among Unauthorized Immigrants in Texas Prisons (paper presented at the annual meeting of the American
Society of Criminology: Philadelphia, PA, November 12-15, 2009).

Morris, Robert G., and Johnson, Matthew C. Exploring the Dynamic of Sedentary Behavior and Peer
Delinquency on Adolescent Delinquency in a Longitudinal Sample (paper presented at the annual meeting
of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences: Boston, MA, March 10-14, 2009).

Morris, Robert G., Longmire, D. R., Buffington-Vollum, J. K., and Vollum, S. Do Mandatory Long-Term
Prison Sentences Augment Violence among Non-Death Sentenced Capital Inmates? (paper presented at
the annual meeting of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences: Boston, MA, March 10-14, 2009).

Stewart, Daniel M., and Morris, Robert G. Collaboration between Federal and Local Agencies: An Ex-
amination of Texas Police Chiefs Perceptions (paper presented at the annual meeting of the Academy of
Criminal Justice Sciences, Boston, MA, March 10-14, 2009).

Caudill*, Jonathan, and Morris, Robert G. Pathways of Juvenile Justice: A Longitudinal Exploration of
Juvenile Justice Delivery among a Cohort of Juvenile Offenders (paper presented at the annual meeting
of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, Boston, MA, March 10-14, 2009).

Morris, Robert G., Gerber, J. and Menard, S. Low Self-control and White-collar Crime Revisited: An
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Analysis Using Nationally Representative Self-report Data (paper presented at the annual meeting of the
American Society of Criminology: St. Louis, MO, November 12-15, 2008).

Morris, Robert G., Menard, Scott, and Gerber, Jurg. Correlates of White Collar Crime: Initial Findings
from the National Youth Survey Family Study (paper presented at the annual meeting of the American
Society of Criminology: St. Louis, MO, November 12-15, 2008).

Morris, Robert G. and Johnson, M. C. Exploring the Dynamics of Cybercrime among College Students
(paper presented at the annual meeting of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, Cincinnati, OH,
March 11-15, 2008).

Morris, Robert G. and Higgins, G. Anesthetizing Digital Piracy: Neutralization in Cyberspace (paper
presented at the annual meeting of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, Cincinnati, OH, March
11-15, 2008).

Morris, Robert G. and Higgins, G. Crime, culture, and kilobytes: Exploring the Neutralizing Tendencies
of Digital Pirates on Campus (paper presented at the annual meeting of the Academy of Criminal Justice
Sciences, Seattle, WA, March 13-17, 2007).

Morris, Robert G. Understanding Identity Theft: Using Alternative Data Gathering and Analysis to
Understand Americas Fastest Growing Crime (paper presented at the annual meeting of the American
Society of Criminology, Los Angeles, CA, November 1-4, 2006).

Johnson, Matthew C., and Morris, Robert G., Religiosity and Strain: Examination of an Adolescent
Sample Using the ADD HEALTH Dataset (paper presented at the annual meeting of the American
Society of Criminology: Los Angeles, CA, November 1-4, 2006).

Van Aelstyn, Michael, Morris, Robert G., and Johnson Matthew C. The Perfect Score: Strain, Self-
Control, and Peer Influence in Staged College Cheating (paper presented at the annual meeting of the
American Society of Criminology, Los Angeles, CA, November 1-4, 2006).

Morris, Robert G., and Kercher. Glenn A. A Re-examination of Skinner and Fream’s Computer Crime
among College Students: A Test of Social Learning Theory and Beyond (paper presented at the annual
meeting of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences in Baltimore, MD, February 28 March 3, 2006).

Wilson, Franklin T., and Morris Robert G. Consistencies and Inconsistencies in Visual Media Violence
and Aggression (paper presented at the annual meeting of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences in
Baltimore, MD, March 2006).

Morris, Robert G., Vollum, Scott, and Longmire, Dennis R. Evolving Attitudes about the Death Penalty in
Texas: Public Views about Proposed Legislation (paper presented at the annual meeting of the American
Society of Criminology, Toronto, Canada, November 15-19, 2005).

Morris, Robert G., and Dennis R. Longmire. Scholarship and Identity Theft: Closing the Gap between
Academia and Americas Fastest Growing Crime (paper presented at the annual meeting of the Southwes-
tern Association of Criminal Justice Conference: Oklahoma City, OK, October 2005).

Morris, Robert G. and Kercher, Glen A. Understanding Identity Theft Offenders: A Proposed Typology
(paper presented at the annual meeting of the Southwestern Association of Criminal Justice in Houston,
TX, October 2004).

PATENTS:
Morris, R.G., McGinnis, W.. and Thys, P. Status: Pending
Improved Predictive Analytics Systems and Methods - Docket No. 511-601-1020

Morris, R.G. and McGinnis, W. Status: Pending
Dynamically Updated Predictive Modeling of Systems and Processes - Docket No. 511-601-1010

Morris, R.G. and Hrebek, G. Status: Submitted
Operational Context Driven Machine Learning Model Selection Protocol

SOFTWARE SKILLS:
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• Stata Programming - Expert
• R Programming - Advanced
• Python Programming - Intermediate
• MPlus - Expert
• MS Excel - Expert

GRANTS & CONTRACTS:
Dallas County Justice Program Empirical Evaluation Series I
Robert G. Morris (PI)
01/15/2015 - 12/31/2015
Dallas County Community Supervision and Corrections Department (CSCD) $56,112

Evaluation of Success outcomes for the STAC Diversion Program- 2012
Robert G. Morris
06/01/2014 - 10/01/2014
Dallas County Community Supervision and Corrections Department (CCDS) $18,000

Failure to Appear across Pretrial Release Mechanisms in Dallas County - 2012
Robert G. Morris
06/01/2014 - 10/01/2014, $24,000
Dallas County Department of Criminal Justice

Program Evaluation of the Dallas County ESTEEM Court Pilot Program
Robert G. Morris
05/01/2012 - 08/31/2012, $25,400
Dallas Women’s Foundation

A Multisite Randomized Control Trial of Home Visitation Practices on Probationer Success Outcomes
in Two Large Texas Counties
Robert G. Morris (PI) and Brie Diamond (Co-PI)
National Institute of Justice, Department of Justice
Submitted April 26, 2013, $193,077 Not funded.

Re-assessing the Effects of Sentencing and Offense Type on Recidivism using Survival Group Mixture
Modeling
Robert G. Morris
National Institute of Justice, Department of Justice
9/1/2011 - 8/31/2012, $34,560.33 Not funded.

Robert G. Morris and Lynne Vieraitis
Home Foreclosures and Criminal Activity in Dallas, Texas
National Institute of Justice, Department of Justice
01/01/2011 - 12/31/2011, $170,300 Not funded.

ADVISING: Supervision of Doctoral Dissertation (@ UT Dallas)

1. Amanda Russell-Kaplan, PhD - Analytics Consultant 2016
Returning to Court: A Multi-paper Dissertation on Failure to Appear and Commercial Bail Bonds

2. Stephen Clipper, PhD,Co-supervised with Alex R. Piquero - Tenure Track at U. of Alabama 2016
Predicting Failure to Appear: A Comparison of Statistical Techniques

3. Haley Zettler, PhD Tenure Track at Univ. of Memphis 2014
Exploring the Link between Social Learning, Social Control, and Online Offending

4. Brooke E. Miller, PhD Tenure Track at Univ. of North Texas 2015
Exploring the Role Between Dual Diagnosis and Recidivism

5. Michael L. Carriaga, PhD I.R. Statistician at UT Dallas 2013
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Re-examining Moffitt’s Maturity Gap Thesis with a Longitudinal Sample

6. Henriikka Weir, PhD Tenure Track at Univ. of Colorado, Colorado Springs 2015
The web of addiction: Biology and environment in substance abuse, relationship to crime, and
effectiveness of treatment

7. Marquis White, PhD 2012
Criminal Attitudes and Reentry - An Analysis of Recidivism Post-Release from Prison
among Serious Violent Offenders

Dissertation Committee Member (@ UT Dallas)
1. Brie Diamond, PhD Tenure Track at Texas Christian University 2012

Assessing the Determinants of Stability of Self-control into Adulthood

2. Erin A. Orrick, PhD Tenure Track at Sam Houston State Univ. 2012
Criminal Attitudes and Reentry-An Analysis of Recidivism Post-Release from Prison
among Serious Violent Offenders

3. Steve Bishopp, PhD Dir. of Research, Caruth Police Inst./Dallas Police Dept. 2013
Does Violent Crime Impact Police Antisocial Behavior?

4. Ryan Getty, PhD Tenure Track at California State Univ., Sacramento 2012
Does the apple fall far from the tree? Police field training officers, their trainees and
allegations of misconduct

5. Richard Helfers, PhD Tenure Track at Univ. of Texas at Tyler 2012
The Impact of Neighborhood Level Collective Efficacy on Household Victimization:
Evidence from Two Southern Cities.

6. David Marble, PhD 2012
Parole and Recidivism among Federal Inmates

7. Stephanie James, PhD 2012
Correlates of Delinquency Revisited: Findings from New Philadelphia Birth Cohort Data

8. Steven Conover, PhD 2011
U.S. Middle Class Income Stagnation, 2000-2007: Reality or Illusion?

9. Jonathan Caudill, PhD Tenured at Univ. of Colorado, Colorado Springs 2010
Gang Recidivism: A Truism, Hype, or Hyper-Surveillance?

10. Josh Harms, PhD Tenure Track at Middle Tennessee State 2010
Assessing Sentencing of Terrorism Accomplices

Master’s Thesis Supervision (@ UT Dallas)
1. Haley Zettler, MS 2014

Predictors of Failure to Appear among Pretrial Services Defendants

2. Brie Diamond, MS 2010
Sustaining families, dissuading crime: The effectiveness of a family preservation program
with male delinquents

3. Michele Swensen, MS 2012
The Impact of Substance Use on Juvenile Delinquency

4. Michael L. Carriaga, MS 2010
Examining the Relationship between Seasonality and Prison Misconduct

5. Marquis White, MS 2010
Good-time Loss and Inmate Misconduct

6. Brooke E. Miller, MS 2010
An Empirical Exploration of the Role of Virtual Peer Groups in Cyber Offending

COURSES TAUGHT:
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2016 Spring
Released from Teaching Duties per Faculty Development Award

2015 Fall
Released from Teaching Duties per Faculty Development Award

2014 Fall
CRIM 7301, Seminar in Criminology Research and Analysis (Adv. Data Analytics)
CRIM 3319, Comparative Justice Systems
OPRE 6301, Intro. to Risk and Uncertainty in Business (Jindal School of Management, UT Dallas)

2013 Fall
CRIM 7310, Advanced Quantitative Criminology

2013 Spring
CRIM 7301, Seminar in Criminology Research and Analysis (Adv. Data Analytics)
CRIM 4311, Crime and Justice Policy

2012 Fall
EPPS 7344, Categorical and Limited Dependent Variables
SOC 4305, Social Control and Criminal Sanctions

2012 Spring
CRIM 7301, Seminar in Criminology Research and Analysis (Adv. Data Analytics)
CRIM 4324, White Collar Crime

2011 Fall
CRIM 7310, Advanced Quantitative Criminology
ECS 3361, Social Issues and Ethics in Computer Science and Engineering

2011 Spring
CRIM 7301, Seminar in Criminology Research and Analysis (Adv. Data Analytics)
ECS 3361, Social Issues and Ethics in Computer Science and Engineering

2010 Fall
CRIM 7301, Seminar in Criminology Research and Analysis (Adv. Data Analytics)
CRIM 3319, Comparative Justice Systems

2010 Spring
CRIM 7301, Seminar in Criminology Research and Analysis (Adv. Data Analytics)
CRIM 3319, Comparative Justice Systems

2009 Fall
CRIM 7301, Seminar in Criminology Research and Analysis (Adv. Data Analytics)
CRIM 3319, Comparative Justice Systems

2009 Spring
CRIM 7301, Seminar in Criminology Research and Analysis (Adv. Data Analytics)
CRIM 3319, Comparative Justice Systems

2008 Fall
ECS 3361, Social Issues and Ethics in Computer Science and Engineering (2 Sections)

2008 Spring
SOC 4305, Social Control and Criminal Sanctions
ECS 3361, Social Issues and Ethics in Computer Science and Engineering

2007 Fall
ECS 3361, Social Issues and Ethics in Computer Science and Engineering

SERVICE:

ad hoc Proposal/Manuscript Referee for:
National Science Foundation (NSF); National Institute of Justice (NIJ); Justice Quarterly;
Journal of Criminal Justice; Criminology; Crime and Delinquency; Journal of Research in Crime and
Delinquency; Social Problems; Police Quarterly; Journal of Quantitative Criminology; Deviant Behavi-
or; Journal of Social Science Research; The International Journal of Cyber Criminology; International
Journal of Information Management; Youth Violence and Juvenile Justice; International Criminal Justice
Review; Journal of Criminal Justice Education; Criminal Justice Policy Review, Criminal Justice and
Behavior, PLoS One.

Editorial Board Member of:
Journal of Criminal Justice (2012-2017)
Youth Violence and Juvenile Justice (2013-2017)
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Journal of Criminal Justice Education (2011-2017)
International Journal of Cyber Criminology (2010-2017)

University, Community, & Volunteer Service
EPPS Committee on Effective Teaching, fall 2012-spring 2014

EPPS School Peer Review Committee, fall 2012 - spring 2014

UT Dallas Library Committee, fall 2012 - August 2016.

Board Member of the Dallas County Criminal Justice Advisory Board (CJAB; July 2011-August 2016).

Chair, Research Sub-committee - Dallas County Criminal Justice Advisory Board (CJAB; July 2012-
August 2016).

Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences-Program Committee Member for 2011 Meeting.

Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences-Chair, Ethics Committee, Spring 2010-2011.

Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences-Ethics Committee, Spring 2009-2011.

UT Dallas Program in Criminology - Comprehensive Exam Committee, Fall 2010 - Summer 2016.

UT Dallas Program in Criminology - Faculty Search Committee, Fall 2010.

UT Dallas Program in Criminology - Faculty Search Committee, Fall 2009.

UT Dallas Program in Criminology - Program Development Committee, Fall 2007-2010.

UT Dallas Program in Criminology - Graduate Program Committee, Aug. 2009-2010.

Alpha Phi Sigma Faculty Advisor - The National Criminal Justice Honor Society Delta Psi- UT Dallas
Chapter, Fall 2007-Fall 2009.

Assistant Alpha Phi Sigma Faculty Advisor - The National Criminal Justice Honor Society Delta Psi UT
Dallas Chapter, Fall 2009 - August 2014.

Texas Scholars Volunteer Speaker: Lang Middle School: Dallas, Texas, Fall 2008.

Center for Identity Management and Information Protection (CIMIP), Advisory Board Member, March
2009-present.

Program in Criminology Study Abroad Program Developer, Spring 2009, 2010.

UT Dallas Mentoring Program - Program Participant and Junior Faculty Peer Mentor to Denise Boots:
2009- 2010.

UT Dallas Mentoring Program - Junior Faculty Peer Mentor to Professor J.C. Barnes.

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Citizens Academy Participant, fall 2010.

Academic Advisor/Consultant (gratis) to Dallas Police Department for the development of a community
engagement initiative (evaluation of 10-70-20 program), spring 2011.

Academic Advisor to the Dallas County Juvenile Services ESTEEM Court Pilot Program

Other Media Coverage:

Apr. 21, 2015 - BYU Radio - Interview about solitary confinement research.

Aug. 19, 2014 - KRLD (1080AM - NPR) - Interview regarding Dallas County Pretrial Release Mechanisms
Study.

Other Publications

Robert G. Morris, Glen Kercher, and Matthew C. Johnson. Identity Theft: A Research Report. Huntsville,
Texas: Texas Crime Victims Institute, Sam Houston State University Press. (2006). Link

Robert G. Morris. Identity Theft. In White-collar Crime Encyclopedia by Jurg Gerber. Westport, CT:
Greenwood Publishing Group. (2006).
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Dennis R. Longmire, and Robert G. Morris. Attitudes about Crime and Criminal Justice Policy in Texas:
General Report: 2004 Texas Crime Poll Special Legislative Survey. Huntsville, Texas: College of Criminal
Justice, Sam Houston State University. (2004).

Dennis R. Longmire, and Robert G. Morris. Citizens Attitudes about the Regulation and Certification
of Forensic Crime Labs: 2004 Texas Crime Poll Special Legislative Report I. Huntsville, Texas: College
of Criminal Justice, Sam Houston State University. (2004).

Dennis R. Longmire, and Robert G. Morris. Citizens Attitudes about the Death Penalty and Related
Issues: 2004 Texas Crime Poll Special Legislative Report II. Huntsville, Texas: College of Criminal Justice,
Sam Houston State University. (2004).

Dennis R. Longmire, and Robert G. Morris. Attitudes about Issues Related to Law Enforcement, Senten-
cing/Supervision of Offenders, and Victims of Crime: 2004 Texas Crime Poll Special Legislative Report
III. Huntsville, Texas: College of Criminal Justice, Sam Houston State University. (2004).
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x All Materials Filed in this Action:  
o Dkt.1 – Dkt. 233 

x Documents Produced by Parties 
o By CBAA: CBAA000001-CBAA004078 
o By Plaintiffs: BUFFIN-4959-0000001 
o By SF Sheriff: SHF000001-SHF001179 

x Documents Produced by Third Parties 
o Justice System Partners 

� JSP000001-JSP000016 
� Notice of Subpoena to JSP 
� Subpoena to JSP 

o Laura and John Arnold Foundation 
� LJAF000001-LJAF000072 
� BUFFIN_LJAF-00001-BUFFIN_LJAF00261 

o Michael Wilson 
� BUFFIN_WILSON_00001-BUFFIN_WILSON_00133 

o Santa Clara Pretrial Services 
� SantaClara000001-SantaClara000740 

o SF Public Defender 
� SFPD00001-SFPD00387 

o SF Superior 
� SFCOURT000001-SFCOURT000887 
� SFCOURT000888-SFCOURT001475 

o SF Pretrial Diversion Project 
� SFPDP0001-SFPDP0350 

x Deposition Transcripts 
o CBAA Deposition 

� Exhibits 1-6 
� Jeffrey Clayton Transcript 

o SF Pretrial Diversion Project Deposition 
� Exhibits 1-11 
� David Rodrigues Transcript 

o Aladdin Bail Bonds Deposition 
� Exhibits1-8a 
� Herb Mutter Transcript 

o Bad Boys Bail Bonds Deposition 
� Exhibits1-16 
� Clifford Jeffrey Stanley Transcript 

 
o Alissa Riker Deposition 



 

� Alissa Riker Transcript 
� Exhibits 1-17 

o Riana Buffin Deposition 
� Buffin Transcript 
� Exhibits 1-7 

o Ed Wells Deposition 
� Ed Wells Transcript 
� Exhibits A-C 

o Gloria Mitchell Deposition 
� Transcript 
� Exhibits 1-3 

o Judge Morrison Deposition 
� Morrison Transcript 
� Exhibits 1-5 

o Crystal Patterson Deposition 
� Patterson Transcript 
� Exhibits 1-9 

o Mike Jones Deposition 
� Jones Transcript 
� Exhibit 1-8 

o SF Public Defender 
� Shimin Shamji Transcript 
� Exhibits 1-10 

o Deputy Timothy Conway 
� Timothy Conway Transcript 
� Exhibits 1-10 

o Mike Wilson 
� Mike Wilson Transcript 
� Exhibits 1-10 

o Santa Clara Pretrial Services 
� Aaron Johnson Transcript 
� Exhibits 1-17 

x Filings in ODonnell v. Harris Cnty., Texas, et al., Appeal Case No. 17-2033 (5th Cir. 
2018): 

o Fourteen Judges’ Reply In Support of Motion for Stay of the Preliminary 
Injunction and Entry of a Modified Injunction Reflecting this Court’s Ruling, 
filed on May 21, 2018 

o Declaration of Ed Wells in support of Harris County Judges Motion for Stay of 
Injunction filed on May 3, 2018 



 

o Declaration of Judge Darrell Jordan; Declaration of County Criminal Court at 
Law No. 14 Judge Michael Fields; Expert Analysis of Dr. Stephen Demuth; filed 
on May 14, 2018 
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* The below import commands bring in the individual excel sheets from the spreadsheets, and 
saves them in Stata format. 
 
import excel “FILEPATH Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.xlsx", sheet("2013a") 
firstrow clear 
save “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/a Seaview - Aladdin CA 
Bond Data 2013-2016.dta", replace 
 
import excel “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/Seaview - 
Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.xlsx", sheet("2013b") firstrow clear 
save “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/b Seaview - Aladdin CA 
Bond Data 2013-2016.dta", replace 
 
import excel “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/Seaview - 
Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.xlsx", sheet("2014a") firstrow clear 
save “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/c Seaview - Aladdin CA 
Bond Data 2013-2016.dta", replace 
 
import excel “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/Seaview - 
Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.xlsx", sheet("2014b") firstrow clear 
save “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/d Seaview - Aladdin CA 
Bond Data 2013-2016.dta", replace 
 
import excel “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/Seaview - 
Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.xlsx", sheet("2015a") firstrow clear 
save “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/e Seaview - Aladdin CA 
Bond Data 2013-2016.dta", replace 
 
import excel “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/Seaview - 
Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.xlsx", sheet("2015b") firstrow clear 
save “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/f Seaview - Aladdin CA 
Bond Data 2013-2016.dta", replace 
 
import excel “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/Seaview - 
Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.xlsx", sheet("2016a") firstrow clear 
save “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/g Seaview - Aladdin CA 
Bond Data 2013-2016.dta", replace 
 
import excel “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/Seaview - 
Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.xlsx", sheet("2016b") firstrow  clear 
save “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/h Seaview - Aladdin CA 
Bond Data 2013-2016.dta", replace 
 



 
* NOTE: Each of the below files are processed in an equivilent way below, with some subtle 
nuances due to variation in how the data were delivered (e.g., varying date formats, header 
names, etc.) 
 
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~` 
* CBAA004071 
* Appending files: the below Append commands add the rows from the seperate sheets into a 
single database. Note that all of the column headers are aligned. 
clear 
 
use “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/a Seaview - Aladdin CA 
Bond Data 2013-2016.dta" 
 
append using “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/b Seaview - 
Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta" 
 
append using “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/c Seaview - 
Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta" 
 
append using “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/d Seaview - 
Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta" 
 
append using “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/e Seaview - 
Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta" 
 
append using “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/f Seaview - 
Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta" 
 
append using “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/g Seaview - 
Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta" 
 
append using “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/h Seaview - 
Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta" 
 
drop N-V 
 
gen bf=1 if ForfeitureDate!="NULL" 
replace bf=0 if bf==. 
 
gen year=year(BondExecutionDate) 
gen month=month(BondExec) 
gen month_year=ym(year, month) 
format month_year %tm 



 
gen one=1 
by DefendantName BondExecution, sort: gen seq=sum(one) 
by DefendantName BondExecution, sort: egen bf1=max(bf) 
drop bf 
keep if seq==1 
 
keep if year>2013 
 
gen sf=1 if County=="San Francisco" 
recode sf .=0 
tab sf 
 
collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year) 
sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0 
sum bf if sf==0 
 
twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpattern(solid) 
vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year if sf==0), ytitle(Bond Forfeiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) 
xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA004071) note(Summary Statistics (Overall): MEAN=0.168 ; SD = 
0.050 ; High = 0.30  ; Low = 0.05) legend(off) graphregion(fcolor(white)) 
plotregion(fcolor(white)) 
 
gen surety = "CBAA004071" 
 
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~` 
* CBAA003912  
clear 
 
import excel “FILE PATH//Data from bail industry/CBAA003912-CBAA003912.xlsx", 
sheet("Sheet4") firstrow clear 
 
drop if Court=="" 
gen bf=1 if ForfeitureDate!=. 
replace bf=0 if bf==. 
 
gen year=year(BondExecutionDate) 
gen month=month(BondExecutionDate) 
gen month_year=ym(year, month) 
format month_year %tm 
 
 
gen one=1 
by Defendant BondExecutionDate, sort: gen seq=sum(one) 



by Defendant BondExecutionDate, sort: egen bf1=max(bf) 
drop bf 
keep if seq==1 
 
 
gen sf=1 if Court=="SAN FRANCISCO" 
recode sf .=0 
tab sf 
 
collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year) 
sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0 
sum bf if sf==0 
 
gen source = "CBAA003912-CBAA003912" 
twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpattern(solid) 
vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year if sf==0), ytitle(Bond Forfeiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) 
xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA003912) note(Summary Statistics (Overall): MEAN=.155 ; SD = 
.081 ; High = .333 ; Low = .042) legend(off) graphregion(fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white)) 
 
gen surety = "CBAA003912" 
 
 
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~` 
* CBAA004075 
clear 
import delimited “FILE PATH//Data from bail industry/CBAA004075-CBAA004075.csv", 
varnames(1) case(preserve) encoding(ISO-8859-1) 
 
keep BondExecutionDate DefendantName County ForfeitureDate DefendantName 
 
drop if DefendantName=="" 
 
gen bf=1 if ForfeitureDate!="" 
replace bf=0 if bf==. 
 
split BondExecutionDate,gen(a) p("/") 
destring a*,replace 
 
gen month_year=ym(a3, a1) 
format month_year %tm 
 
 
gen one=1 
by Def Bond, sort: gen seq=sum(one) 



by Def Bond, sort: egen bf1=max(bf) 
drop bf 
keep if seq==1 
 
gen sf=1 if County=="SAN FRANCISCO" 
recode sf .=0 
tab sf 
 
collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year) 
sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0 
sum bf if sf==0 
twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpattern(solid) 
vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year if sf==0), ytitle(Bond Forfeiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) 
xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA004075) note(Summary Statistics (Overall): MEAN=.129 ; SD = 
..045 ; High = .238 ; Low = .042) legend(off) graphregion(fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white)) 
 
gen surety = "CBAA004075" 
 
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~` 
*CBAA003908  
clear 
import excel “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Accredited Surety and Casualty Company, 
Inc/CA Bail Bonds Written by ASC 2013 - 2016.xlsx", sheet("2013-2016 Data") firstrow clear 
 
 
keep Written DefendantName County ForfeitureDate DefendantName 
 
drop if DefendantName=="" 
 
 
gen bf=1 if ForfeitureDate!=. 
replace bf=0 if bf==. 
 
gen year=year(Written) 
gen month=month(Written) 
 
gen month_year=ym(year, month) 
format month_year %tm 
 
 
gen one=1 
by Def Writ, sort: gen seq=sum(one) 
by Def Writ, sort: egen bf1=max(bf) 
drop bf 



keep if seq==1 
 
gen sf=1 if County=="SAN FRANCISCO" 
recode sf .=0 
tab sf 
 
collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year) 
sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0 
sum bf if sf==0 
twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpattern(solid) 
vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year if sf==0), ytitle(Bond Forfeiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) 
xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA003908) note(Summary Statistics (Overall): MEAN=.584 ; SD = 
.366 ; High = 1.00 ; Low = .142) legend(off) graphregion(fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white)) 
 
gen surety = "CBAA003908" 
save “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/CBAA003908_.dta", 
replace 
 
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~` 
*CBAA003910  
 
clear 
 
import excel “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/AIA/AIA-CBAA data.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") 
firstrow 
 
keep BondExecutionDate DefendantName County ForfeitureDate DefendantName 
 
drop if DefendantName=="" 
 
 
gen bf=1 if ForfeitureDate!=. 
replace bf=0 if bf==. 
 
gen year=year(BondExecutionDate) 
gen month=month(BondExecutionDate) 
 
gen month_year=ym(year, month) 
format month_year %tm 
 
 
gen one=1 
by DefendantName BondExecutionDate, sort: gen seq=sum(one) 
by DefendantName BondExecutionDate, sort: egen bf1=max(bf) 



drop bf 
keep if seq==1 
 
gen sf=1 if County=="SAN FRANCISCO" 
recode sf .=0 
tab sf 
 
collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year) 
sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0 
sum bf if sf==0 
twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpattern(solid) 
vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year) if sf==0, ytitle(Bond Forfeiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) 
xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA003910) note(Summary Statistics (Overall): MEAN= ; SD =  ; High 
=  ; Low = ) legend(off) graphregion(fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white)) 
 
gen surety = "CBAA003910" 
save “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/CBAA003910_.dta", 
replace 
 
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~` 
*CBAA003911  
 
clear 
import excel “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/American Surety Company/ASC CA Prduction 
1.1.13 to 12.31.16 v2.xlsx", sheet("Sheet4") firstrow 
 
 
keep BondExecutionDate DefendantName County ForfeitureDate DefendantName 
 
drop if DefendantName=="" 
 
 
gen bf=1 if ForfeitureDate!=. 
replace bf=0 if bf==. 
 
gen year=year(BondExecutionDate) 
gen month=month(BondExecutionDate) 
 
gen month_year=ym(year, month) 
format month_year %tm 
 
 
gen one=1 
by DefendantName BondExecutionDate, sort: gen seq=sum(one) 



by DefendantName BondExecutionDate, sort: egen bf1=max(bf) 
drop bf 
keep if seq==1 
 
gen sf=1 if County=="SAN FRANCISCO" 
recode sf .=0 
tab sf 
 
collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year) 
sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0 
sum bf if sf==0 
 
twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpattern(solid) 
vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year if sf==0), ytitle(Bond Forfeiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) 
xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA003911) note(Summary Statistics (Overall): MEAN=.176 ; SD = 
.109 ; High = .5 ; Low = .056) legend(off) graphregion(fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white)) 
 
 
gen surety = "CBAA003911" 
save “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/CBAA003911_.dta", 
replace 
 
 
 
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~` 
*4076 
 
* Converting below big CBAA004076 XL sheet to sperate tables to be merged later. 
 
clear 
 
import delimited “FILE PATH//Data from bail industry/CBAA004076-CBAA004076_2013.csv", 
encoding(ISO-8859-1)  varnames(1)  
save “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/CBAA004076-
CBAA004076_2013.dta", replace 
 
clear 
import delimited “FILE PATH//Data from bail industry/CBAA004076-CBAA004076_2014.csv", 
encoding(ISO-8859-1)  varnames(1)  
save “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/CBAA004076-
CBAA004076_2014.dta", replace 
 
clear 



import delimited “FILE PATH//Data from bail industry/CBAA004076-CBAA004076_2015.csv", 
encoding(ISO-8859-1)  varnames(1)  
save “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/CBAA004076-
CBAA004076_2015.dta", replace 
 
* Joining rows 
append using “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/CBAA004076-
CBAA004076_2014.dta" 
append using “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/CBAA004076-
CBAA004076_2013.dta" 
 
keep bondexecutiondate defendantname county forfeituredate  
 
drop if defendantname=="" 
 
gen bf=1 if forfeituredate!="" 
replace bf=0 if bf==. 
 
split bondexecutiondate,gen(a) p("/") 
destring a*,replace 
 
gen month_year=ym(a3, a1) 
format month_year %tm 
 
gen one=1 
by defendantname bondexecutiondate, sort: gen seq=sum(one) 
by defendantname bondexecutiondate, sort: egen bf1=max(bf) 
drop bf 
keep if seq==1 
 
gen sf=1 if county=="SAN FRANCISCO" 
recode sf .=0 
tab sf 
collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year) 
sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0 
sum bf if sf==0 
twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpattern(solid) 
vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year if sf==0), ytitle(Bond Forfeiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) 
xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA004076) note(Summary Statistics (Overall): MEAN=.120 ; SD = 
.048 ; High = .319 ; Low = .032) legend(off) graphregion(fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white)) 
 
 
gen surety = "CBAA004076" 



save “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/CBAA004076_.dta", 
replace 
 
 
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~` 
* CABB003915 
 
clear 
import excel “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Bankers Insurance Company/CA Bonds 
V5.xlsx", sheet("SF county") firstrow 
 
keep ExecutionDate Defendant County ForfeitureDate  
 
drop if Defen=="" 
 
gen bf=1 if ForfeitureDate!="NULL" 
replace bf=0 if bf==. 
 
gen year=year(ExecutionDate) 
gen month=month(ExecutionDate) 
 
gen month_year=ym(year, month) 
format month_year %tm 
 
gen one=1 
by Def ExecutionDate, sort: gen seq=sum(one) 
by Def ExecutionDate, sort: egen bf1=max(bf) 
drop bf 
keep if seq==1 
 
gen sf=1 if County=="SAN FRANCISCO            " 
recode sf .=0 
tab sf 
 
collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year) 
sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0 
sum bf if sf==0 
 
twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpattern(solid) 
vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year if sf==0), ytitle(Bond Forfeiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) 
xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA003915) note(Summary Statistics (Overall): MEAN = .607; SD = 
.197 ; High = 1.00 ; Low = .222) legend(off) graphregion(fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white)) 
 
gen surety = "CBAA003915" 



 
save “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/CBAA003915_.dta", 
replace 
 
 
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~` 
*4067 
 
import excel “FILE PATH//Data from bail industry/CBAA004067-CBAA004067.xlsx",clear firstrow 
 
keep BondExecutionDate DefendantName County ForfeitureDate DefendantName 
 
drop if DefendantName=="" 
 
gen bf=1 if ForfeitureDate!=" " 
replace bf=0 if bf==. 
 
gen year=year(BondExecutionDate) 
gen month=month(BondExecutionDate) 
 
gen month_year=ym(year, month) 
format month_year %tm 
 
gen one=1 
by DefendantName BondExecutionDate, sort: gen seq=sum(one) 
by DefendantName BondExecutionDate, sort: egen bf1=max(bf) 
drop bf 
keep if seq==1 
 
gen sf=1 if County=="San Francisco" 
recode sf .=0 
tab sf 
 
collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year) 
sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0 
sum bf if sf==0 
twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpattern(solid) 
vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year if sf==0), ytitle(Bond Forfeiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) 
xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA004067) note(Summary Statistics (Overall): MEAN =  ; SD =  ; 
High =  ; Low = ) legend(off) graphregion(fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white)) 
 
gen surety = "CBAA004067" 
save “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/CBAA0034067_.dta", 
replace 



 
 
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~` 
*4073 
 
import excel “FILE PATH//Data from bail industry/CBAA004073-CBAA004073.xlsx",clear firstrow 
sheet("2013 - 2016") 
 
keep BondExecutionDate DefendantName County ForfeitureDate DefendantName 
 
drop if DefendantName=="" 
 
gen bf=1 if ForfeitureDate!=. 
replace bf=0 if bf==. 
 
gen year=year(BondExecutionDate) 
gen month=month(BondExecutionDate) 
 
gen month_year=ym(year, month) 
format month_year %tm 
 
gen one=1 
by DefendantName BondExecutionDate, sort: gen seq=sum(one) 
by DefendantName BondExecutionDate, sort: egen bf1=max(bf) 
drop bf 
keep if seq==1 
 
 
gen sf=1 if County=="SAN FRANCISCO" 
recode sf .=0 
tab sf 
collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year) 
sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0 
sum bf if sf==0 
twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpattern(solid) 
vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year if sf==0), ytitle(Bond Forfeiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) 
xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA004073) note(Summary Statistics (Overall): MEAN = .281 ; SD = 
.162 ; High = .500 ; Low = .100) legend(off) graphregion(fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white)) 
 
gen surety = "CBAA004073" 
save “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/CBAA0034073_.dta", 
replace 
 
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~` 



 
*4074 
 
import excel “FILE PATH//Data from bail industry/CBAA004074-CBAA004074.xlsx",clear firstrow 
sheet("2013 - 2016") 
 
keep BondExecutionDate DefendantName County ForfeitureDate DefendantName 
 
drop if DefendantName=="" 
 
gen bf=1 if ForfeitureDate!=. 
replace bf=0 if bf==. 
 
gen year=year(BondExecutionDate) 
gen month=month(BondExecutionDate) 
 
gen month_year=ym(year, month) 
format month_year %tm 
 
gen one=1 
by DefendantName BondExecutionDate, sort: gen seq=sum(one) 
by DefendantName BondExecutionDate, sort: egen bf1=max(bf) 
drop bf 
keep if seq==1 
 
gen sf=1 if County=="SAN FRANCISCO" 
recode sf .=0 
tab sf 
 
collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year) 
sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0 
sum bf if sf==0 
twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpattern(solid) 
vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year if sf==0), ytitle(Bond Forfeiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) 
xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA004074) note(Summary Statistics (Overall): MEAN =  ; SD =  ; 
High =  ; Low = ) legend(off) graphregion(fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white)) 
 
gen surety = "CBAA004074" 
save “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/CBAA0034074_.dta", 
replace 
 
 
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~` 
 



* Creating combined Time Series from all above surety companies (if data appear reliable, see 
note outs below...) 
 
use “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company/CBAA0034067_.dta", 
clear 
 
* append using “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance 
Company/CBAA0034073_.dta",  
 
* append using “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance 
Company/CBAA0034074_.dta",  
 
append using  “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance 
Company/CBAA004071_.dta",  
 
append using  “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance 
Company/CBAA003912_.dta",  
 
append using  “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance 
Company/CBAA004075_.dta",  
 
* append using  “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance 
Company/CBAA003908_.dta",  
 
append using  “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance 
Company/CBAA003910_.dta",  
 
append using  “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance 
Company/CBAA003911_.dta",  
 
append using  “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance 
Company/CBAA004076_.dta",  
 
*append using  “FILE PATH/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance 
Company/CBAA003915_.dta",  
 
 
gen pre = 0 if sf==1 & bf1>0 &  (month_year>=676 & month_year<=683) 
 
replace pre = 1 if sf==1 & bf1>0 &  (month_year>=669 & month_year<=675) 
 
collapse (mean) bf1 if pre!=., by(pre month_year) 
 
label define pre 0 "May 2016 - Dec 2016" 1 "Oct. 2015 - Apr. 2016" 



label values pre pre 
 
twoway bar bf1 month if pre==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpattern(solid) vertical 
barwidth(1) || lfit bf1 month if pre==1 || bar bf1 month if pre==0, ytitle(Bond Forfeiture Rate) 
ylabel(0(.1)1) xtitle(Calendar Time) fcolor(gray) lcolor(black) lwidth(medium) lpattern(solid) 
vertical barwidth(1) || lfit bf1 month if pre==0, xline(675.5) legend(off)  
graphregion(fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white)) title(Oct. 2015 - Apr. 2016 as compared to 
May 2016 - Dec. 2016) note(Data limited to seemingly valid Surety Data) 
 
by pre, sort: sum bf1 
 
*Note, the above database provided the overall BF rates bewteen the two time periods. 
 
 
 
 
***************************** 
 
 
* Analysis of SF Sheriff's Data from SHF001179 
 
* Goal: Compare PCA scores between defendants released via different pretrial release 
mechanisms. 
 
* First step is to confirm that there is adequate data to make comparisons, it is likely that those 
released via financial bonds are released prior to having the PSA administered. 
 
* Importing Individual sheets from the provided Excel file. 
 
import excel "FILE PATH/SHF001179.xlsx", sheet(" 2014-2018 Release & Bail (Shf)") firstrow 
case(lower) clear 
 
 sort booking 
 
 save FILE PATH//SHF001179_release_and_bail.dta", replace 
 
import excel " FILE PATH//SHF001179.xlsx", sheet("FTA (Crt)") firstrow case(lower) clear 
 
 * There is no booking ID in this file. There is only the Court #. Therefore, to get FTA tied 
back to a Defendant, we have to use the Release and Ct# ID 
 
 sort ct 
 
 save FILE PATH//SHF001179_fta", replace 



 
import excel FILE PATH//SHF001179.xlsx", sheet("PSA Score (Pretrial)") firstrow case(lower) 
clear 
 
 sort booking 
 
 save FILE PATH/SHF001179_psa_score", replace 
 
import excel FILE PATH/SHF001179.xlsx", sheet("Pretrial Rec (Pretrial)") firstrow case(lower) 
clear 
 
 sort booking 
 keep booking programordere dmfrec  
 
 save FILE PATH//SHF001179_pretrial_rec", replace 
 
 
import excel FILE PATH/SHF001179.xlsx", sheet("2014-2018 Release & Ct# (Shf)") firstrow 
case(lower) clear 
 
 sort booking 
 
 save FILE PATH//SHF001179_release_and_ct", replace 
 
 
* NOTE: There are multiple rows per defendant. This is due to VARYING Ct#s tied to a booking.  
 
 
 log using FILE PATH//Morris_Buffin_Stata_SFH001179_LOGFILE.smcl", replace 
 
****************** 
* ETL STEPs 
 
clear  
use “FILE PATH//SHF001179_release_and_ct" 
 
  sort ct 
 
   merge ct using "/ FILE PATH//SHF001179_fta" 
 
    drop d - _m 
 
* Note on 'Type' 
 



*Type  
*AN arraignment 
*HR hearing 
*PC pretrial conference 
*TR trial 
*SN sentencing 
 
* Merge in the Release Type by Booking ID 
 
sort booking 
merge booking using FILE PATH/SHF001179_release_and_bail.dta" 
drop _merge 
 
* Merge in the PSA scores 
 
sort booking  
merge booking using FILE PATH//SHF001179_psa_score" 
drop f - _merge 
 
 
keep booking age race ethni gender releaserea hoursofstay type crtdate releasedatetime 
bailcompany totalbail court ftascale ncascale nvcav 
 
 
* Merge in Pretrial Recommendation Information 
sort booking 
merge booking using FILE PATH//SHF001179_pretrial_rec" 
drop _merge 
 
drop if booking == "" 
drop if releasedate==. 
 
rename type fta_type 
rename crtdate fta_date 
 
* Creating an indicator for FTA (any type, ever) for an individual booking. Note that there are 
multiple rows per booking in some cases.  
gen a = 1 if fta_type !="" 
recode a . = 0 
 
by booking,sort: egen fta_any = total(a) 
drop a 
 
* Creating tally for each FTA type and tying the information to a single row. 



tab fta_type, gen(fta_type_) 
by booking,sort: egen fta_type_AN=max(fta_type_1) 
by booking,sort: egen fta_type_HR=max(fta_type_2) 
by booking,sort: egen fta_type_PC=max(fta_type_3) 
by booking,sort: egen fta_type_SN=max(fta_type_4) 
by booking,sort: egen fta_type_TR=max(fta_type_5) 
drop fta_type_* 
 
 
rename bailcompany type_of_bail 
* Note, the column 'bail company' is really the type of bail... This was an error by the 
spreadsheet creator. 
 
* Indicator for the Type of Release 
gen surety = regexm(type_of_bail,"Surety") 
gen cash_prop = 1 if type_of_bail == "Cash" | type_of_bail=="Cashier Check / Money Order" 
 recode cash_prop .=0 
gen or_any = regexm(programordered,"OR") 
gen or_minimum = regexm(programordered,"Minim") 
gen or_nas = regexm(programordered,"NAS") 
gen acm = regexm(programordered,"ACM") 
 
 
* Limiting to 1 row per booking 
gen one=1 
by booking, sort: gen seq=sum(one) 
keep if seq==1 
 
gen fta2=1 if fta_any>0 
recode fta2 .=0 
 
* Count of FTAs per Booking 
tab fta_any 
recode fta_any 5/max=5 
 
histogram fta_any ,ylabel(0(10)100) xlabel(0(1)5) discrete percent addlabel  xtitle(# of FTAs per 
Booking) title(FTAs per Booking (01JAN2014 - 28FEB2018)) caption(Source: SHP001179 - 
overall; FTA Rate = 29.81%) note(n = 79268 bookings) graphregion(fcolor(white)) 
 
* Count of FTAs per Booking - SURETY 
tab fta_any if surety==1 
 
histogram fta_any if surety==1,ylabel(0(10)100) xlabel(0(1)5) discrete percent addlabel xtitle(# 
of FTAs per Booking) title(SURETY - FTAs per Booking (01JAN2014 - 28FEB2018)) 



caption(Source: SHP001179; FTA Rate = 21.93%) note(n = 10590 bookings) 
graphregion(fcolor(white)) 
 
* Count of FTAs per Booking - OR (any) 
tab fta_any if or_any==1 
 
histogram fta_any if or_any==1,ylabel(0(10)100) xlabel(0(1)5) discrete percent addlabel xtitle(# 
of FTAs per Booking) title(OR (any) - FTAs per Booking (01JAN2014 - 28FEB2018)) 
caption(Source: SHP001179; FTA Rate = 39.49%) note(n = 2522 bookings) 
graphregion(fcolor(white)) 
 
* Count of FTAs per Booking - OR (Minimum) 
tab fta_any if or_min==1 
 
histogram fta_any if or_min==1,ylabel(0(10)100) xlabel(0(1)5) discrete percent addlabel xtitle(# 
of FTAs per Booking) title(OR (min) - FTAs per Booking (01JAN2014 - 28FEB2018)) 
caption(Source: SHP001179; FTA Rate = 39.04%) note(n = 1177 bookings) 
graphregion(fcolor(white)) 
 
* Count of FTAs per Booking - OR (NAS) 
tab fta_any if or_nas==1 
 
histogram fta_any if or_nas==1,ylabel(0(10)100) xlabel(0(1)5) discrete percent addlabel xtitle(# 
of FTAs per Booking) title(OR (NAS) - FTAs per Booking (01JAN2014 - 28FEB2018)) 
caption(Source: SHP001179; FTA Rate = 38.11%) note(n = 1341 bookings) 
graphregion(fcolor(white)) 
 
* Count of FTAs per Booking - ACM 
tab fta_any if acm==1 
 
histogram fta_any if acm==1,ylabel(0(10)100) xlabel(0(1)5) discrete percent addlabel xtitle(# of 
FTAs per Booking) title(ACM - FTAs per Booking (01JAN2014 - 28FEB2018)) caption(Source: 
SHP001179; FTA Rate = 55.74%) note(n = 1028 bookings) graphregion(fcolor(white)) 
 
* Releasereason  
tab  releaserea fta2, row 
 
* DMF Reccomendation 
 tab dmfre fta2,  row 
 
* DMF Rec. for those released via Surety 
tab dmf fta2 if surety==1,row 
 
* FTA For PSA Categories 



tab ftascalevalue fta2, row 
 
* FTA For Program Ordered by Court Following FTA 
* % of Bookings Where Court Deviates from DMF Rec 
tab   programorderedbycourt  dmfrec 
 
* PSA FTA Risk Across Actual Release Types 
 
* Score = 1 
 
* ANOVA - Excluding Pretrial due to low count 
oneway fta2 releasereason if ftascale==1 & releasereason=="Court OR" | ftascale==1 & 
releasereason=="Project O.R." | ftascale==1 & releasereason=="Release on Bail", bonferroni 
tabulate 
 
oneway fta2 releasereason if ftascale==2 & releasereason=="Court OR" | ftascale==2 & 
releasereason=="Project O.R." | ftascale==2 & releasereason=="Release on Bail", bonferroni 
tabulate 
 
oneway fta2 releasereason if ftascale==3 & releasereason=="Court OR" | ftascale==3 & 
releasereason=="Project O.R." | ftascale==3 & releasereason=="Release on Bail", bonferroni 
tabulate 
 
oneway fta2 releasereason if ftascale==4 & releasereason=="Court OR" | ftascale==4 & 
releasereason=="Project O.R." | ftascale==4 & releasereason=="Release on Bail", bonferroni 
tabulate 
 
oneway fta2 releasereason if ftascale==5 & releasereason=="Court OR" | ftascale==5 & 
releasereason=="Project O.R." | ftascale==5 & releasereason=="Release on Bail", bonferroni 
tabulate 
 
oneway fta2 releasereason if ftascale==6 & releasereason=="Court OR" | ftascale==6 & 
releasereason=="Project O.R." | ftascale==6 & releasereason=="Release on Bail", bonferroni 
tabulate 
 
 
oneway fta2 dmfrec  
 
* Comparative FTA Rate Cross Tab between DMF and Actual Relase 
tab dmfrec releasereas if releasereason=="Court OR" | releasereason=="Project O.R." | 
releasereason=="Release on Bail", chi  
tab fta2 if releasereason=="Court OR" & dmfrec=="OR - Minimum" 
tab fta2 if releasereason=="Court OR" & dmfrec=="OR - NAS" 
tab fta2 if releasereason=="Court OR" & dmfrec=="Release Not Recommended" 



tab fta2 if releasereason=="Court OR" & dmfrec=="SFPDP - ACM" 
 
 
tab fta2 if releasereason=="Project O.R." & dmfrec=="OR - Minimum" 
tab fta2 if releasereason=="Project O.R." & dmfrec=="OR - NAS" 
tab fta2 if releasereason=="Project O.R." & dmfrec=="Release Not Recommended" 
tab fta2 if releasereason=="Project O.R." & dmfrec=="SFPDP - ACM" 
 
tab fta2 if releasereason=="Release on Bail" & dmfrec=="OR - Minimum" 
tab fta2 if releasereason=="Release on Bail" & dmfrec=="OR - NAS" 
tab fta2 if releasereason=="Release on Bail" & dmfrec=="Release Not Recommended" 
tab fta2 if releasereason=="Release on Bail" & dmfrec=="SFPDP - ACM" 
 
 
* % of Surety Releases with PSA of Release Not Rec. 
tab dmfrec surety, row 
 
 
************************************** 
* PROPENSITY SCORE MATCHING ANALYSIS 
 
* Treatment Variable: Surety = 1; OR = 0 
 
* Outcome Variable: Any FTA = 1, No FTA = 0 
 
* Random Sorting the Data Prior to PSM 
 
set seed 4545 
gen rand = uniform() 
sort rand 
 
gen treatment = 1 if surety==1 
replace treatment = 0 if or_any==1 
 
gen outcome = fta2 
 
replace age="" if regexm(age,"N") 
destring age, replace 
 
gen male=1 if gender=="Male" 
replace male=0 if gender=="Female" 
gen black=1 if ethn=="Black" 
gen hisp=1 if ethn=="Hispanic" 
gen white=1 if ethn=="White" 



gen r_oth =1 if ethn!="Black" & ethn!="White" & ethn!="Hispanic" 
recode black hisp white r_oth (.=0) 
gen year = yofd(dofc(releasedate)) 
gen qtr = qofd(dofc(releasedate)) 
gen nvcavalue1 = 1 if nvcavalue=="Yes" 
 recode nvcavalue1 .=0 if nvcavalue=="No" 
 
************************************** 
* PSM All Defendant Bookings 
 
psmatch2 treat male age black hisp white qtr ftascale ncascalevalue, out(outcome) caliper(.001) 
n(1) noreplacement descending 
pstest male age black hisp white qtr ftascale ncascalevalue nvcavalue1 
gen pr=_pscore 
*Assessing overlap in Probabilty of Treatment 
graph hbox pr, over(_treat) showyvars box(1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black)) boxgap(-5) 
outergap(0) marker(1, mcolor(black) msymbol(smcircle_hollow)) ytitle(Pr(Probabilty of 
Treatment)) title(Surety vs. OR) note(Treated = Surety; Untreated = OR) ylabel(none, nogrid) 
ymtick(none) xsize(6) ysize(3) scale(1) graphregion(fcolor(white) lcolor(none) ifcolor(white) 
ilcolor(none)) plotregion(fcolor(white) ifcolor(white) ) 
 
gen diff_ = out  -  _out if _treat==1 & _support==1 
rbounds diff_, gamma(1 (.1) 5) 
 
* Bootstrapped Standard Errors (50 reps) 
bootstrap r(att), reps(1000): psmatch2 treat male age black hisp white qtr ftascale 
ncascalevalue nvcavalue1, out(outcome) caliper(.001) n(1) noreplacement descending 
 
 
drop pr diff_ 
 
************************************** 
 
* Males Only 
 
psmatch2 treat age black hisp white qtr ftascale ncascalevalue nvcavalue1 if male==1, 
out(outcome) caliper(.001) n(1) noreplacement descending 
 
* BALANCE STATISTICS 
pstest age black hisp white qtr ftascale ncascalevalue nvcavalue1 
gen pr=_pscore if male==1 
*Assessing overlap in Probabilty of Treatment 
graph hbox pr, over(_treat) showyvars box(1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black)) boxgap(-5) 
outergap(0) marker(1, mcolor(black) msymbol(smcircle_hollow)) ytitle(Pr(Probabilty of 



Treatment)) title(Surety vs. OR) note(Treated = Surety; Untreated = OR) ylabel(none, nogrid) 
ymtick(none) xsize(6) ysize(3) scale(1) graphregion(fcolor(white) lcolor(none) ifcolor(white) 
ilcolor(none)) plotregion(fcolor(white) ifcolor(white) ) 
 
gen diff_ = out  -  _out if _treat==1 & _support==1 
rbounds diff_, gamma(1 (.1) 5) 
 
* Bootstrapped Standard Errors (50 reps) 
bootstrap r(att), reps(1000): psmatch2 treat male age black hisp white qtr ftascale 
ncascalevalue nvcavalue1 if male==1, out(outcome) caliper(.001) n(1) noreplacement 
descending 
 
drop pr diff_ 
 
************************************** 
 
* Females Only  
psmatch2 treat age black hisp white qtr ftascale ncascalevalue nvcavalue1 if male==0, 
out(outcome) caliper(.01) n(1) noreplacement descending 
 
* BALANCE STATISTICS 
pstest age black hisp white qtr ftascale ncascalevalue nvcavalue1 
gen pr=_pscore if male==0 
 
*Assessing overlap in Probabilty of Treatment 
graph hbox pr, over(_treat) showyvars box(1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black)) boxgap(-5) 
outergap(0) marker(1, mcolor(black) msymbol(smcircle_hollow)) ytitle(Pr(Probabilty of 
Treatment)) title(Surety vs. OR) note(Treated = Surety; Untreated = OR) ylabel(none, nogrid) 
ymtick(none) xsize(6) ysize(3) scale(1) graphregion(fcolor(white) lcolor(none) ifcolor(white) 
ilcolor(none)) plotregion(fcolor(white) ifcolor(white) ) 
 
gen diff_ = out  -  _out if _treat==1 & _support==1 
rbounds diff_, gamma(1 (.1) 5) 
 
bootstrap r(att), reps(1000): psmatch2 treat male age black hisp white qtr ftascale 
ncascalevalue nvcavalue1 if male==0, out(outcome) caliper(.01) n(1) noreplacement descending 
 
drop pr diff_ 
 
log close 
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User: Robert Morris

      name:  <unnamed>
       log:  /Users/RobertMorris/Dropbox (RTEX)/RTex/Customers/Dhillon Law Group/BUF
> FIN_MORRIS_STATA_LOG.smcl
  log type:  smcl
 opened on:  27 Jun 2018, 22:59:56

1 . * CONFIDENTIAL AND PRIVLEDGED

2 . 
3 . * The below import commands bring in the individual excel sheets from the spreadsh
> eets, and saves them in Stata format.

4 . 
5 . import excel "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insura
> nce Company/Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.xlsx", sheet("2013a") firstro
> w clear

6 . save "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Comp
> any/a Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta", replace
file /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company
> /a Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta saved

7 . 
8 . import excel "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insura
> nce Company/Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.xlsx", sheet("2013b") firstro
> w clear

9 . save "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Comp
> any/b Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta", replace
file /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company
> /b Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta saved

10 . 
11 . import excel "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insura

> nce Company/Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.xlsx", sheet("2014a") firstro
> w clear

12 . save "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Comp
> any/c Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta", replace
file /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company
> /c Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta saved

13 . 
14 . import excel "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insura

> nce Company/Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.xlsx", sheet("2014b") firstro
> w clear

15 . save "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Comp
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> any/d Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta", replace
file /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company
> /d Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta saved

16 . 
17 . import excel "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insura

> nce Company/Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.xlsx", sheet("2015a") firstro
> w clear

18 . save "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Comp
> any/e Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta", replace
file /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company
> /e Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta saved

19 . 
20 . import excel "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insura

> nce Company/Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.xlsx", sheet("2015b") firstro
> w clear

21 . save "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Comp
> any/f Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta", replace
file /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company
> /f Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta saved

22 . 
23 . import excel "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insura

> nce Company/Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.xlsx", sheet("2016a") firstro
> w clear

24 . save "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Comp
> any/g Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta", replace
file /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company
> /g Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta saved

25 . 
26 . import excel "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insura

> nce Company/Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.xlsx", sheet("2016b") firstro
> w  clear

27 . save "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Comp
> any/h Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta", replace
file /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company
> /h Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta saved

28 . 
29 . 
30 . * NOTE: Each of the below files are processed in an equivilent way below, with som

> e subtle nuances due to variation in how the data were delivered (e.g., varying da
> te formats, header names, etc.)
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31 . 
32 . *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~`

33 . * CBAA004071

34 . * Appending files: the below Append commands add the rows from the seperate sheets
>  into a single database. Note that all of the column headers are aligned.

35 . clear

36 . 
37 . use "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Compa

> ny/a Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta"

38 . 
39 . append using "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insura

> nce Company/b Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta"
(note: variable DefendantName was str31, now str33 to accommodate using data's
       values)
(note: variable Case was str27, now str62 to accommodate using data's values)

40 . 
41 . append using "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insura

> nce Company/c Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta"

42 . 
43 . append using "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insura

> nce Company/d Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta"
(note: variable DefendantName was str33, now str34 to accommodate using data's
       values)
(note: variable Case was str62, now str84 to accommodate using data's values)

44 . 
45 . append using "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insura

> nce Company/e Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta"

46 . 
47 . append using "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insura

> nce Company/f Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta"

48 . 
49 . append using "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insura

> nce Company/g Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta"

50 . 
51 . append using "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insura

> nce Company/h Seaview - Aladdin CA Bond Data 2013-2016.dta"
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52 . 
53 . drop N-V

54 . 
55 . gen bf=1 if ForfeitureDate!="NULL"

(248,788 missing values generated)

56 . replace bf=0 if bf==.
(248,788 real changes made)

57 . 
58 . gen year=year(BondExecutionDate)

59 . gen month=month(BondExec)

60 . gen month_year=ym(year, month)

61 . format month_year %tm

62 . 
63 . gen one=1

64 . by DefendantName BondExecution, sort: gen seq=sum(one)

65 . by DefendantName BondExecution, sort: egen bf1=max(bf)

66 . drop bf

67 . keep if seq==1
(62,736 observations deleted)

68 . 
69 . keep if year>2013

(68,704 observations deleted)

70 . 
71 . gen sf=1 if County=="San Francisco"

(196,536 missing values generated)

72 . recode sf .=0
(sf: 196536 changes made)

73 . tab sf

         sf       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0     196,536       99.13       99.13
          1       1,726        0.87      100.00
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      Total     198,262      100.00

74 . 
75 . collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year)

76 . sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1          35    .1564844    .0555736   .0384615         .3

77 . sum bf if sf==0

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1          36    .2352415    .0190598   .2009501   .2669027

78 . 
79 . twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpa

> ttern(solid) vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year if sf==0), ytitle(Bond For
> feiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA004071) note(Summary 
> Statistics (Overall): MEAN=0.168 ; SD = 0.050 ; High = 0.30  ; Low = 0.05) legend(
> off) graphregion(fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white))

80 . 
81 . gen surety = "CBAA004071"

82 . 
83 . *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~`

84 . * CBAA003912 

85 . clear

86 . 
87 . import excel "/Users/RobertMorris/Dropbox (RTEX)/CBAA - For Expert Review/Data fro

> m bail industry/CBAA003912-CBAA003912.xlsx", sheet("Sheet4") firstrow clear

88 . 
89 . drop if Court==""

(6 observations deleted)

90 . gen bf=1 if ForfeitureDate!=.
(41,399 missing values generated)

91 . replace bf=0 if bf==.
(41,399 real changes made)

92 . 
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93 . gen year=year(BondExecutionDate)

94 . gen month=month(BondExecutionDate)

95 . gen month_year=ym(year, month)

96 . format month_year %tm

97 . 
98 . 
99 . gen one=1

100 . by Defendant BondExecutionDate, sort: gen seq=sum(one)

101 . by Defendant BondExecutionDate, sort: egen bf1=max(bf)

102 . drop bf

103 . keep if seq==1
(6,994 observations deleted)

104 . 
105 . 
106 . gen sf=1 if Court=="SAN FRANCISCO"

(43,895 missing values generated)

107 . recode sf .=0
(sf: 43895 changes made)

108 . tab sf

         sf       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0      43,895       98.19       98.19
          1         809        1.81      100.00

      Total      44,704      100.00

109 . 
110 . collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year)

111 . sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1          19     .161111    .0822662   .0416667   .3333333

112 . sum bf if sf==0
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    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1          48    .1758862    .0383294     .12625   .2547313

113 . 
114 . gen source = "CBAA003912-CBAA003912"

115 . twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpa
> ttern(solid) vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year if sf==0), ytitle(Bond For
> feiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA003912) note(Summary 
> Statistics (Overall): MEAN=.155 ; SD = .081 ; High = .333 ; Low = .042) legend(off
> ) graphregion(fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white))

116 . 
117 . gen surety = "CBAA003912"

118 . 
119 . 
120 . *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~`

121 . * CBAA004075

122 . clear

123 . import delimited "/Users/RobertMorris/Dropbox (RTEX)/CBAA - For Expert Review/Data
>  from bail industry/CBAA004075-CBAA004075.csv", varnames(1) case(preserve) encodin
> g(ISO-8859-1)
(19 vars, 685,991 obs)

124 . 
125 . keep BondExecutionDate DefendantName County ForfeitureDate DefendantName

126 . 
127 . drop if DefendantName==""

(14 observations deleted)

128 . 
129 . gen bf=1 if ForfeitureDate!=""

(544,427 missing values generated)

130 . replace bf=0 if bf==.
(544,427 real changes made)

131 . 
132 . split BondExecutionDate,gen(a) p("/")

variables created as string: 
a1  a2  a3

133 . destring a*,replace
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a1: all characters numeric; replaced as byte
a2: all characters numeric; replaced as byte
a3: all characters numeric; replaced as int

134 . 
135 . gen month_year=ym(a3, a1)

136 . format month_year %tm

137 . 
138 . 
139 . gen one=1

140 . by Def Bond, sort: gen seq=sum(one)

141 . by Def Bond, sort: egen bf1=max(bf)

142 . drop bf

143 . keep if seq==1
(103,767 observations deleted)

144 . 
145 . gen sf=1 if County=="SAN FRANCISCO"

(576,303 missing values generated)

146 . recode sf .=0
(sf: 576303 changes made)

147 . tab sf

         sf       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0     576,303       98.99       98.99
          1       5,907        1.01      100.00

      Total     582,210      100.00

148 . 
149 . collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year)

150 . sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1          48      .13003    .0429628   .0416667   .2380952

151 . sum bf if sf==0
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    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1          48    .1934562     .013693   .1708416   .2211933

152 . twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpa
> ttern(solid) vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year if sf==0), ytitle(Bond For
> feiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA004075) note(Summary 
> Statistics (Overall): MEAN=.129 ; SD = ..045 ; High = .238 ; Low = .042) legend(of
> f) graphregion(fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white))

153 . 
154 . gen surety = "CBAA004075"

155 . 
156 . *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~`

157 . *CBAA003908 

158 . clear

159 . import excel "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Accredited Sur
> ety and Casualty Company, Inc/CA Bail Bonds Written by ASC 2013 - 2016.xlsx", shee
> t("2013-2016 Data") firstrow clear

160 . 
161 . 
162 . keep Written DefendantName County ForfeitureDate DefendantName

163 . 
164 . drop if DefendantName==""

(2 observations deleted)

165 . 
166 . 
167 . gen bf=1 if ForfeitureDate!=.

(38,695 missing values generated)

168 . replace bf=0 if bf==.
(38,695 real changes made)

169 . 
170 . gen year=year(Written)

171 . gen month=month(Written)

172 . 
173 . gen month_year=ym(year, month)

174 . format month_year %tm
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175 . 
176 . 
177 . gen one=1

178 . by Def Writ, sort: gen seq=sum(one)

179 . by Def Writ, sort: egen bf1=max(bf)

180 . drop bf

181 . keep if seq==1
(4,500 observations deleted)

182 . 
183 . gen sf=1 if County=="SAN FRANCISCO"

(40,810 missing values generated)

184 . recode sf .=0
(sf: 40810 changes made)

185 . tab sf

         sf       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0      40,810       99.83       99.83
          1          71        0.17      100.00

      Total      40,881      100.00

186 . 
187 . collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year)

188 . sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1           8    .5011905    .3323284   .1428571          1

189 . sum bf if sf==0

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1          48    .1398878    .0172371   .1054913   .1921665

190 . twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpa
> ttern(solid) vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year if sf==0), ytitle(Bond For
> feiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA003908) note(Summary 
> Statistics (Overall): MEAN=.584 ; SD = .366 ; High = 1.00 ; Low = .142) legend(off
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> ) graphregion(fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white))

191 . 
192 . gen surety = "CBAA003908"

193 . save "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Comp
> any/CBAA003908_.dta", replace
file /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company
> /CBAA003908_.dta saved

194 . 
195 . *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~`

196 . *CBAA003910 

197 . 
198 . clear

199 . 
200 . import excel "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/AIA/AIA-CBAA d

> ata.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") firstrow

201 . 
202 . keep BondExecutionDate DefendantName County ForfeitureDate DefendantName

203 . 
204 . drop if DefendantName==""

(0 observations deleted)

205 . 
206 . 
207 . gen bf=1 if ForfeitureDate!=.

(52,845 missing values generated)

208 . replace bf=0 if bf==.
(52,845 real changes made)

209 . 
210 . gen year=year(BondExecutionDate)

211 . gen month=month(BondExecutionDate)

212 . 
213 . gen month_year=ym(year, month)

214 . format month_year %tm

215 . 
216 . 
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217 . gen one=1

218 . by DefendantName BondExecutionDate, sort: gen seq=sum(one)

219 . by DefendantName BondExecutionDate, sort: egen bf1=max(bf)

220 . drop bf

221 . keep if seq==1
(5,161 observations deleted)

222 . 
223 . gen sf=1 if County=="SAN FRANCISCO"

(54,051 missing values generated)

224 . recode sf .=0
(sf: 54051 changes made)

225 . tab sf

         sf       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0      54,051      100.00      100.00

      Total      54,051      100.00

226 . 
227 . collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year)

228 . sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1           0

229 . sum bf if sf==0

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1          48    .1010173    .0123953   .0739372   .1281139

230 . twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpa
> ttern(solid) vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year) if sf==0, ytitle(Bond For
> feiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA003910) note(Summary 
> Statistics (Overall): MEAN= ; SD =  ; High =  ; Low = ) legend(off) graphregion(fc
> olor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white))

231 . 
232 . gen surety = "CBAA003910"
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233 . save "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Comp
> any/CBAA003910_.dta", replace
file /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company
> /CBAA003910_.dta saved

234 . 
235 . *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~`

236 . *CBAA003911 

237 . 
238 . clear

239 . import excel "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/American Suret
> y Company/ASC CA Prduction 1.1.13 to 12.31.16 v2.xlsx", sheet("Sheet4") firstrow

240 . 
241 . 
242 . keep BondExecutionDate DefendantName County ForfeitureDate DefendantName

243 . 
244 . drop if DefendantName==""

(0 observations deleted)

245 . 
246 . 
247 . gen bf=1 if ForfeitureDate!=.

(41,403 missing values generated)

248 . replace bf=0 if bf==.
(41,403 real changes made)

249 . 
250 . gen year=year(BondExecutionDate)

251 . gen month=month(BondExecutionDate)

252 . 
253 . gen month_year=ym(year, month)

254 . format month_year %tm

255 . 
256 . 
257 . gen one=1

258 . by DefendantName BondExecutionDate, sort: gen seq=sum(one)
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259 . by DefendantName BondExecutionDate, sort: egen bf1=max(bf)

260 . drop bf

261 . keep if seq==1
(6,996 observations deleted)

262 . 
263 . gen sf=1 if County=="SAN FRANCISCO"

(43,904 missing values generated)

264 . recode sf .=0
(sf: 43904 changes made)

265 . tab sf

         sf       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0      43,904       98.20       98.20
          1         804        1.80      100.00

      Total      44,708      100.00

266 . 
267 . collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year)

268 . sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1          20    .1745766    .1101705   .0416667         .5

269 . sum bf if sf==0

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1          48    .1759417     .038438     .12625   .2547313

270 . 
271 . twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpa

> ttern(solid) vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year if sf==0), ytitle(Bond For
> feiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA003911) note(Summary 
> Statistics (Overall): MEAN=.176 ; SD = .109 ; High = .5 ; Low = .056) legend(off) 
> graphregion(fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white))

272 . 
273 . 
274 . gen surety = "CBAA003911"
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275 . save "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Comp
> any/CBAA003911_.dta", replace
file /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company
> /CBAA003911_.dta saved

276 . 
277 . 
278 . 
279 . *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~`

280 . *4076

281 . 
282 . * Converting below big CBAA004076 XL sheet to sperate tables to be merged later.

283 . 
284 . clear

285 . 
286 . import delimited "/Users/RobertMorris/Dropbox (RTEX)/CBAA - For Expert Review/Data

>  from bail industry/CBAA004076-CBAA004076_2013.csv", encoding(ISO-8859-1)  varname
> s(1) 
(19 vars, 164,744 obs)

287 . save "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Comp
> any/CBAA004076-CBAA004076_2013.dta", replace
file /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company
> /CBAA004076-CBAA004076_2013.dta saved

288 . 
289 . clear

290 . import delimited "/Users/RobertMorris/Dropbox (RTEX)/CBAA - For Expert Review/Data
>  from bail industry/CBAA004076-CBAA004076_2014.csv", encoding(ISO-8859-1)  varname
> s(1) 
(19 vars, 174,396 obs)

291 . save "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Comp
> any/CBAA004076-CBAA004076_2014.dta", replace
file /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company
> /CBAA004076-CBAA004076_2014.dta saved

292 . 
293 . clear

294 . import delimited "/Users/RobertMorris/Dropbox (RTEX)/CBAA - For Expert Review/Data
>  from bail industry/CBAA004076-CBAA004076_2015.csv", encoding(ISO-8859-1)  varname
> s(1) 
(19 vars, 176,543 obs)
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295 . save "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Comp
> any/CBAA004076-CBAA004076_2015.dta", replace
file /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company
> /CBAA004076-CBAA004076_2015.dta saved

296 . 
297 . * Joining rows

298 . append using "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insura
> nce Company/CBAA004076-CBAA004076_2014.dta"
(note: variable defendantname was str54, now str55 to accommodate using data's
       values)
(note: variable case was str44, now str88 to accommodate using data's values)
(note: variable county was str16, now str22 to accommodate using data's values)

299 . append using "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insura
> nce Company/CBAA004076-CBAA004076_2013.dta"
(note: variable surety was str28, now str30 to accommodate using data's values)

300 . 
301 . keep bondexecutiondate defendantname county forfeituredate 

302 . 
303 . drop if defendantname==""

(13 observations deleted)

304 . 
305 . gen bf=1 if forfeituredate!=""

(410,744 missing values generated)

306 . replace bf=0 if bf==.
(410,744 real changes made)

307 . 
308 . split bondexecutiondate,gen(a) p("/")

variables created as string: 
a1  a2  a3

309 . destring a*,replace
a1: all characters numeric; replaced as byte
a2: all characters numeric; replaced as byte
a3: all characters numeric; replaced as int

310 . 
311 . gen month_year=ym(a3, a1)

312 . format month_year %tm
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313 . 
314 . gen one=1

315 . by defendantname bondexecutiondate, sort: gen seq=sum(one)

316 . by defendantname bondexecutiondate, sort: egen bf1=max(bf)

317 . drop bf

318 . keep if seq==1
(76,524 observations deleted)

319 . 
320 . gen sf=1 if county=="SAN FRANCISCO"

(434,967 missing values generated)

321 . recode sf .=0
(sf: 434967 changes made)

322 . tab sf

         sf       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0     434,967       99.05       99.05
          1       4,179        0.95      100.00

      Total     439,146      100.00

323 . collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year)

324 . sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1          36    .1227138    .0458718   .0425532   .2429907

325 . sum bf if sf==0

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1          36    .1915581    .0144338   .1708987   .2211352

326 . twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpa
> ttern(solid) vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year if sf==0), ytitle(Bond For
> feiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA004076) note(Summary 
> Statistics (Overall): MEAN=.120 ; SD = .048 ; High = .319 ; Low = .032) legend(off
> ) graphregion(fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white))

327 . 
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328 . 
329 . gen surety = "CBAA004076"

330 . save "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Comp
> any/CBAA004076_.dta", replace
file /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company
> /CBAA004076_.dta saved

331 . 
332 . 
333 . *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~`

334 . * CABB003915

335 . 
336 . clear

337 . import excel "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Bankers Insura
> nce Company/CA Bonds V5.xlsx", sheet("SF county") firstrow

338 . 
339 . keep ExecutionDate Defendant County ForfeitureDate 

340 . 
341 . drop if Defen==""

(896 observations deleted)

342 . 
343 . gen bf=1 if ForfeitureDate!="NULL"

(173 missing values generated)

344 . replace bf=0 if bf==.
(173 real changes made)

345 . 
346 . gen year=year(ExecutionDate)

347 . gen month=month(ExecutionDate)

348 . 
349 . gen month_year=ym(year, month)

350 . format month_year %tm

351 . 
352 . gen one=1

353 . by Def ExecutionDate, sort: gen seq=sum(one)
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354 . by Def ExecutionDate, sort: egen bf1=max(bf)

355 . drop bf

356 . keep if seq==1
(27 observations deleted)

357 . 
358 . gen sf=1 if County=="SAN FRANCISCO            "

359 . recode sf .=0
(sf: 0 changes made)

360 . tab sf

         sf       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          1         396      100.00      100.00

      Total         396      100.00

361 . 
362 . collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year)

363 . sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1          47    .6073077    .1973172   .2222222          1

364 . sum bf if sf==0

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1           0

365 . 
366 . twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpa

> ttern(solid) vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year if sf==0), ytitle(Bond For
> feiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA003915) note(Summary 
> Statistics (Overall): MEAN = .607; SD = .197 ; High = 1.00 ; Low = .222) legend(of
> f) graphregion(fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white))

367 . 
368 . gen surety = "CBAA003915"

369 . 
370 . save "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Comp

> any/CBAA003915_.dta", replace
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file /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company
> /CBAA003915_.dta saved

371 . 
372 . 
373 . *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~`

374 . *4067

375 . 
376 . import excel "/Users/RobertMorris/Dropbox (RTEX)/CBAA - For Expert Review/Data fro

> m bail industry/CBAA004067-CBAA004067.xlsx",clear firstrow

377 . 
378 . keep BondExecutionDate DefendantName County ForfeitureDate DefendantName

379 . 
380 . drop if DefendantName==""

(4,676 observations deleted)

381 . 
382 . gen bf=1 if ForfeitureDate!=" "

(30,196 missing values generated)

383 . replace bf=0 if bf==.
(30,196 real changes made)

384 . 
385 . gen year=year(BondExecutionDate)

386 . gen month=month(BondExecutionDate)

387 . 
388 . gen month_year=ym(year, month)

389 . format month_year %tm

390 . 
391 . gen one=1

392 . by DefendantName BondExecutionDate, sort: gen seq=sum(one)

393 . by DefendantName BondExecutionDate, sort: egen bf1=max(bf)

394 . drop bf

395 . keep if seq==1
(3,854 observations deleted)
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396 . 
397 . gen sf=1 if County=="San Francisco"

(31,386 missing values generated)

398 . recode sf .=0
(sf: 31386 changes made)

399 . tab sf

         sf       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0      31,386       99.75       99.75
          1          78        0.25      100.00

      Total      31,464      100.00

400 . 
401 . collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year)

402 . sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1           4        .625         .25         .5          1

403 . sum bf if sf==0

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1          48    .1285594    .0147003   .0911901    .172209

404 . twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpa
> ttern(solid) vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year if sf==0), ytitle(Bond For
> feiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA004067) note(Summary 
> Statistics (Overall): MEAN =  ; SD =  ; High =  ; Low = ) legend(off) graphregion(
> fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white))

405 . 
406 . gen surety = "CBAA004067"

407 . save "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Comp
> any/CBAA0034067_.dta", replace
file /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company
> /CBAA0034067_.dta saved

408 . 
409 . 
410 . *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~`
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411 . *4073

412 . 
413 . import excel "/Users/RobertMorris/Dropbox (RTEX)/CBAA - For Expert Review/Data fro

> m bail industry/CBAA004073-CBAA004073.xlsx",clear firstrow sheet("2013 - 2016")

414 . 
415 . keep BondExecutionDate DefendantName County ForfeitureDate DefendantName

416 . 
417 . drop if DefendantName==""

(10 observations deleted)

418 . 
419 . gen bf=1 if ForfeitureDate!=.

(27,068 missing values generated)

420 . replace bf=0 if bf==.
(27,068 real changes made)

421 . 
422 . gen year=year(BondExecutionDate)

423 . gen month=month(BondExecutionDate)

424 . 
425 . gen month_year=ym(year, month)

426 . format month_year %tm

427 . 
428 . gen one=1

429 . by DefendantName BondExecutionDate, sort: gen seq=sum(one)

430 . by DefendantName BondExecutionDate, sort: egen bf1=max(bf)

431 . drop bf

432 . keep if seq==1
(2,828 observations deleted)

433 . 
434 . 
435 . gen sf=1 if County=="SAN FRANCISCO"

(27,952 missing values generated)

436 . recode sf .=0
(sf: 27952 changes made)
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437 . tab sf

         sf       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0      27,952       99.55       99.55
          1         127        0.45      100.00

      Total      28,079      100.00

438 . collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year)

439 . sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1           5    .2800866    .1648123   .0909091         .5

440 . sum bf if sf==0

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1          48    .1225612    .0171682   .0805009   .1590494

441 . twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpa
> ttern(solid) vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year if sf==0), ytitle(Bond For
> feiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA004073) note(Summary 
> Statistics (Overall): MEAN = .281 ; SD = .162 ; High = .500 ; Low = .100) legend(o
> ff) graphregion(fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white))

442 . 
443 . gen surety = "CBAA004073"

444 . save "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Comp
> any/CBAA0034073_.dta", replace
file /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company
> /CBAA0034073_.dta saved

445 . 
446 . *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~`

447 . 
448 . *4074

449 . 
450 . import excel "/Users/RobertMorris/Dropbox (RTEX)/CBAA - For Expert Review/Data fro

> m bail industry/CBAA004074-CBAA004074.xlsx",clear firstrow sheet("2013 - 2016")

451 . 
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452 . keep BondExecutionDate DefendantName County ForfeitureDate DefendantName

453 . 
454 . drop if DefendantName==""

(0 observations deleted)

455 . 
456 . gen bf=1 if ForfeitureDate!=.

(15,271 missing values generated)

457 . replace bf=0 if bf==.
(15,271 real changes made)

458 . 
459 . gen year=year(BondExecutionDate)

460 . gen month=month(BondExecutionDate)

461 . 
462 . gen month_year=ym(year, month)

463 . format month_year %tm

464 . 
465 . gen one=1

466 . by DefendantName BondExecutionDate, sort: gen seq=sum(one)

467 . by DefendantName BondExecutionDate, sort: egen bf1=max(bf)

468 . drop bf

469 . keep if seq==1
(1,904 observations deleted)

470 . 
471 . gen sf=1 if County=="SAN FRANCISCO"

(15,426 missing values generated)

472 . recode sf .=0
(sf: 15426 changes made)

473 . tab sf

         sf       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0      15,426       99.83       99.83
          1          26        0.17      100.00
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      Total      15,452      100.00

474 . 
475 . collapse (mean) bf1 ,by(sf month_year)

476 . sum bf if sf==1 & bf!=0

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1           0

477 . sum bf if sf==0

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1          48    .1168751    .0198048   .0826667   .1666667

478 . twoway (bar bf1 month_year if sf==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpa
> ttern(solid) vertical barwidth(1)) (line bf1 month_year if sf==0), ytitle(Bond For
> feiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) xtitle(Calendar Time) title(CBAA004074) note(Summary 
> Statistics (Overall): MEAN =  ; SD =  ; High =  ; Low = ) legend(off) graphregion(
> fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolor(white))

479 . 
480 . gen surety = "CBAA004074"

481 . save "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Comp
> any/CBAA0034074_.dta", replace
file /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Company
> /CBAA0034074_.dta saved

482 . 
483 . 
484 . *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~`

485 . 
486 . * Creating combined Time Series from all above surety companies (if data appear re

> liable, see note outs below...)

487 . 
488 . use "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insurance Compa

> ny/CBAA0034067_.dta", clear

489 . 
490 . * append using "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insu

> rance Company/CBAA0034073_.dta", 

491 . 
492 . * append using "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insu
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> rance Company/CBAA0034074_.dta", 

493 . 
494 . append using  "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insur

> ance Company/CBAA004071_.dta", 

495 . 
496 . append using  "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insur

> ance Company/CBAA003912_.dta", 

497 . 
498 . append using  "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insur

> ance Company/CBAA004075_.dta", 

499 . 
500 . * append using  "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Ins

> urance Company/CBAA003908_.dta", 

501 . 
502 . append using  "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insur

> ance Company/CBAA003910_.dta", 

503 . 
504 . append using  "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insur

> ance Company/CBAA003911_.dta", 

505 . 
506 . append using  "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insur

> ance Company/CBAA004076_.dta", 

507 . 
508 . *append using  "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/Data_from_bail_industry/Seaview Insu

> rance Company/CBAA003915_.dta", 

509 . 
510 . 
511 . gen pre = 0 if sf==1 & bf1>0 &  (month_year>=676 & month_year<=683)

(513 missing values generated)

512 . 
513 . replace pre = 1 if sf==1 & bf1>0 &  (month_year>=669 & month_year<=675)

(33 real changes made)

514 . 
515 . collapse (mean) bf1 if pre!=., by(pre month_year)

516 . 
517 . label define pre 0 "May 2016 - Dec 2016" 1 "Oct. 2015 - Apr. 2016"
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518 . label values pre pre

519 . 
520 . twoway bar bf1 month if pre==1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black) lwidth(vthin) lpattern

> (solid) vertical barwidth(1) || lfit bf1 month if pre==1 || bar bf1 month if pre==
> 0, ytitle(Bond Forfeiture Rate) ylabel(0(.1)1) xtitle(Calendar Time) fcolor(gray) 
> lcolor(black) lwidth(medium) lpattern(solid) vertical barwidth(1) || lfit bf1 mont
> h if pre==0, xline(675.5) legend(off)  graphregion(fcolor(white)) plotregion(fcolo
> r(white)) title(Oct. 2015 - Apr. 2016 as compared to May 2016 - Dec. 2016) note(Da
> ta limited to seemingly valid Surety Data)

521 . 
522 . by pre, sort: sum bf1

-> pre = May 2016 - Dec 2016

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1           8    .1729525    .0564564   .0953535    .249256

-> pre = Oct. 2015 - Apr. 2016

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

         bf1           7    .1560174    .0559146   .0973523    .239313

523 . 
524 . *Note, the above database provided the overall BF rates bewteen the two time perio

> ds.

525 . 
526 . 
527 . 
528 . 
529 . 
530 . 
531 . 
532 . 
533 . 
534 . 
535 . 
536 . 
537 . log close

      name:  <unnamed>
       log:  /Users/RobertMorris/Dropbox (RTEX)/RTex/Customers/Dhillon Law Group/BUF
> FIN_MORRIS_STATA_LOG.smcl
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  log type:  smcl
 closed on:  27 Jun 2018, 23:12:23
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      name:  <unnamed>
       log:  /Users/RobertMorris/Dropbox (RTEX)/RTex/Customers/Dhillon Law Group/Mor
> ris_Buffin_Stata_SFH001179_LOGFILE.smcl
  log type:  smcl
 opened on:   6 Jul 2018, 09:43:44

1 . 
2 . clear 

3 . use "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/SHF001179_release_and_ct"

4 . 
5 . sort ct

6 . 
7 . merge ct using "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/SHF001179_fta"
(note: you are using old merge syntax; see [D] merge for new syntax)
variable ct does not uniquely identify observations in the master data
variable ct does not uniquely identify observations in
    /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/SHF001179_fta.dta

8 . 
9 . drop d - _m

10 . 
11 . * Note on 'Type'

12 . 
13 . *Type

14 . *ANarraignment

15 . *HRhearing

16 . *PCpretrial conference

17 . *TRtrial

18 . *SNsentencing

19 . 
20 . * Merge in the Release Type by Booking ID

21 . 
22 . sort booking

23 . merge booking using "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/SHF001179_release_and_bail.dta"
(note: you are using old merge syntax; see [D] merge for new syntax)
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variable booking does not uniquely identify observations in the master data

24 . drop _merge

25 . 
26 . * Merge in the PSA scores

27 . 
28 . sort booking 

29 . merge booking using "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/SHF001179_psa_score"
(note: you are using old merge syntax; see [D] merge for new syntax)
variable booking does not uniquely identify observations in the master data
(note: variable booking was str9, now str28 to accommodate using data's values)
variable booking does not uniquely identify observations in
    /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/SHF001179_psa_score.dta

30 . drop f - _merge

31 . 
32 . 
33 . keep booking age race ethni gender releaserea hoursofstay type crtdate releasedate

> time bailcompany totalbail court ftascale ncascale nvcav

34 . 
35 . 
36 . * Merge in Pretrial Reccomendation Information

37 . sort booking

38 . merge booking using "/Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/SHF001179_pretrial_rec"
(note: you are using old merge syntax; see [D] merge for new syntax)
variable booking does not uniquely identify observations in the master data
variable booking does not uniquely identify observations in
    /Users/RobertMorris/Downloads/SHF001179_pretrial_rec.dta

39 . drop _merge

40 . 
41 . drop if booking == ""

(493 observations deleted)

42 . drop if releasedate==.
(1,363 observations deleted)

43 . 
44 . rename type fta_type

45 . rename crtdate fta_date
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46 . 
47 . * Creating an indicator for FTA (any type, ever) for an individual bookiing. Note 

> that there are multiple rows per booking in some cases. 

48 . gen a = 1 if fta_type !=""
(114,443 missing values generated)

49 . recode a . = 0
(a: 114443 changes made)

50 . 
51 . by booking,sort: egen fta_any = total(a)

52 . drop a

53 . 
54 . * Creating tally for each FTA type and tying the information to a single row.

55 . tab fta_type, gen(fta_type_)

       Type       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

         AN       3,667       11.24       11.24
         HR      24,498       75.08       86.32
         PC       3,208        9.83       96.15
         SN         783        2.40       98.55
         TR         474        1.45      100.00

      Total      32,630      100.00

56 . by booking,sort: egen fta_type_AN=max(fta_type_1)
(93052 missing values generated)

57 . by booking,sort: egen fta_type_HR=max(fta_type_2)
(93052 missing values generated)

58 . by booking,sort: egen fta_type_PC=max(fta_type_3)
(93052 missing values generated)

59 . by booking,sort: egen fta_type_SN=max(fta_type_4)
(93052 missing values generated)

60 . by booking,sort: egen fta_type_TR=max(fta_type_5)
(93052 missing values generated)

61 . drop fta_type_*

62 . 
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63 . 
64 . rename bailcompany type_of_bail

65 . * Note, the column 'bail company' is really the type of bail... This was an error 
> by the spreadsheet creator.

66 . 
67 . * Indicator for the Type of Release

68 . gen surety = regexm(type_of_bail,"Surety")

69 . gen cash_prop = 1 if type_of_bail == "Cash" | type_of_bail=="Cashier Check / Money
>  Order"
(146,962 missing values generated)

70 . recode cash_prop .=0
(cash_prop: 146962 changes made)

71 . gen or_any = regexm(programordered,"OR")

72 . gen or_minimum = regexm(programordered,"Minim")

73 . gen or_nas = regexm(programordered,"NAS")

74 . gen acm = regexm(programordered,"ACM")

75 . 
76 . 
77 . * Limiting to 1 row per booking

78 . gen one=1

79 . by booking, sort: gen seq=sum(one)

80 . keep if seq==1
(67,805 observations deleted)

81 . 
82 . gen fta2=1 if fta_any>0

(55,640 missing values generated)

83 . recode fta2 .=0
(fta2: 55640 changes made)

84 . 
85 . * Count of FTAs per Booking

86 . tab fta_any
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    fta_any       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0      55,640       70.19       70.19
          1      17,585       22.18       92.38
          2       4,280        5.40       97.78
          3       1,117        1.41       99.19
          4         377        0.48       99.66
          5         142        0.18       99.84
          6          62        0.08       99.92
          7          31        0.04       99.96
          8          15        0.02       99.98
          9           8        0.01       99.99
         10           5        0.01       99.99
         11           3        0.00      100.00
         12           1        0.00      100.00
         19           1        0.00      100.00
         21           1        0.00      100.00

      Total      79,268      100.00

87 . recode fta_any 5/max=5
(fta_any: 127 changes made)

88 . 
89 . histogram fta_any ,ylabel(0(10)100) xlabel(0(1)5) discrete percent addlabel  xtitl

> e(# of FTAs per Booking) title(FTAs per Booking (01JAN2014 - 28FEB2018)) caption(S
> ource: SHP001179 - overall; FTA Rate = 29.81%) note(n = 79268 bookings) graphregio
> n(fcolor(white))
(start=0, width=1)

90 . 
91 . * Count of FTAs per Booking - SURETY

92 . tab fta_any if surety==1

    fta_any       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0       8,374       79.07       79.07
          1       1,759       16.61       95.68
          2         329        3.11       98.79
          3          91        0.86       99.65
          4          23        0.22       99.87
          5          14        0.13      100.00

      Total      10,590      100.00

93 . 
94 . histogram fta_any if surety==1,ylabel(0(10)100) xlabel(0(1)5) discrete percent add

> label xtitle(# of FTAs per Booking) title(SURETY - FTAs per Booking (01JAN2014 - 2
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> 8FEB2018)) caption(Source: SHP001179; FTA Rate = 21.93%) note(n = 10590 bookings) 
> graphregion(fcolor(white))
(start=0, width=1)

95 . 
96 . * Count of FTAs per Booking - OR (any)

97 . tab fta_any if or_any==1

    fta_any       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0       1,527       60.62       60.62
          1         776       30.81       91.43
          2         153        6.07       97.50
          3          39        1.55       99.05
          4          19        0.75       99.80
          5           5        0.20      100.00

      Total       2,519      100.00

98 . 
99 . histogram fta_any if or_any==1,ylabel(0(10)100) xlabel(0(1)5) discrete percent add

> label xtitle(# of FTAs per Booking) title(OR (any) - FTAs per Booking (01JAN2014 -
>  28FEB2018)) caption(Source: SHP001179; FTA Rate = 39.49%) note(n = 2522 bookings)
>  graphregion(fcolor(white))
(start=0, width=1)

100 . 
101 . * Count of FTAs per Booking - OR (Minimum)

102 . tab fta_any if or_min==1

    fta_any       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0         690       59.02       59.02
          1         380       32.51       91.53
          2          78        6.67       98.20
          3          11        0.94       99.14
          4           8        0.68       99.83
          5           2        0.17      100.00

      Total       1,169      100.00

103 . 
104 . histogram fta_any if or_min==1,ylabel(0(10)100) xlabel(0(1)5) discrete percent add

> label xtitle(# of FTAs per Booking) title(OR (min) - FTAs per Booking (01JAN2014 -
>  28FEB2018)) caption(Source: SHP001179; FTA Rate = 39.04%) note(n = 1177 bookings)
>  graphregion(fcolor(white))
(start=0, width=1)
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105 . 
106 . * Count of FTAs per Booking - OR (NAS)

107 . tab fta_any if or_nas==1

    fta_any       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0         835       62.04       62.04
          1         394       29.27       91.31
          2          75        5.57       96.88
          3          28        2.08       98.96
          4          11        0.82       99.78
          5           3        0.22      100.00

      Total       1,346      100.00

108 . 
109 . histogram fta_any if or_nas==1,ylabel(0(10)100) xlabel(0(1)5) discrete percent add

> label xtitle(# of FTAs per Booking) title(OR (NAS) - FTAs per Booking (01JAN2014 -
>  28FEB2018)) caption(Source: SHP001179; FTA Rate = 38.11%) note(n = 1341 bookings)
>  graphregion(fcolor(white))
(start=0, width=1)

110 . 
111 . * Count of FTAs per Booking - ACM

112 . tab fta_any if acm==1

    fta_any       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0         453       43.98       43.98
          1         388       37.67       81.65
          2         155       15.05       96.70
          3          25        2.43       99.13
          4           6        0.58       99.71
          5           3        0.29      100.00

      Total       1,030      100.00

113 . 
114 . histogram fta_any if acm==1,ylabel(0(10)100) xlabel(0(1)5) discrete percent addlab

> el xtitle(# of FTAs per Booking) title(ACM - FTAs per Booking (01JAN2014 - 28FEB20
> 18)) caption(Source: SHP001179; FTA Rate = 55.74%) note(n = 1028 bookings) graphre
> gion(fcolor(white))
(start=0, width=1)

115 . 
116 . * Releasereason 
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117 . tab  releaserea fta2, row

 Key            

   frequency    
 row percentage 

                               fta2
       Release Reason          0          1      Total

Assertive Case Mana..        509        723      1,232 
                           41.31      58.69     100.00 

Charges Discharged ..      3,080        313      3,393 
                           90.78       9.22     100.00 

             Court OR      3,757      6,105      9,862 
                           38.10      61.90     100.00 

Criminal Matters Ad..     14,754      4,304     19,058 
                           77.42      22.58     100.00 

     Death in Custody          8          2         10 
                           80.00      20.00     100.00 

 Delivered to Program        268        515        783 
                           34.23      65.77     100.00 

Delivered to other ..      7,888      2,817     10,705 
                           73.69      26.31     100.00 

  Escape from Custody          3          1          4 
                           75.00      25.00     100.00 

Kick (lack of housi..          2          0          2 
                          100.00       0.00     100.00 

       Local Citation     10,708      3,236     13,944 
                           76.79      23.21     100.00 

OUT OF COUNTY TERMI..          2          0          2 
                          100.00       0.00     100.00 

   Out of County Cite      1,203        295      1,498 
                           80.31      19.69     100.00 
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       PD - 849(b) PC        472         20        492 
                           95.93       4.07     100.00 

PD - Transferred Ot..          3          0          3 
                          100.00       0.00     100.00 

PD - Transferred to..          0          1          1 
                            0.00     100.00     100.00 

    Pre-trial Release          1          2          3 
                           33.33      66.67     100.00 

         Project O.R.      1,179        443      1,622 
                           72.69      27.31     100.00 

      Release on Bail      8,376      2,177     10,553 
                           79.37      20.63     100.00 

Released on Probation        375        269        644 
                           58.23      41.77     100.00 

      SFSD 849 (B) PC        171          6        177 
                           96.61       3.39     100.00 

      Sentence Served      2,642      2,009      4,651 
                           56.80      43.20     100.00 

Sheriff Booked in E..         10          1         11 
                           90.91       9.09     100.00 

Supervised Pretrial..        227        385        612 
                           37.09      62.91     100.00 

    Ward of the State          2          4          6 
                           33.33      66.67     100.00 

                Total     55,640     23,628     79,268 
                           70.19      29.81     100.00 

118 . 
119 . * DMF Reccomendation

120 .  tab dmfre fta2,  row

 Key            

   frequency    
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 row percentage 

                               fta2
              DMF Rec          0          1      Total

         OR - Minimum      1,486        630      2,116 
                           70.23      29.77     100.00 

             OR - NAS      1,930        793      2,723 
                           70.88      29.12     100.00 

Release Not Recomme..      2,646      2,110      4,756 
                           55.63      44.37     100.00 

          SFPDP - ACM        773        960      1,733 
                           44.60      55.40     100.00 

                Total      6,835      4,493     11,328 
                           60.34      39.66     100.00 

121 . 
122 . * DMF Rec. for those released via Surety

123 . tab dmf fta2 if surety==1,row

 Key            

   frequency    
 row percentage 

                               fta2
              DMF Rec          0          1      Total

         OR - Minimum        210         51        261 
                           80.46      19.54     100.00 

             OR - NAS        208         65        273 
                           76.19      23.81     100.00 

Release Not Recomme..        370        150        520 
                           71.15      28.85     100.00 

          SFPDP - ACM         67         77        144 
                           46.53      53.47     100.00 
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                Total        855        343      1,198 
                           71.37      28.63     100.00 

124 . 
125 . * FTA For PSA Categories

126 . tab ftascalevalue fta2, row

 Key            

   frequency    
 row percentage 

 FTA Scale          fta2
     Value          0          1      Total

         1      2,212        453      2,665 
                83.00      17.00     100.00 

         2      2,547        997      3,544 
                71.87      28.13     100.00 

         3      1,734      1,065      2,799 
                61.95      38.05     100.00 

         4        504        855      1,359 
                37.09      62.91     100.00 

         5        330      1,226      1,556 
                21.21      78.79     100.00 

         6         50        246        296 
                16.89      83.11     100.00 

     Total      7,377      4,842     12,219 
                60.37      39.63     100.00 

127 . 
128 . * FTA For Program Ordered by Court Following FTA

129 . * % of Bookings Where Court Deviates from DMF Rec

130 . tab   programorderedbycourt  dmfrec

  Program Ordered by                    DMF Rec
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               Court  OR - Mi..   OR - NAS  Release..  SFPDP -..      Total

                 ACM        167        124        193        299        783 
           ACM - Int         34         22         61         52        169 
           ACM - Low         13         12          5         12         42 
ACM - Transport Only          0          1          1          1          3 
         ACM ΓÇô Int          2          3          4          6         15 
                MBHC          1          1          1          0          3 
                  OR          1          1          1          0          3 
        OR - Minimum        383        463        152         92      1,090 
            OR - NAS        154        972        147         63      1,336 

               Total        755      1,599        565        525      3,444 

131 . 
132 . * PSA FTA Risk Across Actual Release Types

133 . 
134 . * Score = 1

135 . 
136 . * ANOVA - Excluding Pretrial due to low count

137 . oneway fta2 releasereason if ftascale==1 & releasereason=="Court OR" | ftascale==1
>  & releasereason=="Project O.R." | ftascale==1 & releasereason=="Release on Bail",
>  bonferroni tabulate

                                          Summary of fta2
                Release Reason         Mean   Std. Dev.       Freq.

                      Court OR    .32751092   .46981854         458
                  Project O.R.    .24347826     .429555         575
               Release on Bail    .11306533   .31707122         398

                         Total    .23410203   .42358429       1,431

                        Analysis of Variance
    Source              SS         df      MS            F     Prob > F

Between groups      9.87735488      2   4.93867744     28.59     0.0000
 Within groups      246.698466   1428    .17275803

    Total           256.575821   1430   .179423651

Bartlett's test for equal variances:  chi2(2) =  65.0860  Prob>chi2 = 0.000

                     Comparison of fta2 by Release Reason
                                (Bonferroni)
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Row Mean-
Col Mean    Court OR   Projec..

Projec..    -.084033
               0.004
         
Releas..    -.214446   -.130413
               0.000      0.000

138 . 
139 . oneway fta2 releasereason if ftascale==2 & releasereason=="Court OR" | ftascale==2

>  & releasereason=="Project O.R." | ftascale==2 & releasereason=="Release on Bail",
>  bonferroni tabulate

                                          Summary of fta2
                Release Reason         Mean   Std. Dev.       Freq.

                      Court OR         .455   .49838638         600
                  Project O.R.     .3128655   .46433944         342
               Release on Bail    .24249423   .42908739         433

                         Total    .35272727   .47799258       1,375

                        Analysis of Variance
    Source              SS         df      MS            F     Prob > F

Between groups      12.0807747      2   6.04038734     27.46     0.0000
 Within groups      301.846498   1372   .220004736

    Total           313.927273   1374   .228476909

Bartlett's test for equal variances:  chi2(2) =  11.1125  Prob>chi2 = 0.004

                     Comparison of fta2 by Release Reason
                                (Bonferroni)
Row Mean-
Col Mean    Court OR   Projec..

Projec..    -.142135
               0.000
         
Releas..    -.212506   -.070371
               0.000      0.115

140 . 
141 . oneway fta2 releasereason if ftascale==3 & releasereason=="Court OR" | ftascale==3

>  & releasereason=="Project O.R." | ftascale==3 & releasereason=="Release on Bail",
>  bonferroni tabulate
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                                          Summary of fta2
                Release Reason         Mean   Std. Dev.       Freq.

                      Court OR    .56723716   .49606535         409
                  Project O.R.    .32283465   .46941182         127
               Release on Bail    .33070866   .47139719         254

                         Total    .45189873   .49799618         790

                        Analysis of Variance
    Source              SS         df      MS            F     Prob > F

Between groups      11.2869219      2   5.64346097     24.09     0.0000
 Within groups       184.38523    787   .234288729

    Total           195.672152    789   .248000193

Bartlett's test for equal variances:  chi2(2) =   1.0780  Prob>chi2 = 0.583

                     Comparison of fta2 by Release Reason
                                (Bonferroni)
Row Mean-
Col Mean    Court OR   Projec..

Projec..    -.244403
               0.000
         
Releas..    -.236529    .007874
               0.000      1.000

142 . 
143 . oneway fta2 releasereason if ftascale==4 & releasereason=="Court OR" | ftascale==4

>  & releasereason=="Project O.R." | ftascale==4 & releasereason=="Release on Bail",
>  bonferroni tabulate

                                          Summary of fta2
                Release Reason         Mean   Std. Dev.       Freq.

                      Court OR    .82239382   .38292082         259
                  Project O.R.    .42857143   .53452248           7
               Release on Bail    .53846154   .50066269         117

                         Total    .72845953    .4453359         383

                        Analysis of Variance
    Source              SS         df      MS            F     Prob > F

Between groups       7.1384665      2   3.56923325     19.77     0.0000
 Within groups      68.6213246    380   .180582433
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    Total           75.7597911    382   .198324061

Bartlett's test for equal variances:  chi2(2) =  12.5760  Prob>chi2 = 0.002

                     Comparison of fta2 by Release Reason
                                (Bonferroni)
Row Mean-
Col Mean    Court OR   Projec..

Projec..    -.393822
               0.048
         
Releas..    -.283932     .10989
               0.000      1.000

144 . 
145 . oneway fta2 releasereason if ftascale==5 & releasereason=="Court OR" | ftascale==5

>  & releasereason=="Project O.R." | ftascale==5 & releasereason=="Release on Bail",
>  bonferroni tabulate

                                          Summary of fta2
                Release Reason         Mean   Std. Dev.       Freq.

                      Court OR    .93043478   .25478237         345
                  Project O.R.          .75          .5           4
               Release on Bail    .72151899   .45111568          79

                         Total    .89018692   .31302253         428

                        Analysis of Variance
    Source              SS         df      MS            F     Prob > F

Between groups      2.88493254      2   1.44246627     15.74     0.0000
 Within groups      38.9538525    425   .091656124

    Total            41.838785    427   .097983103

Bartlett's test for equal variances:  chi2(2) =  50.5265  Prob>chi2 = 0.000

                     Comparison of fta2 by Release Reason
                                (Bonferroni)
Row Mean-
Col Mean    Court OR   Projec..

Projec..    -.180435
               0.710
         
Releas..    -.208916   -.028481
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               0.000      1.000

146 . 
147 . oneway fta2 releasereason if ftascale==6 & releasereason=="Court OR" | ftascale==6

>  & releasereason=="Project O.R." | ftascale==6 & releasereason=="Release on Bail",
>  bonferroni tabulate

                                          Summary of fta2
                Release Reason         Mean   Std. Dev.       Freq.

                      Court OR    .83116883   .37705917          77
               Release on Bail    .88888889   .32338083          18

                         Total    .84210526   .36657673          95

                        Analysis of Variance
    Source              SS         df      MS            F     Prob > F

Between groups      .048606364      1   .048606364      0.36     0.5504
 Within groups      12.5829726     93    .13530078

    Total           12.6315789     94   .134378499

Bartlett's test for equal variances:  chi2(1) =   0.6011  Prob>chi2 = 0.438

                     Comparison of fta2 by Release Reason
                                (Bonferroni)
Row Mean-
Col Mean    Court OR

Releas..      .05772
               0.550

148 . 
149 . 
150 . oneway fta2 dmfrec 

                        Analysis of Variance
    Source              SS         df      MS            F     Prob > F

Between groups      104.358186      3   34.7860619    151.12     0.0000
 Within groups        2606.593  11324   .230183062

    Total           2710.95118  11327   .239335321

Bartlett's test for equal variances:  chi2(3) =  41.3212  Prob>chi2 = 0.000

151 . 
152 . * Comparative FTA Rate Cross Tab between DMF and Actual Relase
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153 . tab dmfrec releasereas if releasereason=="Court OR" | releasereason=="Project O.R.
> " | releasereason=="Release on Bail", chi 

                                Release Reason
              DMF Rec   Court OR  Project..  Release..      Total

         OR - Minimum        403        140        267        810 
             OR - NAS        549        779        270      1,598 
Release Not Recomme..        740          5        543      1,288 
          SFPDP - ACM        258         19        142        419 

                Total      1,950        943      1,222      4,115 

          Pearson chi2(6) =  1.1e+03   Pr = 0.000

154 . tab fta2 if releasereason=="Court OR" & dmfrec=="OR - Minimum"

       fta2       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0         211       52.36       52.36
          1         192       47.64      100.00

      Total         403      100.00

155 . tab fta2 if releasereason=="Court OR" & dmfrec=="OR - NAS"

       fta2       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0         320       58.29       58.29
          1         229       41.71      100.00

      Total         549      100.00

156 . tab fta2 if releasereason=="Court OR" & dmfrec=="Release Not Recommended"

       fta2       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0         210       28.38       28.38
          1         530       71.62      100.00

      Total         740      100.00

157 . tab fta2 if releasereason=="Court OR" & dmfrec=="SFPDP - ACM"

       fta2       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0          59       22.87       22.87
          1         199       77.13      100.00
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      Total         258      100.00

158 . 
159 . 
160 . tab fta2 if releasereason=="Project O.R." & dmfrec=="OR - Minimum"

       fta2       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0          87       62.14       62.14
          1          53       37.86      100.00

      Total         140      100.00

161 . tab fta2 if releasereason=="Project O.R." & dmfrec=="OR - NAS"

       fta2       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0         568       72.91       72.91
          1         211       27.09      100.00

      Total         779      100.00

162 . tab fta2 if releasereason=="Project O.R." & dmfrec=="Release Not Recommended"

       fta2       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0           2       40.00       40.00
          1           3       60.00      100.00

      Total           5      100.00

163 . tab fta2 if releasereason=="Project O.R." & dmfrec=="SFPDP - ACM"

       fta2       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0          14       73.68       73.68
          1           5       26.32      100.00

      Total          19      100.00

164 . 
165 . tab fta2 if releasereason=="Release on Bail" & dmfrec=="OR - Minimum"

       fta2       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0         214       80.15       80.15
          1          53       19.85      100.00
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      Total         267      100.00

166 . tab fta2 if releasereason=="Release on Bail" & dmfrec=="OR - NAS"

       fta2       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0         206       76.30       76.30
          1          64       23.70      100.00

      Total         270      100.00

167 . tab fta2 if releasereason=="Release on Bail" & dmfrec=="Release Not Recommended"

       fta2       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0         390       71.82       71.82
          1         153       28.18      100.00

      Total         543      100.00

168 . tab fta2 if releasereason=="Release on Bail" & dmfrec=="SFPDP - ACM"

       fta2       Freq.     Percent        Cum.

          0          68       47.89       47.89
          1          74       52.11      100.00

      Total         142      100.00

169 . 
170 . 
171 . * % of Surety Releases with PSA of Release Not Rec.

172 . tab dmfrec surety, row

 Key            

   frequency    
 row percentage 

                              surety
              DMF Rec          0          1      Total

         OR - Minimum      1,855        261      2,116 
                           87.67      12.33     100.00 

             OR - NAS      2,450        273      2,723 
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                           89.97      10.03     100.00 

Release Not Recomme..      4,236        520      4,756 
                           89.07      10.93     100.00 

          SFPDP - ACM      1,589        144      1,733 
                           91.69       8.31     100.00 

                Total     10,130      1,198     11,328 
                           89.42      10.58     100.00 

173 . 
174 . 
175 . **************************************

176 . * PROPENSITY SCORE MATCHING ANALYSIS

177 . 
178 . * Treatment Variable: Surety = 1; OR = 0

179 . 
180 . * Outcome Variable: Any FTA = 1, No FTA = 0

181 . 
182 . * Random Sorting the Data Prior to PSM

183 . 
184 . set seed 4545

185 . gen rand = uniform()

186 . sort rand

187 . 
188 . gen treatment = 1 if surety==1

(68,678 missing values generated)

189 . replace treatment = 0 if or_any==1
(2,519 real changes made)

190 . 
191 . gen outcome = fta2

192 . 
193 . replace age="" if regexm(age,"N")

(8 real changes made)

194 . destring age, replace
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age: all characters numeric; replaced as byte
(8 missing values generated)

195 . 
196 . gen male=1 if gender=="Male"

(13,400 missing values generated)

197 . replace male=0 if gender=="Female"
(13,392 real changes made)

198 . gen black=1 if ethn=="Black"
(47,654 missing values generated)

199 . gen hisp=1 if ethn=="Hispanic"
(65,339 missing values generated)

200 . gen white=1 if ethn=="White"
(53,341 missing values generated)

201 . gen r_oth =1 if ethn!="Black" & ethn!="White" & ethn!="Hispanic"
(71,470 missing values generated)

202 . recode black hisp white r_oth (.=0)
(black: 47654 changes made)
(hisp: 65339 changes made)
(white: 53341 changes made)
(r_oth: 71470 changes made)

203 . gen year = yofd(dofc(releasedate))

204 . gen qtr = qofd(dofc(releasedate))

205 . gen nvcavalue1 = 1 if nvcavalue=="Yes"
(77,210 missing values generated)

206 . recode nvcavalue1 .=0 if nvcavalue=="No"
(nvcavalue1: 10164 changes made)

207 . 
208 . **************************************

209 . * PSM All Defendant Bookings

210 . 
211 . psmatch2 treat male age black hisp white qtr ftascale ncascalevalue, out(outcome) 

> caliper(.001) n(1) noreplacement descending

Probit regression                               Number of obs     =      3,634
                                                LR chi2(8)        =     117.30
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                                                Prob > chi2       =     0.0000
Log likelihood = -2254.2133                     Pseudo R2         =     0.0254

    treatment       Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

         male    .0779845   .0585728     1.33   0.183    -.0368161    .1927852
          age   -.0021149   .0019054    -1.11   0.267    -.0058494    .0016195
        black   -.1313714   .0777114    -1.69   0.091    -.2836829    .0209402
         hisp   -.2045991   .0805169    -2.54   0.011    -.3624093   -.0467889
        white   -.2270339   .0814857    -2.79   0.005    -.3867428   -.0673249
          qtr    .0531581   .0107492     4.95   0.000     .0320901    .0742261
ftascalevalue    .0558458   .0307132     1.82   0.069     -.004351    .1160426
ncascalevalue      .10991   .0282365     3.89   0.000     .0545675    .1652525
        _cons   -12.81046    2.45983    -5.21   0.000    -17.63164   -7.989283

There are observations with identical propensity score values.
The sort order of the data could affect your results.
Make sure that the sort order is random before calling psmatch2.

> 
        Variable     Sample     Treated     Controls   Difference         S.E.   T-
> stat

> 
         outcome  Unmatched  .296449216     .3978539  -.101404685   .016854063    -
> 6.02
                        ATT  .278388278   .418498168   -.14010989   .020178981    -
> 6.94

> 
Note: S.E. does not take into account that the propensity score is estimated.

 psmatch2:    psmatch2: Common
 Treatment         support
assignment  Off suppo  On suppor      Total

 Untreated          0      2,423      2,423 
   Treated        119      1,092      1,211 

     Total        119      3,515      3,634 

212 . pstest male age black hisp white qtr ftascale ncascalevalue nvcavalue1

                               Mean                    t-test
Variable                 Treated Control    %bias     t    p>|t|
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male                     .83608   .83883     -0.7   -0.17  0.862
age                      33.243   33.167      0.6    0.15  0.881
black                    .39652   .39286      0.8    0.18  0.861
hisp                     .26282   .24908      3.1    0.74  0.462
white                     .2326   .24359     -2.6   -0.60  0.547
qtr                      228.31   228.23      4.1    0.96  0.335
ftascalevalue            2.1667   2.1859     -1.6   -0.39  0.698
ncascalevalue            2.7308   2.7463     -1.2   -0.29  0.775
nvcavalue1                 .163   .05586     35.5    8.14  0.000

            Summary of the distribution of |bias|

      Percentiles      Smallest
 1%     .6372061       .6372061
 5%     .6372061       .7324444
10%     .6372061       .7515008       Obs                   9
25%     .7515008       1.201325       Sum of Wgt.           9

50%     1.617152                      Mean           5.583167
                        Largest       Std. Dev.      11.29546
75%     3.111224       2.565314
90%     35.53331       3.111224       Variance       127.5873
95%     35.53331        4.09903       Skewness       2.421857
99%     35.53331       35.53331       Kurtosis       6.971997

Pseudo R2      LR chi2        p>chi2      MeanB     MedB

    0.026        78.40         0.000       5.6       1.6

213 . gen pr=_pscore
(75,634 missing values generated)

214 . *Assessing overlap in Probabilty of Treatment

215 . graph hbox pr, over(_treat) showyvars box(1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black)) boxgap(-
> 5) outergap(0) marker(1, mcolor(black) msymbol(smcircle_hollow)) ytitle(Pr(Probabi
> lty of Treatment)) title(Surety vs. OR) note(Treated = Surety; Untreated = OR) yla
> bel(none, nogrid) ymtick(none) xsize(6) ysize(3) scale(1) graphregion(fcolor(white
> ) lcolor(none) ifcolor(white) ilcolor(none)) plotregion(fcolor(white) ifcolor(whit
> e) )

216 . 
217 . gen diff_ = out  -  _out if _treat==1 & _support==1

(78,176 missing values generated)
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218 . rbounds diff_, gamma(1 (.1) 5)

Rosenbaum bounds for diff_ (N = 1092 matched pairs)

Gamma           sig+      sig-    t-hat+    t-hat-       CI+       CI-
----------------------------------------------------------------------
    1        4.5e-12   4.5e-12  -2.7e-07  -2.7e-07  -2.7e-07  -2.7e-07  
  1.1        1.4e-15   4.2e-09  -2.7e-07  -2.7e-07  -2.7e-07  -2.7e-07  
  1.2              0   7.8e-07  -2.7e-07  -2.7e-07  -2.7e-07  -2.7e-07  
  1.3              0   .000042  -2.7e-07  -2.7e-07       -.5  -2.7e-07  
  1.4              0   .000881  -2.7e-07  -2.7e-07       -.5  -2.7e-07  
  1.5              0   .008549       -.5  -2.7e-07       -.5  -2.7e-07  
  1.6              0   .045324       -.5  -2.7e-07       -.5  -2.7e-07  
  1.7              0    .14847       -.5  -2.7e-07       -.5  -2.7e-07  
  1.8              0   .332856       -.5  -2.7e-07       -.5  -2.7e-07  
  1.9              0   .557867       -.5  -2.7e-07       -.5  -2.7e-07  
    2              0   .756041       -.5  -2.7e-07       -.5  -2.7e-07  
  2.1              0   .887885       -.5  -2.7e-07       -.5  -2.7e-07  
  2.2              0   .956688       -.5  -2.7e-07       -.5  -2.7e-07  
  2.3              0    .98575       -.5  -2.7e-07       -.5  -2.7e-07  
  2.4              0    .99595       -.5  -2.7e-07       -.5  -2.7e-07  
  2.5              0   .998992       -.5  -2.7e-07       -.5  -2.7e-07  
  2.6              0   .999777       -.5  -2.7e-07       -.5  -2.7e-07  
  2.7              0   .999956       -.5  -2.7e-07       -.5   2.7e-07  
  2.8              0   .999992       -.5  -2.7e-07       -.5   2.7e-07  
  2.9              0   .999999       -.5  -2.7e-07       -.5   2.7e-07  
    3              0         1       -.5  -2.7e-07       -.5   2.7e-07  
  3.1              0         1       -.5   2.7e-07       -.5   2.7e-07  
  3.2              0         1       -.5   2.7e-07       -.5   2.7e-07  
  3.3              0         1       -.5   2.7e-07       -.5   2.7e-07  
  3.4              0         1       -.5   2.7e-07       -.5   2.7e-07  
  3.5              0         1       -.5   2.7e-07       -.5        .5  
  3.6              0         1       -.5   2.7e-07       -.5        .5  
  3.7              0         1       -.5   2.7e-07       -.5        .5  
  3.8              0         1       -.5   2.7e-07       -.5        .5  
  3.9              0         1       -.5   2.7e-07       -.5        .5  
    4              0         1       -.5   2.7e-07       -.5        .5  
  4.1              0         1       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.2              0         1       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.3              0         1       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.4              0         1       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.5              0         1       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.6              0         1       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.7              0         1       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.8              0         1       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.9              0         1       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
    5              0         1       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
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* gamma  - log odds of differential assignment due to unobserved factors
  sig+   - upper bound significance level
  sig-   - lower bound significance level
  t-hat+ - upper bound Hodges-Lehmann point estimate
  t-hat- - lower bound Hodges-Lehmann point estimate
  CI+    - upper bound confidence interval (a=  .95)
  CI-    - lower bound confidence interval (a=  .95)

219 . 
220 . * Bootstrapped Standard Errors (50 reps)

221 . bootstrap r(att), reps(1000): psmatch2 treat male age black hisp white qtr ftascal
> e ncascalevalue nvcavalue1, out(outcome) caliper(.001) n(1) noreplacement descendi
> ng
(running psmatch2 on estimation sample)
Note: S.E. does not take into account that the propensity score is estimated.

Bootstrap replications (1000)
 1  2  3  4  5 

..................................................    50

..................................................   100

..................................................   150

..................................................   200

..................................................   250

..................................................   300

..................................................   350

..................................................   400

..................................................   450

..................................................   500

..................................................   550

..................................................   600

..................................................   650

..................................................   700

..................................................   750

..................................................   800

..................................................   850

..................................................   900

..................................................   950

..................................................  1000

Bootstrap results                               Number of obs     =      3,634
                                                Replications      =      1,000

      command:  psmatch2 treat male age black hisp white qtr ftascale
                    ncascalevalue nvcavalue1, out(outcome) caliper(.001) n(1)
                    noreplacement descending
        _bs_1:  r(att)
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                Observed   Bootstrap                         Normal-based
                   Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

       _bs_1   -.1374502   .0210264    -6.54   0.000    -.1786611   -.0962393

222 . 
223 . 
224 . drop pr diff_

225 . 
226 . **************************************

227 . 
228 . * Males Only

229 . 
230 . psmatch2 treat age black hisp white qtr ftascale ncascalevalue nvcavalue1 if male=

> =1, out(outcome) caliper(.001) n(1) noreplacement descending

Probit regression                               Number of obs     =      3,004
                                                LR chi2(8)        =     218.63
                                                Prob > chi2       =     0.0000
Log likelihood = -1815.4526                     Pseudo R2         =     0.0568

    treatment       Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

          age    -.005591   .0021214    -2.64   0.008    -.0097489   -.0014332
        black   -.0883382   .0863031    -1.02   0.306    -.2574893    .0808129
         hisp   -.2228749   .0887838    -2.51   0.012     -.396888   -.0488617
        white    -.190671   .0905738    -2.11   0.035    -.3681924   -.0131496
          qtr    .0568127   .0119631     4.75   0.000     .0333654    .0802601
ftascalevalue    .1097514   .0345331     3.18   0.001     .0420677    .1774351
ncascalevalue    .0203268   .0322761     0.63   0.529    -.0429332    .0835868
   nvcavalue1    .8902778   .0894725     9.95   0.000     .7149149    1.065641
        _cons   -13.42767   2.737229    -4.91   0.000    -18.79254   -8.062796

There are observations with identical propensity score values.
The sort order of the data could affect your results.
Make sure that the sort order is random before calling psmatch2.

> 
        Variable     Sample     Treated     Controls   Difference         S.E.   T-
> stat

> 
         outcome  Unmatched  .299019608   .408266129  -.109246521   .018512827    -
> 5.90
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                        ATT   .28992629   .441031941  -.151105651   .023589139    -
> 6.41

> 
Note: S.E. does not take into account that the propensity score is estimated.

 psmatch2:    psmatch2: Common
 Treatment         support
assignment  Off suppo  On suppor      Total

 Untreated          0      1,984      1,984 
   Treated        206        814      1,020 

     Total        206      2,798      3,004 

231 . 
232 . * BALANCE STATISTICS

233 . pstest age black hisp white qtr ftascale ncascalevalue nvcavalue1

                               Mean                    t-test
Variable                 Treated Control    %bias     t    p>|t|

age                      33.036    32.55      4.0    0.84  0.402
black                    .38452   .37715      1.5    0.31  0.760
hisp                      .2715   .25676      3.3    0.67  0.500
white                    .23219    .2457     -3.2   -0.64  0.523
qtr                      228.25    228.2      2.5    0.51  0.608
ftascalevalue             2.188   2.1634      2.1    0.41  0.678
ncascalevalue            2.7445   2.6978      3.6    0.73  0.468
nvcavalue1               .06143   .06388     -0.8   -0.20  0.838

            Summary of the distribution of |bias|

      Percentiles      Smallest
 1%     .7978917       .7978917
 5%     .7978917       1.519353
10%     .7978917       2.094004       Obs                   8
25%     1.806678       2.543408       Sum of Wgt.           8

50%     2.857881                      Mean           2.630465
                        Largest       Std. Dev.      1.100702
75%     3.456343       3.172354
90%     4.004025       3.301278       Variance       1.211545
95%     4.004025       3.611408       Skewness      -.4219938
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99%     4.004025       4.004025       Kurtosis        1.96424

Pseudo R2      LR chi2        p>chi2      MeanB     MedB

    0.001         3.21         0.921       2.6       2.9

234 . gen pr=_pscore if male==1
(76,264 missing values generated)

235 . *Assessing overlap in Probabilty of Treatment

236 . graph hbox pr, over(_treat) showyvars box(1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black)) boxgap(-
> 5) outergap(0) marker(1, mcolor(black) msymbol(smcircle_hollow)) ytitle(Pr(Probabi
> lty of Treatment)) title(Surety vs. OR) note(Treated = Surety; Untreated = OR) yla
> bel(none, nogrid) ymtick(none) xsize(6) ysize(3) scale(1) graphregion(fcolor(white
> ) lcolor(none) ifcolor(white) ilcolor(none)) plotregion(fcolor(white) ifcolor(whit
> e) )

237 . 
238 . gen diff_ = out  -  _out if _treat==1 & _support==1

(78,454 missing values generated)

239 . rbounds diff_, gamma(1 (.1) 5)

Rosenbaum bounds for diff_ (N = 814 matched pairs)

Gamma           sig+      sig-    t-hat+    t-hat-       CI+       CI-
----------------------------------------------------------------------
    1        6.8e-11   6.8e-11  -2.9e-07  -2.9e-07  -2.9e-07  -2.9e-07  
  1.1        1.1e-13   1.7e-08  -2.9e-07  -2.9e-07  -2.9e-07  -2.9e-07  
  1.2        1.1e-16   1.3e-06  -2.9e-07  -2.9e-07       -.5  -2.9e-07  
  1.3              0   .000038  -2.9e-07  -2.9e-07       -.5  -2.9e-07  
  1.4              0   .000531       -.5  -2.9e-07       -.5  -2.9e-07  
  1.5              0   .004115       -.5  -2.9e-07       -.5  -2.9e-07  
  1.6              0   .019934       -.5  -2.9e-07       -.5  -2.9e-07  
  1.7              0    .06612       -.5  -2.9e-07       -.5  -2.9e-07  
  1.8              0   .161516       -.5  -2.9e-07       -.5  -2.9e-07  
  1.9              0    .30858       -.5  -2.9e-07       -.5  -2.9e-07  
    2              0   .485278       -.5  -2.9e-07       -.5  -2.9e-07  
  2.1              0   .656687       -.5  -2.9e-07       -.5  -2.9e-07  
  2.2              0   .794892       -.5  -2.9e-07       -.5  -2.9e-07  
  2.3              0   .889774       -.5  -2.9e-07       -.5  -2.9e-07  
  2.4              0   .946367       -.5  -2.9e-07       -.5  -2.9e-07  
  2.5              0   .976195       -.5  -2.9e-07       -.5  -2.9e-07  
  2.6              0   .990289       -.5  -2.9e-07       -.5  -2.9e-07  
  2.7              0   .996332       -.5  -2.9e-07       -.5  -2.9e-07  
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  2.8              0   .998709       -.5  -2.9e-07       -.5   2.9e-07  
  2.9              0   .999574       -.5  -2.9e-07       -.5   2.9e-07  
    3              0   .999867       -.5  -2.9e-07       -.5   2.9e-07  
  3.1              0   .999961       -.5  -2.9e-07       -.5   2.9e-07  
  3.2              0   .999989       -.5  -2.9e-07       -.5   2.9e-07  
  3.3              0   .999997       -.5  -2.9e-07       -.5   2.9e-07  
  3.4              0   .999999       -.5   2.9e-07       -.5   2.9e-07  
  3.5              0         1       -.5   2.9e-07       -.5   2.9e-07  
  3.6              0         1       -.5   2.9e-07       -.5        .5  
  3.7              0         1       -.5   2.9e-07       -.5        .5  
  3.8              0         1       -.5   2.9e-07       -.5        .5  
  3.9              0         1       -.5   2.9e-07       -.5        .5  
    4              0         1       -.5   2.9e-07       -.5        .5  
  4.1              0         1       -.5   2.9e-07       -.5        .5  
  4.2              0         1       -.5   2.9e-07       -.5        .5  
  4.3              0         1       -.5   2.9e-07       -.5        .5  
  4.4              0         1       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.5              0         1       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.6              0         1       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.7              0         1       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.8              0         1       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.9              0         1       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
    5              0         1       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  

* gamma  - log odds of differential assignment due to unobserved factors
  sig+   - upper bound significance level
  sig-   - lower bound significance level
  t-hat+ - upper bound Hodges-Lehmann point estimate
  t-hat- - lower bound Hodges-Lehmann point estimate
  CI+    - upper bound confidence interval (a=  .95)
  CI-    - lower bound confidence interval (a=  .95)

240 . 
241 . * Bootstrapped Standard Errors (50 reps)

242 . bootstrap r(att), reps(1000): psmatch2 treat male age black hisp white qtr ftascal
> e ncascalevalue nvcavalue1 if male==1, out(outcome) caliper(.001) n(1) noreplaceme
> nt descending
(running psmatch2 on estimation sample)
Note: S.E. does not take into account that the propensity score is estimated.

Bootstrap replications (1000)
 1  2  3  4  5 

..................................................    50

..................................................   100

..................................................   150

..................................................   200

..................................................   250

..................................................   300
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..................................................   350

..................................................   400

..................................................   450

..................................................   500

..................................................   550

..................................................   600

..................................................   650

..................................................   700

..................................................   750

..................................................   800

..................................................   850

..................................................   900

..................................................   950

..................................................  1000

Bootstrap results                               Number of obs     =      3,004
                                                Replications      =      1,000

      command:  psmatch2 treat male age black hisp white qtr ftascale
                    ncascalevalue nvcavalue1, out(outcome) caliper(.001) n(1)
                    noreplacement descending
        _bs_1:  r(att)

                Observed   Bootstrap                         Normal-based
                   Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

       _bs_1   -.1511057   .0248222    -6.09   0.000    -.1997563    -.102455

243 . 
244 . drop pr diff_

245 . 
246 . **************************************

247 . 
248 . * Females Only 

249 . psmatch2 treat age black hisp white qtr ftascale ncascalevalue nvcavalue1 if male=
> =0, out(outcome) caliper(.01) n(1) noreplacement descending

Probit regression                               Number of obs     =        630
                                                LR chi2(8)        =      23.03
                                                Prob > chi2       =     0.0033
Log likelihood = -375.01145                     Pseudo R2         =     0.0298

    treatment       Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
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          age   -.0022429    .005078    -0.44   0.659    -.0121955    .0077097
        black   -.4680309   .1876721    -2.49   0.013    -.8358614   -.1002004
         hisp   -.0621258    .199977    -0.31   0.756    -.4540736     .329822
        white   -.4048928    .194992    -2.08   0.038    -.7870701   -.0227155
          qtr    .0248622   .0261912     0.95   0.342    -.0264717    .0761961
ftascalevalue   -.0070604   .0747342    -0.09   0.925    -.1535367    .1394159
ncascalevalue    .0970931   .0747264     1.30   0.194    -.0493679    .2435541
   nvcavalue1    .5038055   .2214197     2.28   0.023     .0698309    .9377801
        _cons   -6.056502   5.996613    -1.01   0.313    -17.80965    5.696644

There are observations with identical propensity score values.
The sort order of the data could affect your results.
Make sure that the sort order is random before calling psmatch2.

> 
        Variable     Sample     Treated     Controls   Difference         S.E.   T-
> stat

> 
         outcome  Unmatched  .282722513   .350797267  -.068074753   .040737626    -
> 1.67
                        ATT  .277777778   .377777778          -.1    .04933519    -
> 2.03

> 
Note: S.E. does not take into account that the propensity score is estimated.

 psmatch2:    psmatch2: Common
 Treatment         support
assignment  Off suppo  On suppor      Total

 Untreated          0        439        439 
   Treated         11        180        191 

     Total         11        619        630 

250 . 
251 . * BALANCE STATISTICS

252 . pstest age black hisp white qtr ftascale ncascalevalue nvcavalue1

                               Mean                    t-test
Variable                 Treated Control    %bias     t    p>|t|

age                      32.911   33.206     -2.7   -0.25  0.801
black                    .39444   .38889      1.1    0.11  0.914
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hisp                     .23889   .25556     -4.1   -0.37  0.715
white                       .25   .22778      5.1    0.49  0.622
qtr                      228.34   228.26      3.8    0.37  0.714
ftascalevalue            2.1722   2.1111      4.8    0.46  0.648
ncascalevalue            2.4944   2.5167     -1.7   -0.16  0.872
nvcavalue1               .07778      .05     10.7    1.08  0.283

            Summary of the distribution of |bias|

      Percentiles      Smallest
 1%     1.128522       1.128522
 5%     1.128522       1.734211
10%     1.128522       2.686389       Obs                   8
25%       2.2103       3.774058       Sum of Wgt.           8

50%     3.918047                      Mean           4.243711
                        Largest       Std. Dev.      2.949611
75%      4.95104       4.062037
90%     10.66239       4.849854       Variance       8.700204
95%     10.66239       5.052226       Skewness        1.28115
99%     10.66239       10.66239       Kurtosis        3.96384

Pseudo R2      LR chi2        p>chi2      MeanB     MedB

    0.007         3.29         0.915       4.2       3.9

253 . gen pr=_pscore if male==0
(78,638 missing values generated)

254 . 
255 . *Assessing overlap in Probabilty of Treatment

256 . graph hbox pr, over(_treat) showyvars box(1, fcolor(white) lcolor(black)) boxgap(-
> 5) outergap(0) marker(1, mcolor(black) msymbol(smcircle_hollow)) ytitle(Pr(Probabi
> lty of Treatment)) title(Surety vs. OR) note(Treated = Surety; Untreated = OR) yla
> bel(none, nogrid) ymtick(none) xsize(6) ysize(3) scale(1) graphregion(fcolor(white
> ) lcolor(none) ifcolor(white) ilcolor(none)) plotregion(fcolor(white) ifcolor(whit
> e) )

257 . 
258 . gen diff_ = out  -  _out if _treat==1 & _support==1

(79,088 missing values generated)

259 . rbounds diff_, gamma(1 (.1) 5)
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Rosenbaum bounds for diff_ (N = 180 matched pairs)

Gamma           sig+      sig-    t-hat+    t-hat-       CI+       CI-
----------------------------------------------------------------------
    1         .02077    .02077  -3.8e-07  -3.8e-07  -3.8e-07  -3.8e-07  
  1.1        .006919   .052683  -3.8e-07  -3.8e-07  -3.8e-07  -3.8e-07  
  1.2        .002167   .107423  -3.8e-07  -3.8e-07       -.5  -3.8e-07  
  1.3        .000646   .185724  -3.8e-07  -3.8e-07       -.5  -3.8e-07  
  1.4        .000186   .282927  -3.8e-07  -3.8e-07       -.5  -3.8e-07  
  1.5        .000052   .390756  -3.8e-07  -3.8e-07       -.5  -3.8e-07  
  1.6        .000014        .5  -3.8e-07  -3.8e-07       -.5  -3.8e-07  
  1.7        3.7e-06   .602771       -.5  -3.8e-07       -.5  -3.8e-07  
  1.8        9.7e-07   .693701       -.5  -3.8e-07       -.5  -3.8e-07  
  1.9        2.5e-07   .770136       -.5  -3.8e-07       -.5  -3.8e-07  
    2        6.3e-08   .831666       -.5  -3.8e-07       -.5   3.8e-07  
  2.1        1.6e-08   .879405       -.5  -3.8e-07       -.5   3.8e-07  
  2.2        3.9e-09   .915292       -.5  -3.8e-07       -.5   3.8e-07  
  2.3        9.7e-10   .941543       -.5  -3.8e-07       -.5   3.8e-07  
  2.4        2.4e-10   .960295       -.5  -3.8e-07       -.5   3.8e-07  
  2.5        5.8e-11   .973413       -.5  -3.8e-07       -.5        .5  
  2.6        1.4e-11   .982425       -.5  -3.8e-07       -.5        .5  
  2.7        3.4e-12   .988516       -.5  -3.8e-07       -.5        .5  
  2.8        8.1e-13   .992575       -.5  -3.8e-07       -.5        .5  
  2.9        1.9e-13   .995244       -.5   3.8e-07       -.5        .5  
    3        4.6e-14    .99698       -.5   3.8e-07       -.5        .5  
  3.1        1.1e-14   .998098       -.5   3.8e-07       -.5        .5  
  3.2        2.6e-15    .99881       -.5   3.8e-07       -.5        .5  
  3.3        5.6e-16   .999261       -.5   3.8e-07       -.5        .5  
  3.4        1.1e-16   .999543       -.5   3.8e-07       -.5        .5  
  3.5              0   .999719       -.5   3.8e-07       -.5        .5  
  3.6              0   .999829       -.5   3.8e-07       -.5        .5  
  3.7              0   .999896       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  3.8              0   .999937       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  3.9              0   .999962       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
    4              0   .999977       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.1              0   .999986       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.2              0   .999992       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.3              0   .999995       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.4              0   .999997       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.5              0   .999998       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.6              0   .999999       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.7              0   .999999       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.8              0         1       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
  4.9              0         1       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  
    5              0         1       -.5        .5       -.5        .5  

* gamma  - log odds of differential assignment due to unobserved factors
  sig+   - upper bound significance level
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  sig-   - lower bound significance level
  t-hat+ - upper bound Hodges-Lehmann point estimate
  t-hat- - lower bound Hodges-Lehmann point estimate
  CI+    - upper bound confidence interval (a=  .95)
  CI-    - lower bound confidence interval (a=  .95)

260 . 
261 . bootstrap r(att), reps(1000): psmatch2 treat male age black hisp white qtr ftascal

> e ncascalevalue nvcavalue1 if male==0, out(outcome) caliper(.01) n(1) noreplacemen
> t descending
(running psmatch2 on estimation sample)
Note: S.E. does not take into account that the propensity score is estimated.

Bootstrap replications (1000)
 1  2  3  4  5 

..................................................    50

..................................................   100

..................................................   150

..................................................   200

..................................................   250

..................................................   300

..................................................   350

..................................................   400

..................................................   450

..................................................   500

..................................................   550

..................................................   600

..................................................   650

..................................................   700

..................................................   750

..................................................   800

..................................................   850

..................................................   900

..................................................   950

..................................................  1000

Bootstrap results                               Number of obs     =        630
                                                Replications      =      1,000

      command:  psmatch2 treat male age black hisp white qtr ftascale
                    ncascalevalue nvcavalue1, out(outcome) caliper(.01) n(1)
                    noreplacement descending
        _bs_1:  r(att)

                Observed   Bootstrap                         Normal-based
                   Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

       _bs_1         -.1   .0471411    -2.12   0.034    -.1923949   -.0076051
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262 . 
263 . drop pr diff_

264 . 
265 . log close

      name:  <unnamed>
       log:  /Users/RobertMorris/Dropbox (RTEX)/RTex/Customers/Dhillon Law Group/Mor
> ris_Buffin_Stata_SFH001179_LOGFILE.smcl
  log type:  smcl
 closed on:   6 Jul 2018, 09:52:13


